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News In Brief
Murray State University Staff Congress President Donna Herndon
has high hopes for the organization in the 1987-88 academic year as
she begins her second one-year term as its leader.
Joining Mrs. Herndon, director of alumni affairs at MSU, on the
slate of officers are Butch Hutson, vice president, University
Libraries; Saundra Edwards, secretary, athletic office; and Lori
Owens, treasurer, accounting and finance.
"I am very pleased with the quality of officers and members of the
congress who were re-elected," the president remarked. We have a
number of exciting things under consideration this year and I hope
we are able to build the credibility of Staff Congress as a representative organization of all staff members."
Congress members are elected from four staff groups:
secretarialclerical, general, physical plant and executivemanagerialprofessional. In addition, six members are elected
at-large. All members are elected for three-year terms.
All Staff Congress members serve on its Grievance Committee,
Mrs. Herndon noted. Other committee assignments for 1987-88
(Cont'd on page 3

Elsewhere...
P7Vfli

LOS ANGELES — President Reagan is urging the Soviet Union to
take steps to relieve world tensions as his negotiators in Geneva stake
out a new position on a major obstacle to arms control.
UNITED NATIONS — Mikhail S. Gorbachev has offered to travel
to the United States this year if the Security Council agrees to a summit on disarmament and development, but the U.S. State Department rejected the idea as "flawed."
MANAMA, Bahrain — Blinding sandstorms over the Persian Gulf
kept shipping executives guessing about whether a new U.S.-escorted
convoy had set sail, and an Iranian official warned his country was
able to block the entrance to the gulf.
WASHINGTON — An examination of wreckage confirms the wing
flaps of Northwest Airlines Flight 255 were in the wrong position. according to investigators who say they still are trying to determine if a
disconnected alarm compounded the error.
WASHINGTON — The head of the CIA's clandestine service, accused by two subordinates of misleading Congress, received a
tongue-lashing in a private appearance before the congressional
Iran-Contra investigating committees, according to congressional
and intelligence sources.
JOH.4NNESBURG, South Africa — The black miners' union will
end its nationwide strike if members vote today to accept a new offer
from mining companies, a union leader says.

Cell study technique
Pipette (tiny glass tube) damps onto a cat membrane by gently
pulling a porton of the membrane inside the tube making a Oght
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Gov. Martha Layne Collins

By MARA R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's nearly 100-year-old
constitution has been reviewed
once again and, once again, the
question remains what will be
done with the recommendations.
The Special Commission on Constitutional Review, which was
created by legislative leadership,
completed its work on Tuesday
with a 175-page report that includes 77 recommendations for

Ranking of
amendments
reviewed for
constitution
FRANKFORT: Ky. (AP) Here are the 10 proposed
amendments to the Kentucky
Constitution most supported by
members of the Special Commission on Constitutional
Review.
- Create a new section to
establish a Kentucky Emergency Budget Board of executive,
legislative and judicial officials
who would act to trim expenditures when revenues fall
short of projected levels.

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. APi Hopes that a coming increase in
Tennessee Valley Authority electric rates could be held to 3.5 percent have been dashed by the TVA
official who suggested ways to
trim the proposed 8 percent rate
hike.
TVA Chairman Charles H. Dean
Jr. said Tuesday his four alter.
natives to trim the rate hike had
proven unworkable after a review
by his staff. TVA planned a final
decision on the rate increase
today.

Channel open

Close up view of channels in a cell membrane When
these channels are open, they allow electrically charged
molecules (ions) to enter the cell. Exchange of ions is the
way cells communicate with each other.
Ch.caon Trbune Graphic Source Rush-Presoytenan-St Luke s MedaI Center
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changes in the 1891 document.
"Our work has made each of us
aware of several needs for imprbvement in our constitution.
which was adopted during a time
vastly different from today," said
Court of Appeals Judge J. William
Howerton, chairman of the
commission.
"I think a lot of good could come
from it if the legislature will focus
on what we've done," said commission member Tom Lewis, dean
of the University of Kentucky law
school.
"I hope this report will not
gather dust on somebody's desk,"
said Rep. Louie Mack. D Lexington, a member of the
commission.
During its history, the current
constitution has been the subject
of at least one convention and
several other review panels.
Howerton said the General
Assembly and the voters of Kentucky must be made to recognize
the need for revision.
"Hopefully, the citizens of Kentucky will begin to realize that our
state constitution is not an untouchable 'Ark of the Convenant,— Howerton said. "To say
that Kentucky's constitution is
'untouchable' gives too much
credit to the wisdom of the
drafters living in the 1890s and
unreasonably binds Kentuckians
living in the 1980s."
(Cont'd on page 3)

Tuesday to legislative, business
and labor leaders.
The general reaction to the proposal was favorable, but most of
the people wanted more time to
study it.
I don't generally favor bonding, but there could be some
merit. It's too early to say," said
Rep. Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg, the House majority
floor leader. John Clark, president of the
Kentucky Business Climate Corp.

and a member of the workers
compensation task force. also
deferred comment on the plan.
Clark has strongly supported a
state contribution to resolve the
debt, which Collins' plan does not
include.
•'I need to find out why it doesn't
and whether it's justified or not:'
Clarksaid.
Mack Morgan, head of the Kentucky Retail Federation. said his
(Cont'd on page 2)

The road to an education

Students lined the pedestrian mall near the ('urns Center at Murray
State niversity as classes began meeting again this week. Although official totals hay e not yet been calculated, Dean of Admissions Phil
Bryan said this year's enrollment will likely be around 7.300. showing an
increase of approximately 100 students oYer the number registered at
this time last year.
...cart photo tri DMid 1'1/I k

Dean retreats from reduced TVA rate increases
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Closeup of
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP, —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says
her plan to finance the debt of the
workers' compensation program
is the best of three possible
choices.
Collins said employers could
have been hit with a big bill they
could not afford, General Fund
dollars could have been used, but
they are not available, or bonds
could be sold.
The last item forms the basis of
Collins' plan, which was unveiled

Commission completes
review of constitution

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Collins: still no special session
until lawmakers in agreement

Herndon begins new year as
head of MSU Staff Congress

By the Associated

Horn.. of thr fth 4
\atioeutl %routing Museum

TVA's staff opened a period of
public comment on rate increases
by saying an 8 percent hike in
revenues was needed. Three
quarters of the increase was blamed on a contract dispute with the
U.S. Department of Energy.
On Aug. 18, one day after a
public hearing on the proposed
rate increase, Dean gave his staff
four alternatives which, if implemented, could cut the rate increase to 3.5 percent.
Dean had suggested that TVA
was certain to win its legal battle

with the Energy Department and
that the federal utility could stand
to lower its insurance coverage.
TVA attorneys convinced Dean
that would be too risky, especially
considering the lengthy appeals
the case may bring. Advisors also
nixed Dean's idea of skipping an
annual payment to the U.S.
Treasury, saying that would have
no impact on rates.
Dean also had suggested that
prepaying the itit-off for canceled nuclear power plants could
avoid the need for part of the rate

hike. But financial advisors said
the impact would be nil
TVA Nuclear Chief Steven A
White advised Dean that his fourth
alternative, laying off 8.0011
workers at the Watts Bar and
Browns Ferry nuclear • plant
would only slow the recovery of
TVA's idled nuclear program
That is "a result none of liz•
desires,'' Dean said.
He rejected a suggestion that his
optimism for a small rate in (Cont'd on page 3)

Bush relents on at least one debate
Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
warm with a chance of
thunderstorms after midnight.
Low in the lower 70s. Southwest
wind around 10 mph. Rain
chances 40 percent.
Thursday: Partly cloudy and
hot with a good chance of
thunderstorms. High around 90
Southwest wind becoming west
10 to 15 mph. Rain chances 50
percent.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

156.2
358.2
George Bush

WASHINGTON (API — Vice
President George Bush's rivals in
the Republican presidential race
are welcoming his decision to join
them in a televised debate, but
they also say he ought to share
platforms with them a lot more
often.
After twice refusing invitations
to participate in a two-hour debate
to be broadcast live Oct. 28 on
public television's "Firing Line,"
Bush relented Tuesday and announced. "I will be there."
A spokesman for former
Delaware Gov Pete du Pont. a
GOP contender who led early
criticism of the vice president's
reluctance to be on the program.

called Bush's decision 'a Welcome
first step."
-But du Pont. spokesman Bill
Outlaw said Bush should make
similar commitments on other
planned debates. He noted that
Bush recently offered recommendations for improving educational
performance.
"We would also have to ask why
he hasn't seen fit to join other
Republicans in the education
debate taking place Sept. 11 in
Chapel Hill, N.C.," said Outlaw.
Tim Archie, spokesman for Sen.
Bob Dole's presidential campaign
committee. said "the senator is
very pleased with the vice president's participation and we are

looking forward to seeing all the
candidates there on the 28th."
Scott Hatch, spokesman for the
Rev. Pat Robertson, said -we've
felt for quite some time his Rose
Garden strategy would eventually
come to an end.Bush, Dole, Robertson and
former Sen. Paul Laxalt of
Nevada have not yet formally
entered the race. Robertion is expected to announce his plans next
month. Announcements from
Bush, Dole and Laxalt are expected later in the fall.
Du Pont was the first
Republican to declare his
((ont'd on page 2)
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Amendments...
(Coat'd from page 1)
— Change the state board of
education to include seven
elected members and six appointed members who would
then appoint a superintendent
of public instruction.
— Amend Section 181 to give
power to the General Assembly

Bush...

Mandee McCarty of Murray brings a friend from home with her as she
moves into Springer Hall at Murray State 1..nhersity. A 1987 graduate of
Murray High School, Miss McCarty is the daughter of Carol Solmon. She
and her classmates will participate in a variety of Freshman Week acthities through Aug. 29 to help them become accustomed to college life.

Read the want ads daily

•

(Cont'd from page 1)
presidential candidacy. Also
declared and expected to participate in the "Firing Line"
debate are Rep. Jack Kemp of
New York and former Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr.
The "Firing Line" debate,
moderated by William F. Buckley,
will originate from Houston.
Six Democratic contenders appeared on the program July 1.
Originally, Buckley sought to
line up the Republicans for that
date, but Bush and Senate GOP
leader Dole said they couldn't participate on that date.
When Bush and Dole turned him
down. Buckley lined up the
Democrats for July 1 and shifted
the GOP debate to Sept. 2. But
Bush and Dole said once again
that date was unacceptable.
Finally Buckley proposed Oct.
28. Everybody accepted except
Bush, who complained he was the
last to be notified of the new date.
Bush suggested Nov. 18 or Nov.
25 as alternate dates, but the other
candidates were reluctant to
switch.
In relenting on Tuesday, Bush
said: "While I have already accepted five debates, I am ready to
accept a sixth. If the 'Firing Line'
debate is first and if it's in Texas,
I'll be there on Oct. 28, Nov. 18 or
Nov. 25."

to allow cities and counties to
levy a variety of taxes
— Repeal numerous sections
that regulate the way
businesses can operate and. instead, allow for legislation on
the subject.
— Amend Section 54 to allow
the General Assembly to
restrict the amount of noneconomic damages that can be
awarded in injury cases.
— Amend Section 1 to prohibit discrimination based on
race, color, religion, national
origin. gender. age or physical
or mental handicap.
— Create a new section to
provide some limited form of
sovereign immunity for cities
and local government officials.
— Create a new section to require the General Assembly to
regulate campaign financing
and the spending of money in
elections for public office.
— Amend Section 1 to
recognize an individual's right
of privacy.
— Amend Section 183 to requ i re that the General
Assembly provide "adequate
and uniform support for a free
and quality system" primary
and secondary education and
"adequately support a system
of universities and colleges."

Dean...
(Coat'd from page 1)
crease, coupled with a change of
mind on the eve of the final decision on rates, had the effect of
muting public protest over the
rate increase.
"We have to go ahead. Our rates
have to be published a month
ahead. There's a lot of computers
to be set up and printing that has
to be done," said Dean, adding
that most of his ideas had come
from the Aug. 17 public session.

Corp The bonds would be repaid
over 30 years, Initial annual debt
service would be $24 million an(Ceara treat page 1)
nually for 10 years and $55 million
initial reaction was "somewhat per year for the remaining 20
years. Total debt service would be
favorable."
"It certainly looks good for at $1.34 billion.
The new corporation would
least 10 years out the road,"
replace the Kentucky Reinsurance
Morgan said.
Now that the package is out, the Association, which was created to
question remains whether it can make assessments on business
gain the support of the General and invest the money to pay off the
Special Fund debt. The associaAssembly.
tion, which is made up almost enLegislative leaders said they tirely of insurance industry ofwere asked to measure that sup- ficials, has fallen out of favor in
port and report back to Collins.
the General Assembly and the exCollins said she has no plans to ecutive branch.
call a special legislative session to
To pay the first 10 years of debt
take up her plan unless and until a service and the continuing costs of
consensus is reached on any awards, two new assessments
proposal.
would be made on business.
One would be a 20 percent surCollins defended her plan as
financially sound and, best of all, charge on workers' compensation
insurance premiums. That would
predictable for business.
"We're trying to not only ad- bring in an estimated $60 million
dress the needs for right now ... annually.
The remaining $20 million would
we're trying to lay the groundwork
and plan for the future," Collins come from an $18 levy on each
employee in the state. Federal and
said.
The program has two basic com- agriculture workers would be exponents — the sale of $380 million empt from the levy because they
in bonds and an annual levy of $80 are not eligible for workers'
compensation.
million on employers.
The two new assessments would
The money will go to pay the
take the place of two taxes and
costs of the Special Fund that will three assessments now made on
have been incurred through 1997 businesses to pay for Special Fund
and leave about $182 million at the
costs.
end of that time to cover future
The $80 million would be far less
costs.
than projected assessments on
It will also leave a debt service
employers. The assessments this
on the bonds of about $1.1 billion.
year were expected to be $136
The Special Fund was created to
million.
pay workers' compensation
Finance Secretary Gordon
benefits to victims of occupational Duke, who led a group that put
diseases, such as black lung, and
together the package, said the propeople whose injuries cannot be
gram levels the costs of the
attributed to a single employer.
Special Fund and lets employers
plan for them.
The Special Fund has a debt
State Sen. Ed O'Daniel, Destimated to be $1.68 billion. That Springfield, said he is concerned
debt is for awards that have about the remaining $1.1 billion
already been made, but not paid; debt on the bonds at the end of the
awards pending before the first 10 years.
workers' compensation board or
"It's going to mean another
in litigation; awards expected to heavy hit to cover that," O'Daniel
be made to workers who are in- said.
jured, but have not yet filed a
Other legislators were also conclaim; and administrative costs.
cerned about incurring one kind of
The bonds would be sold by a a debt by selling bonds to pay off
new agency called the Kentucky another kind of debt owed to inWorkers' Compensation Financial jured workers.

Collins...
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Ashby named outstanding
secondary music educator
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Fred Ashby, head band director
for Calloway County Schools, has
been named Outstanding Secondary Music Educator by the First
District of the Kentucky Music
Educators Association.
The esteemed annual honor is
awarded through nominations and
a vote by other music teachers in
the district. The first district is
composed of 21 high schools.
In their voting, Ashby's colleagues in KMEA considered such
things as outstanding leadership
qualities and the development of
different programs.
Ashby is active in ICMEA as first
district band chairman, serves on
the state's Festival Commission,
which establishes rules and
regulations for state band
festivals, and serves on the state's
12-member Marching Band Commission, which decides which contests in the state are sanctioned.
With all of this, Ashby gives
most of the credit for the award to
the Calloway County Band program, the students, and fellow
band 'director Gary Mullins.
"I've seen a definite increase in
commitment and dedication from
the students, resulting in a big
jump in the quality of the program," Ashby said. "As that
quality keeps moving up, we seem
•

to have more and more students
being a part of it."
Last year, Calloway received
several individual awards, onethird of the band made junior and
senior high Quad-State, and over
half were in solo and ensemble
festivals.
From what he has seen, going
into his third year at Calloway,
Ashby is excited about the new
school year and expects to see a
"noticeable jump in quality." The
school has already expanded its
instrumental studies to include a
jazz band program as part of the
curriculum this year.
A 1982 graduate of the University of Kentucky, Ashby was the
senior assistant director for the
Wildcat Marching Band for one
year, and president of the
275-member UK Band for two
years.
Before coming to Calloway
County, he taught for three years
in Caldwell County where he was
named Outstanding Young Band
Director in Kentucky by the National Band Masters Fraternity.
Ashby is presently working
towards his master's degree in
music education at Murray State
University. He lives in Murray
with his wife, Janet, and 2-yearold daughter, Katie.
6
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Hart returns
to Colorado;
plans to be
announced
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Reagan seeks Soviet program to stem tensions
LOS ANGELES AP ) — President Reagan is urging the Soviet
Union to take steps to relieve
world tensions as his negotiators
in Geneva stake out a new position
on a major obstacle to arms
control
The president, who flew by
helicopter to Los Angeles from his
ranch north of Santa Barbara,
Calif., on Tuesday, was speaking
today to the Town Hall of California, a civic organization, on the
subject of East-West relations.

oeen nea.rd before.
"The president will call for
several new moves by the Soviet
Union to demonstrate interest in
reducing world tensions." the official said.

DENVER ( AP ) — Former
He declined to specify what the
U.S. Sen. Gary Hart fanned
steps would be, but did say the
fires of speculation that he will
president would enumerate
re-enter the presidential race,
guideposts he has outlined in the
telling reporters meeting him
past for assessing Soviet intenon his return home from vacations. These include withdrawal of
tion in Ireland he soon will anSoviet troops from Afghanistan.
nounce his plans.
demolition of the Berlin Wall and
"I don't have any kind of
An administration official. self-determination for countries in
comment to make this evenEastern Europe.
speaking on condition he not be
ing," Hart told reporters Tuesidentified, said Tuesday the
The official said Reagan also
day night at Stapleton Internaspeech would outline no dramatic
would discuss the arms talks in
tional Airport. "I want to get
new proposals but would contain
Geneva, where U.S. negotiators
together with my family and
"some new things that haven't
unveiled Tuesday a new
get caught up on the news of the
last few days and find out what
has or has not gone on. ...
"Then I will cover all the
points that need to be covered
in a comprehensive way. I don't
According to the newspaper's
WASHINGTON (AP ) — The late
think the circumstances today
report, George told the commitCIA Director William J. Casey
or tonight are the way to do
tees he raised questions about Irasidestepped subordinates who
that. I'll have something to say
nian middleman Manucher Ghorquestioned the Reagan adpretty soon," he said.
ministration's secret weapons
banifar and retired Air Force Maj.
Hart's comments echoed
Gen. Richard Secord, who arrangsales to Iran, according to
those he made earlier Tuesday
ed logistics for the secret arms
testimony quoted in a published
to reporters when he arrived at
shipments.
report today.
Kennedy International Airport
George said he went directly to
Clair George, the agency's
in New York City.
Casey with his objections after
deputy director for operations,
learning that Ghorbanifar was the
said Casey overruled his objecHart was met at the airport
only intermediary for dealings
tions to individuals chosen by the
by his wife, Lee. They left the
With Iran.
White House to carry out the arms
airport and drove to their
"I said, 'Bill, I am not going to
deals, The New York Times
mountain home in Troublesome
run
this gily anymore,' which
reported.
Gulch near Kittredge, 30 miles
George's closed-door testimony. means in our language, 'I will not
southwest of Denver.
handle him, he is a bum,— George
Aug. 5 and 6 before the congresThe former Colorado senator
said.
sional Iran-Contra committees
quit his campaign for the
was scheduled for release today.
However, George said, Casey
Democratic nomination on May
began to "wire around" — or cirThe
Times quoted a transcript it
8 after The Miami Herald
cumvent — subordinates who obobtained in advance.
reported he spent part of a
weekend with actress-model
Donna Rice.
Speculation that Hart would
.rejoin the race was kindled last
week after his former campaign manager, Bill Dixon,
said it was "likely" Hart would
MINEOLA, N.Y. AP ) — Jessica Hahn will testify under immunity for
do so.
a federal grand jury investigating the PTL and television evangelist Jim
On Friday, Hart left a rented
Bakker, but she,is nett a target of investigators, her lawyer says.
cottage in the Irish fishing
"Jessica clearly considers it her responsibility to cooperate with the
village of Oughterard to avoid
government in its investigation," said attorney Dominic Barbara.
reporters after Dixon's comHe said Tuesday the 28-year-old former church secretary from West
ments made headlines.
Babylon was served with a subpoena Sunday to appear Sept. 21 before
Another former Hart adviser,
the grand jury in Charlotte, N.C.. investigating payments made to her
Bill Shore, told The Des Moines
from the PTL.
I Iowa ) Register that Hart told
"Jessica Hahn is not a target of the investigation." said Barbara, adhim by telephone last week that
ding that he had met with FBI agents and officials of the Treasury
he was unequivocal about not
Department and Internal Revenue Service.
returning to the race.
Barbara said he would provide the government with documents that
In an interview with the
would help their investigation. "Jessica will be a witness and will be
granted immunity. She will be testifying for the U.S. government," he
Register published Monday.
said.
Dixon stuck by his statement.
Hart had been considered the
front-runner for the
Democratic presidential
(Cont'd from page I)
nomination before the Rice
include:
incident.
Benefits — Margaret Yuill, chair Joe Evanko, Sue Malone, Judy
"Obviously, he would first
Morgan, Randy Kursave, Patsy Watson, Jim Baurer, David
have to make a statement
Mullinax.
about his intolerable
Communication — Ms. Edwards, chair; Carolyn Bomar, Baurer,
behavior," said Dixon. Even
Ava Watkins, Jan Parm, Ms. Owens.
so, he said, Hart would be "torn
Credentials and Elections — JeNeane Coleman, chair: Carol
apart" by the media if he steps
Yates, parliamentarian; Deborah Hornbuckle, Judy Crunk, Gordon
back in.
Burris.
Hart believes he could conPersonnel Policies — Hutson, chair; Jeffre Dreyer, Keith Skinner,
tribute to the campaign and
Ms. Yates, Cynthia Lanier, Barton Jones.
feels an obligation to do so, DixStaff Recognition — Tane Alexander. chair; L.C. Winchester,
on said. If Hart re-entered the
Marie Jones, Randy Wilson, Fred Lee, Jones, Ms. Owens.
race, Dixon suggested it would
Working Conditions — Ms. Morgan, chair; Hutson, Ms. Malone,
be more an attempt to crusade
James Wyatt, Ms. Yates, Ms. Dreyer, Ms. Watson.
on issues rather than to win the
Mrs. Herndon is the first Staff Congress president in the organizaelection.
tion's history to succeed herself. The group, which was organized in
1983, represents more than 700 staff members.

simpithed proposal on Inc tnorny
issue of verifying an arms
.agreement.
In Geneva, U.S. spokesman
Terry Shroeder said Soviet acceptance in July of eliminating all
interemediate-range nuclear
missiles had enabled the United
States to change its verification
requirements, including those for
on-site inspections.
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater, traveling with the
president, said the new Soviet
position, known as double zero in
arms control parlance, means that
"we won't need as many ion-site
inspections as originally," when
the proposal being considered
called for both sides to retain 100
intermi3diate.ranwp noriaa.

weapons
The administration official said
it was encouraging that verification was on the table in Geneva,
since it always had been expected
to be the last major obstacle to
agreement. The talks also appear
to be hung up, however, on
whether an agreement should
cover 72 West German Pershing
1-A missiles with American
warheads
The speech was not intended to
be hard line, the official said He
said it would deal briefly with Central America, where the United
States has declared its support for
a peace proposal while continuing
to back rebels fighting the lettis'.
government of Nicaragua

Ronald Reagan
Urges relief of tensions

CIA official says Casey backed White House on arms sales
jected to the plan.
Casey, a longtime friend and adviser to President Reagan, resigned as CIA director in February
after being hospitalized seven
weeks earlier with brain seizures.
He died in May.
George also was questioned
sharply about his claim before
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Examination of wreckage shows wing flaps
on Northwest Flight 255 in wrong position

Commission...
((lont'd from page I)
The current Kentucky Constitution is the fourth in the state's
history and that alone should convince people that it is due for
change, said commission member
Gross Clay Lindsay, a Henderson
attorney and former state
lawmaker.
Four amendments may be placed on the ballot every other year,
but amendments can change more
than a single section of the
constitution.
The commission ranked 77
separate amendments in order of
their importance, from
establishing a special panel to be
created in event of a budget shortfall to changing a reference in Section 1 to "commonwealth" rather
than "state."
Other recommendations range
from technical matters, such as
eliminating the requirement that
legislation be read at length at
least once before it can be acted
upon, to more substantive changes
such as reducing the number of

Safety Board said Tuesday that
additional tests are needed to
determine conclusively whether a
circuit breaker that controlled
power to the alarm system may
have been pulled, or if it failed
because of a mechanical problem.
The Northwest Airlines jet barely made it off the ground Aug. 16
before it crashed near the Detroit
elected statewide officials to four.
All but one of the commission
members who attended Tuesday's
meeting voted to recommend the
report to the General Assembly
leadership, although many
members noted they do not favor
all the proposed changes. ,
But only state Sen. David
LeMaster, D-Paintsville, voted
against recommending the entire
report.
"I don't want to go on record
recommending all these
changes," LeMaster said after the
meeting.
LeMaster said he specifically
objected to a proposal that would
give the General Assembly the
power to limit damage awards for
non-economic losses in lawsuits.
LeMaster, an attorney, has
strongly opposed any such move.
Howerton said some restrictions
in the constitution have been
avoided by court rulings, although
he believes "judicial gymnastics"
only avoid the issue
"When serious problems do exist with our constitution, the people need to be open for amendments," Howerton said

Metropolitan Airport, -killing 156
people.
The crash. the second worst in
U.S. aviation history, and a
number of incidents involving
pilot mistakes earlier this summer has contributed to an increasing uneasiness among ,some
federal officials about the alertness of pilots in the cockpit.
Allan McArtor, the new head of
the Federal Aviation Administra-,.
tion, plans to meet with the chief
pilots from most of the airlines as
well as other industry representatives on Thursday for "a discussion on pilot professionalism," according to FAA spokesman Bob
Buckhorn.
Buckhorn characterized the
meeting in Kansas City, Mo., as
"a fact-finding and listening session" and said McArtor will hear
presentations from about 18 of the
pilots attending.
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Fire department
responds to call
on Olive Street
The Murray Fire Department
was called to the home of Allison
Parks, 1203 Olive. Tuesday at approximately 1:18 p.m. after Parks
smelled smoke and could not find
the cause, according to a report
from the department
Shortly after arriving, firemen
found tint a plastic cup had fallen
onto the heating unit in Park's
dishwasher, the report indicated.

from the Iran arms sales.
According to the Times report.
George said he had intended to tell
Congress during his earlier appearance that the CIA had no
unauthorized role, because he
believed the agency was allowed
to share intelligence with the supply network.

Coat Caravan

Attorney: Jessica Hahn's
cooperation expected

WASHINGTON (AP ) — An examination of wreckage confirms
the wing flaps of Northwest
Airlines Flight 255 were in the
wrong position. according to investigators who say they still are
trying to determine if a disconnected alarm compounded the
error.
The National Transportation

another congressional panel in October 1986 that the CIA had no role
in secret resupply operations to
aid the Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
The claim has since been contradicted by other agency officials
who detailed their involvement in
the covert operation, which was
partially financed with proceeds

JCPenney
Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office- 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161

Prices Good thru Sept. 12th
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At the bottom
Third World poverty has
Uidethe microenterprise
proven fiercely resistant to plan.Nftly the very .poorest
the billions of foreign-aid dol- people ar0 smallest businesslars spent over the past two es would
-eligible for loans
decades. In the worst cases, of up to $300. That concerns
big projects have yielded big the Agency for International
failures. Congress has a Development, which distribchance to try something dif- utes U.S. development assistferent this year.
ance. AID worries that the reA plan before the House sult would be an inflexible
and Senate would devote a credit program with high adfraction of the U.S. foreign- ministrative costs and little
aid budget to small loans for economic impact. But supthe poorest people in poor porters point to 36 successful
countries. Although the prototypes around the world.
Reagan administration says The most noteworthy. the
that smallness makes the Grameen Bank of Banglaplan unworkable, lawmakers desh, has made loans averagshould take the chance.
ing $60 to 250.000 people with
The legislation calls for a repayment rate of 99 perspending $50 million next cent.
year on ••microenterpriseThe microenterprise loans
loans for the poor The
would not displace traditional
amount is small change in a development programs.
foreign-aid budget likely to
Rather than administer the
exceed $13 billion. But the po- loans itself. AID would distential.benefits are disproporburse the money through ortionately high for poor people ganizations that already have
who, with little credit, can innetworks in poor countries.
crease their productivity and
Even if the Grameen Bank
earn their way out of poverty. success could not be replicatFew now get that chance. ed elsewhere, losses would be
Several recent studies have
mitigated by the intangible
urged more international supbenefits to poor people who
port for development stratewould gain business experigies that use a bottom-up ap- ence and greater opportunity
proach. building on local re- to provide for themselves and
sources to help poor people. their families. Congress
especially women, help them- should invest this $50 million
in people.
selves.

Washington Wire
By Jonathan Wolman
WASHINGTON AP — He
looks so much like a boy scout that
you expect to see Richard
Gephardt escorting little old ladies
across the street.
Instead, the Democratic
presidential candidate is out there
taunting Michael Dukakis every
chance he gets, campaigning with
a determined vengeance that will
surprise congressional colleagues
who know him as a mildmannered detail man and a keen
practitioner of compromise.
"I now know what Mike Dukakis
is against," Gephardt said after
debating the Massachusetts
governor on trade and the deficit
in Des Moines. "I think the issue
remains, what is he for?"
That sort of barbed criticism is
not how Gephardt made his
reputation in the House.
"He's sort of an all-American
congressman, a good and decent
man that anyone around the House
would like to have as their own
congressman." House
Democratic leader Thomas Foley
said last year.
In campaign speeches, the
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46-year-old Gephardt hangs tough
as nails on trade, having authored
legislation that would penalize
U.S. allies who don't reduce their
trade surplus.
It's an effort to shuck the detailman image that might remind
voters of Jimmy Carter, whose
Iowa caucus surprise Gephardt is
trying to duplicate.
And so the fresh-faced Missouri
congressman has defied Ronald
Reagan's 11th Commandment —
thou shalt not criticize another
Republican.
Gephardt started down this path
last spring during a brief exchange over trade policy with
Gary Hart.
Hart ridiculed Gephardt i indirectly. he never thentioned his
name as a one-issue candidate
whose policies were "inviting a
trade war." Gephardt said some
of my friends need a backbone
transplant."
When Hart left the race in May,
Gephardt found Dukakis for a
sparring partner. Dukakis probably hopes the sparring will bring him more attention in Iowa.
For as strong as Dukakis may
seem in New Hampshire. the first
primary state, he is that weak in
Iowa — the one place in the
universe where Gephardt has
established himself. Gephardt has
been working Iowa for two years,
preparing for the kickoff
Democratic presidential caucuses
next Feb. 8.
And so Gephardt and Dukakis
have been mixing it up, to mutual
advantage — Dukakis picks up
publicity in Iowa and Gephardt
piggybacks on Dukakis'
hometown coverage in Boston —
earning exposure in early voting
states like New Hampshire, Maine
and Vermont.
There surely will be more to
come, unless one of these two
fellows becomes so successful so
fast that he has more to lose from
these rhetorical uproars than he
has to gain. It's a problem either
Gephardt or Dukakis would be
proud to try and solve.
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By Mike Royko

Royko Says

Not much justice from these justices
There once was this sharp
Chicago alderman who also happened to be a crook. He took a
$50.000 bribe but was caught and
spent six months in a federal
prison.
Only 19 months after being
released, he asked the Illinois
Supreme Court if he could please
have his law license back.
The court decided that, ygs, he
had indeed been rehabilitated, had
paid his debt to society, and his
character was good enough for him
to hang out his law shingle.
Then there was this criminal
lawyer — a charming fellow and
fun to have a drink with. But he
wasn't choosy about his clients or
business associates, who were
Mafia mugs.
So he was convicted of helping
his Mafia pals transport stolen
money orders and he did a year and
a half in prison.
He, too, assured the state
Supreme Court that he had mended his wicked ways and should be
a lawyer again. And the court
agreed.
Then there was the suburban
lawyer-politician, jailed for extortion and taking payoffs. an attorney
who embezzled thousands of
dollars from clients, a public
defender who hustled a bribe from
an indigent client, a state legislator
who grabbed a piece of a $100,000
zoning bribe, a lawyer who...oh, I
could go on and on.
One after another, in recent
years, Chicago lawyers have
stolen, hustled, lied and cheated.
Then they tell the state Supreme

Court they've become new men and
the court forgives their sins.
About the only way a Chicago
lawyer could permanently be
disbarred would be to chop up his
mom with an axe, but even that
wouldn't be a cinch if his mom had
provoked him.
But this benign attitude doesn't
extend to an unusual man named
Edward Loss. The court says that
Loss can't practice law in Illinois.
It forgives the misdeeds of those I
mentioned above, and many
others. But it draws the line at Ed
Loss.
And what did Ed Loss do that
was so terrible? Many things, and
he'd be the first to admit it.
When he was a Chicago teen-ager
in the 1960s, he became part of the
drug culture. This led to petty
thefts, being kicked out of high
school. He mugged another teenager for $1 and a judge told him it
was either jail or the Marines. So
he joined the Marines. He did dope
and booze there, too, and was
booted out.
After that, I suppose you could
call him a complete bum. He used
heroin, drank all he could swallow,
was a petty thief, and lived in alleys
and gutters.
Despite this self-destructive
tendency, Ed Loss had one thing
going for him. Under the fog of liquor and drugs was a highly intelligent brain.
And at some point in his late 20s,
his brain finally took over. He married, had a kid, shook the booze and
drugs and, while living in Colorado,
became head man in a corporation

Agree Or Not
Just as was expected several
weeks earlier, the heavily indebted
workers' compensation fund is
developing into a full gown
political carnival.
The latest dodge thrown into the
melee was issued by the chairman
of the Joint Committee on Labor
and Industry, Rep. Larry Clark.
Clark proposed holding public
hearings throughout the commonwealth to discuss the possibility of a special session of the
General Assembly.
This option, however, would
almost certainly delay tackling the
knotty problem until the 1988
regular season that begins in
January. Tough subjects such as
the budget, education, strip mining
and revisions in the criminal code
will provide legislators with plenty of work during the regular session. Getting entangled in the controversy over workers' compensation would definitely slow the progress of lawmaking.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said
earlier she would call a special session if a majority of the legislators
showed they were willing to handle
the workers' compensation
problem.
Democratic nominee for governor Wallace Wilkinson is now
pushing for the special session, and
with good reason. He has said he
doesn't intend to increase taxes,
and has proposed setting aside $20
million a year from the general
fund to stabilize the workers' compensation fund. The fund is now
running $1.6 billion behind schedule
and increasing obligations at the
rate of $2 million per month.

that ran a ranch. a store and a
lumber business.
Then he returned to Chicago, surrendered on an old marijuana
possession warrant, was given probation, and started a new life.
He founded a successful moving
business, then decided to do more.
He enrolled at DePaul University
and in 1984 received his law degree.
He was an excellent student, helped
tutor a handicapped student, was
on the school law review, interned
with a federal judge — all while
running his business.
His next step was to practice law.
To get a license, he had to be approved by the Illinois Supreme
Court Committee on Character and
Fitness. It was a close call because
he had left out some of his unsavory
background on his application for
law school. Of course, if he hadn't
left a few things out, he wouldn't
have been admitted.
But the committee finally agreed
that Ed Loss, the adult in his late
30s, wasn't the same person as Ed
Loss, the goofed up teen-ager and
dope-head in his 20s.
The Illinois Supreme Court has a
rule. It says, in effect, that if its
Character and Fitness Committee
says a guy is OK,that's it, he's OK.
It's their own rule.
But for reasons nobody
understands, the Supreme Court
decided to violate its own rule for
the very first time. And it took it
upon itself to decide that Ed Loss's
character isn't good enough for him
to practice law in that state.
Despite the fact that he's been off
drugs and booze for more than a
dozen years, hasn't been in trouble

By S.C. VanCuron
Gov. Collins is opposed to using
general fund money for such a purpose. She thinks it is an expense
that belongs to business and industry that now is shouldering a bill
that has been made too liberal.
John Harper, the Republican
nominee for governor, favors adopting the new federal income tax
code, which would net the state
somewhere between $70-$100
million ( per year.
Wilkinson has proposed a state
lottery. Kentuckians now are buying lottery tickets in Missouri, Illinois, Ohio and other neighboring
states. If Kentucky adopts a lottery, it would just make the pie
smaller for the adjoining states,
and Kentucky wouldn't be large
enough to supply the needed
money.
If the workers' compensation
problem is settled in a special ses-

sion, Wilkinson will not be saddled
with raising the money. Gov. Collins, as a lame duck, knows she
must have a legislature precommitted. Another point to consider is
that she doesn't want to be blamed
for increasing taxes at the very end
of her term. She would much rather
gain the benefit of using the money
on a project of her own choosing.
Harper would prefer a special
session so the problem wouldn't interfere with a program he would
propose if elected.
The same holds true for Wilkinson. He certainly isn't relishing the
prospect that he may have to raise
taxes or find revenue elsewhere to
meet the demands.
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear must
have Wilkinson smiling, for
Beshear has offered to call a
special session when and if Gov.
Collins leaves the state.

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
The Iran-Contra circus is over
but the hostage problem is still
with us. Now that is a few politigans and bureaucrats have either
onfessed or been exposed as
liars, what else is new?
It's wise to learn from mistakes
Since the unsolvable hostage
situation led President Reagan to
risk his reputation to free the
hostages, let's think about what
forced him to take desperate and
involved means to free those
prisoners
First, since the
hostages were being held by kidnappers in a foreign country, that

automatically placed the duty on
the President, Second, continual
public pressure from the hostages'
families, reporters at news conferences, politically motivated
demagogues. and "bleeding
hearts" in general: Third, and
most important, we the people of
the United States, must make it
clear to all travelers in an unfriendly foreign country — you do
so at your own risk. We will not
pay ransom or blackmail of any
kind!
Frank J. Meinen
Route 3, Box 368
Chippewa Falls, WI
54729

with the law for longer than that,
started a business, put himself
through law school, and told the
truth about his background when
applying for the license, the court
says he isn't yet rehabilitated.
His many character witnesses —
including a federal judge and law
school 4ean —say he's fit to practice law.
So here you have a man who did
something admirable. He crawled
out of the gutter and remade
himself. And he did it while helping
others, such as hiring ex-cons in his
moving business, none of whom
have lapsed.
But now, when he's 40 years old
and has been straight for 15 years,
he's told that he's unfit to be a
lawyer because of bad things he did
when he was 16 and 25 years old.
Sure, he did bad things. But most
of them were to himself. He didn't
take bribes, embezzle from clients.
steal from taxpayers. or plot with
Mafia killers. Ed Loss's victim was
Ed Loss.
So the Illinois Supreme Court
seems to be saying that we can
trust our legal affairs to politicians
who stole our money or helped
Mafia killers, but not to a guy who
hurt only himself and has since
that's
something
done
inspirational.
That kind of thinking makes me
wonder — are these Supreme Court
justices using some of the
substances that Ed bass kicked?
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Looking Back
Ten ears ago
A total of 2,958 students have
enrolled in the schools in the
Calloway County System so for this year, according to Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
New members of Murray Lions
Club are Charles Bell, Robert Put
toff, Mike Outland, Eddie Adams,
Keith Hays and Bryan thacker.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Pugh, Aug. 19
The Swing and Sway Band or
Murray Senior Citizens, directed
by Lillie Farris with Thyra
Crawford as pianist, performed at
a meeting of kVelcome Wagon
Newcomers Club at Ellis Center.
Twenty years ago
C.W. Jones was sworn in as. a
member of the Murray City Council by Mayor Holmes Ellis ,Jones
succeeds Frank Lancaster who
resigned from the city governing
body.
1st Lt. Donald M. Pride, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Pride, is pictured receiving silver bars of 1st.
Lt. at Fusan Base Command in
South Korea.
Kentucky Governor Edward
Breathitt has appointed Rezina
Senter of Murray to a 53-member
Governor's Planning Committer
for Development of Libraries in
Kentucky.
William E. Dunn will be caller
for square dancing for Boots and
Slippers Club at American Legion
Hall.
Thirty years ago
Murray Training School will
open on Sept. 6, according to Mac
G. Raney, director.
Army Pvt. Bobby J. Smith, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Smith. has
completed basic combat training
with 4th Armored Division at Fort
Hood, Texas.
Alice Waters of Murray. missionary to China for 43 years, is
celebrating her ts9th birthday today, Aug. 26.
Janet Sue Jettoni and Frank
Samuel Gerrain were married
Aug. 24.
Benita Maddox of Murray
Training School and Sandra
Williams of Lynn Grove High
School attended Junior Red Cross
Leadership Center at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio, Aug.
11-18.
Forty years ago
Murray High School will open on
Sept. 2, according to W.Z. Carter.
superintendent of Murray City
Schools.
S.V. Foy. Calloway County
Farm Agent. said that 33 growers
of commercial peaches in the
county have produced and
marketed approximately 23.000
bushels of peaches-on 1947 market.
Marriages announced include
Evelyn Ahart to H.W. Stub
Wilson on Aug. 22.
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club held a picnic
last night at Murray City Park.
Elise Long is club presi5lent.
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Chemical weapons

THE MURRAY LEDGER

•Mustard gas: Used

by Germany
in VVorid War I and relatively easy to
produce mustard gas causes skin
burns and blistering, temporary
blindness and scarring of lung
tissue Lethal in large
concentrations mustard gas
seriously injures four to five persons
for each one that it lulls
•Nerve agents: Developed during
research on insecticides nerve gas
[actually vapors or a liquid] impairs
the body s ability to regulate muscle
action, causing death through
asphyxiation Colorless and
odorless, these chemicals are
Where they have been used
inhaled or absorbed through the
•Iran-Iraq war Mustard gas and
Skin and kill almost immediately
more recently small quantities of
even in minute quantities
more lethal nerve gas have been
•Biological weapons: These
used by Iraq against Iranian troops
include tularemia. 0 fever anthrax
since 1984 according to the U S
and other bacterial, viral or fungal
State Department
agents Yellow rain, based on a
fungus-produced toxin [mycotoxin], •Afghanistan invasion:
Chemicals and toxins have been
has been blamed for producing
used by Soviet and Afghan
nausea diarrhea, bleeding from the
government forces against
nose and mouth, difficulty in
Mujahideen 'freedom fighters
breathing and death in Laos,
since 1980
Cambodia and Afghanistan The
Reagan administration has charged •Cambodian occupation:
that mycotoxins have been used in
Vietnamese forces have used lethal
those countries under Soviet
and incapacitating chemical agents
supervision But some scientists
and toxins against resistance forces
have challenged the government s
in Cambodia since 1978
evidence and its conclusions,
•Laos: Vietnamese and Lao
contending instead that yellow
troops, under Soviet supervision,
rain may be naturally occurring
have used yellow rain" against
'bee excrement
Hmong tribesmen since 1976

1

Chicago Tribune Graphic
Sources U S Department of State and Chicago Tribune news reports
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Rick Murdock of Rt 7 Murray
and Jim Stahler of Rt 5 Murray
were elected to the local Board of
Directors at the Southern States
annual membership meeting
Tuesday of the Calloway Service.
More than 100 stockholdermembers of the cooperative and
their families attended the
session.
Stahler was selected chairman
of the local board while Murdock
was named vice-chairman.
Elected to the Southern States
Farm Home Advisory Committee
Tuesday were: Mrs. Larry Hale of
Rt. 1 Dexter and Mrs. Rick
Murdock.
Mrs. Billy Murdock of Rt. 7 Murray was chosen chairman of the
Farm Home Advisory Committee
while Mrs. Rick Murdock was
named secretary.
Leo Midden of Hopkinsville, a
member of Southern States
Cooperative's regional staff,
reported on the overall Southern
States operations. This report also
included a slide-tape presentation
entitled "Southern States: The
Growing Team." This presentation summarized changes
resulting from recent growth of
Southern States and changes initiated to ensure future growth in

Rick Murdock

cluded: Gary Evans and Bobby
Stubblefield. retiring board
members: and Mrs. Gary Evans
and Mrs. Joe Dan Taylor. retiring
from the Farm Home Advisory
Committee
Other highlights of the meeting
included a display of Farm Home
Advisory Share-A -Craft. Local
crafts of many types were
displayed The FHAC committee
gave the top prize of $2500 to
Stacey Murdock with a
candlewicking pillow.
Second place went to Frances
Roberts with a -crochet doily. She
won $1500 H L. Tidwell took third
place with a coca cola wagon. He
won $10.00.

Jim stahler

level of service and quality of
products.
The report on local operations
and services rendered to farmermembers in the community was
given by Gary Jones, manager of
the Calloway Service. He reported
that total volume for their operation for the past year was about
$1.66 million.
There was also a special
recognition ceremony for new
board members, Farm Home Advisory Committee members, as
well as those from these groups
who were retiring. The retirees in-
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meeting "but did not participate"
Fahrenkopf's role in the lobby- status as "a six-figure partner" in
in the discussions with Baldrige ing was disclosed in a syndicated
Hogan and Hartson puts him in
and Smart. "He has not been any column by conservative commenviolation of the rule.
further involved in that," she said. tators Rowland Evans and Robert
Two weeks after the meeting Novak.
Fahrenkopf could not be reachFahrenkopf arranged, the ComThey noted that, under ed for comment. But he was
merce Department scheduled a Republican National Committe
e quoted in the column as saying
hearing on Toyota's 13-month-old
rules, the chairmanship is a full- that he does not practice law and
application. The hearing was held time job. Evans and Novak quesmerely attends occasional
Aug. 12, but no decision has been tioned whether Fahrenkopf's
meetings at the law firm.
made on whether to grant the
designation.
Automakers given subzone
status pay the same duty rates on
imported parts as are charged for
fully assembled imported cars —
2.5 percent. Without subzone
status, they would have to pay
MANAMA, Bahrain lAP —
convoy of three reflagged Kuwaiti
higher duties on imported parts.
Toyota has estimated that subzone Blinding sandstorms overthe Per- tankers and U.S. warships had
status would save up to $40 per car sian Gulf kept shipping executives passed through the Strait of Horguessing about whether a new
muz and into the Persian Gulf and
made in Kentucky.
U.S.-escorted convoy had set sail, were heading for Kuwait.
Gilbert said he considered trying to arrange the meeting and Iran warned it was capable of
himself, or doing so through Gov. blocking the entrance to the gulf.
In Tunisia. meanwhile, Arab
Martha Layne Collins, a
Democrat who lured Toyota to League foreign ministers on Tues- OPEN: MON.-FRI. 9-9
Kentucky and who testified on its day gave Iran until Sept. 20 to ac- SUN. 12-6
behalf at the Aug. 12 hearing. But cept a U.N. Security Council AUG. 26, ENDS TUES.
resolution calling for a cease-fire SEPT. 1, 1987
Gilbert said he decided
in its 7-year-old war with Iraq.
Fahrenkopf would be more
Some shipping executives said a
effective.
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Sandstorms conceal place
of latest convoy in Gulf
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Cover Girt' NallSlicks Or 10 Terrific Nails
NoilSlicks nail polish in assorted shades or 10 Terrific Nails
for strengthening and protecting nails Shop and save'

Cover Girt' Eye Pencil
Pro-lining precision eye
pencils Soft blender
tip Save now'
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We treat heart transplants.
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thought. What better place to begin than
%Oh a ss mpa t hem:. comerencil
lam4?
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Two earn spots on Southern States board

Republican chairman aids Toyota efforts
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP —
Republican National Chairman
Frank Fahrenkopf Jr. arranged a
June meeting at which representatives from Toyota lobbied U.S.
Commerce officials in an effort to
win lower duties on auto parts imported to its new plant in Scott
County.
Fahrenkopf was acting in his
capacity as a partner in the
Washington law firm of Hogan and
Hartson when he arranged the
meeting between Toyota Motor
Manufacturing U.S.A. Inc.
representatives and the late U.S.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige and his undersecretary,
S. Bruce Smart. about Toyota's request for a foreign-trade subzone.
Gerald E. Gilbert, a partner at
Hogan and Hartson who has handled trade matters for Toyota subsidiaries since 1981, said last week
that he sought,. Fahrenkopf's
assistance in arranging the June
29 meeting because of
Fahrenkopf's influence with the
Reagan administration.
Kathryn Murray, Fahrenkopf's
spokeswoman, said Fahrenkopf
arranged and attended the
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Sale Price

2.19
Eye Shadow Kit

Cover Girr moisturized
eye shadow in kit of 3

The First Christian Church

shades Save nowt

North ,of the square on ifth St re,
Dr David(' Hoos ‘Iinis-ter

el.99

Each
Sale Price

Cover Girt' Mascara Or Lipstick For A Pretty Face
long'N Lush, Thick Lash 2, Clean Lash Or Marathon Mascara
for lovely eyes or Continuous Color moisturized lipstick

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
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MURRAY TODAY
Jones-Outland wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs J.R. Jones of Rt. 6.
Box 241B, Murray. announce the
engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Cindy
Lou. to Jesse Outland, son of Mr.
and Mrs R.G. Outland of 1521
North Fourth St.. Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Lou Ellon Duncan and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Otto G. Jones.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of1.Mrsl Corde Murphy of Murray
and the late T.J. Murphy and of
the late Mr and Mrs Galon
Outland.
Miss Jones is a 1985 graduate of
Calloway County High School. She
is a Pfc. with Kentucky National
Guard,614 M.P. Co. of Murray and
also is employed at Lynhurst
Resort.
Mr Outland attended Murray
University High School with the
:lass of 1970. He presently is
employed at McDonald's.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday. Sept. 11. at 7 p.m.
t Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
A reception will follow the

a

ceremony.
All friends and relatives are in-

vited to attend the wedding and
the reception

Local persons complete CPA examinadon
The Kentucky State Board of
Accountancy has released the
names of the 120 persons who successfully completed the Uniform
Certified Public Accountant Examination given in May in

Anniversary ceremony on Sunday
At the 11 a.m. liturgy on Sunday.
Aug. 30. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church. a special ceremony in
celebration of the 55th anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gertzen will be held.
The marriage vows of Joseph
and Mary were exchanged Sept. 3,
1932, in St. Mary's Parish, Riverdale, Ill., where they lived until
Mr. Gertzen's retirement from the
Chicago Transportation Department in 1971. ----After his retirement Mr. and
Mrs. Gertzen took up residency in
Pine Blue Shores Subdivision on
Kentucky Lake in Calloway County. In 1979 they moved to Murray.
They are the parents of Joseph
Dominic. John Richard. Catherine
Ann and the late Sister Germaine
Gertzen. They have seven grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.

Cindy Lou Jonesand
Jesse Outland to marry

Louisville.
Each candidate will receive
their CPA certificates upon completion of the two-year experience
requirement.
Murrayans included in those

completing the CPA examination
were David C. Bundy, Brian K.
Gower and James G. Klump, according to the list released by the
Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants.
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Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gertzen

Labor Day Festival planned
The 1987 Labor Day Arts 8,r
Crafts Festival at Fenton Activities Area in Land Between the
Lakes promises a wide variety of
crafts, foods and entertainment,
according to Nita Ewing, executive vice president of Kentucky's Western Waterland.
Craft persons and artists from
seven states will exhibit and sell

items ranging from miniature doll
house furniture to air-brushed
shirts. There will be quilts, wood
items and furniture, Christmas
decorations, paintings, clocks,
folk art, camel-back trunks and
Chinese paper carving, stained
glass and much more.
A special area has been reserved for working crafts, where

visitors will be able to watch
basket and chair making, 18th and
19th century wood working, wheel
thrown pottery making, items personalized, punjabi weaving, painting, and air frestmer making.
Country and bluegrass music
will be featured from noon to 5
p.m. each day. Food and drink
concessions will be available for
refreshments.
With 160 exhibitors and mon,
than 13,000 visitors in 1986, tim:
festival is one of the largest Art-and Crafts Show in Western Kentucky. It takes place on U.S.
Highway 68 just east of Aurora.
Hours will be 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 5, and Sunday
Sept. 6. Parking MI be $1 per day
For more information contai
Kentucky's Western Waterlard
Rt. 1, Box 28A, Grand Rivers, Ky
42045, phone 1-928-4411.

Kay Russell
gets degree
at Tennessee

Murray High School Class of 1942 holds reunion
Nlembers. guests and teachers of the class of 1942 at Marro High School are pictured in front of the former MHS building. now Murray Middle School. Activities
included a brunch, golf, boating and flying tours, and a buffet in the Garden
Room of Kenlake Hotel. Jean Crawford, master of ceremonies, invited the class
to his home in Mayfield where dessert was served and persons reminisced to the
music of the Todd Hill Combo. Pictured, from left, bottom row, Burl Cunningham. Paul and Virginia Buchanan. Betty Scott, Elizabeth Brown, Barbara

Mason, Mary Frances Cox, Vivian Hale, Geneva Becker, Gene Brewer, Palmer
Outland, Lois Sullivan, Rena Solomon and Ruth Wilson, librarian; standing, Dr.
Harry Whayne, Reed Kirkland. John K. Crawford, Basil and Eva Carl Smith,
Dew Drop Rowlett, teacher, Jean Crawford, Lala Cain, teacher, Albert Crider,
Joan Whayne, W.J. Pitman, Ty Holland, coach, Wayne Willand, Buist Scott, Ray
Waggoner, Dewett Brown. Billy Ross, Hazel Tarry, teacher, bible Veale and
Richard Mason.
man b) Ham

Ullson

Poplar Spring Church singers give
pa)granls for patients and residents
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FISHDINNER

Gospel singers of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church presented programs at West View Nursing

•3pieces of fish filet creamy cole slaw
' • 2 hushpuppies • crisp french fries

6
.
170600640
, .
753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

$299

AMESBM 00•

?HEWING
DAYLIGHTS

FULL METAL
JACKET Li

Home at 10:30 a.m. and at Fern
Terrace Lodge at 1:30 p.m. on July
21.
Ruby Fannin read the names of
patients at West View having birthdays that day. The Rev. Chester
Culver, pastor, gave a short
message and played a piano solo.
Louise Short was pianist for the
singing.
Also present from Poplar Spring
were Bobbie Cook, Helen NAnce.
Murial Wright, Lourine McCuiston, Lola Chadwick, Mary
Burgess, Nancy Futrell and Lois
Smith.

Brenna Kay Russell has sin
cessfully defended her thesis on
"Experimental Test of the Mie
Theory for Microlithographically
Produced Silver Spheres," and
was awarded the degree of Mastei
of Science with a major in physics
by University of Tennessee at
Knoxville.
Miss Russell's research was
completed at the Oak-Ridge National Laboratory in association
with the Oak Ridge Associated
Universities..
The research was supported by
the Department of the Army under
Interagency Agreement DOE and
the Office of Health and
Enironmental Research, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract with Martin Marietta
Energy Systems Inc.
Miss Russell has most recently
been published by the Physical
Review, The American Physical
Society.
She has accepted a position with
the Naval Costal Systems Service,
Panama City Beach, Fla., where
she will continue her research.
Miss Russell is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Russell of
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and the granddaughter of Mrs. Norette Hill and
Mrs. Mary M. Russell, both of
Murray.
She attended Murray High
School before graduating from
Oak Ridge Sr. High School in June
1980. She received her B.S. in
engineering physics in the spring
of 1984.
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Don't Miss Our
Friday & Saturday Night Specials

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

• a generous portion of Country Style fish ntade
with our own old fashioned Southern style
corn meal breading • fries •2 hush puppies • slaty

the soi
Ray R
Collier

jolpiraraw At,

Country Style

FISH DINNER

Micha
29.

'
0
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET
Now Featuring

$319
Captain D's

Prime Rib only

No Limit and
No Coupons
Necessary

01111111 AINIPIVAlS
V Deleon /over
Croc ode.

11%

ICIpm

WEEK!

(.1.1SSIL

SATURDAY NIGHT

LAST
WEEK!

Buy One Prime Rib Get 2nd At 1/2
OAIII(1•111

Only $ 1095

Price

With Salad Bar

11••• 1•••• 10•^
,

OVIES TO GO
753-9383

1 295

LAST

1011
ONLY

801141(00111 Window
MO. leiII.w

a great little seafood place
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

egg

CAN'T BUY ME
LOVE(-3)
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The Dakota

Chen Theatre Lobby

1510 Chestnut
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A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey
At 7:30 a.m. on Monday, Aug. 10,
the school bells across the street
were ringing again. They woke me
up thinking that some mistake
must have been made; but then I
heard the shouts and laughter of
the children. Turns out that it really was already back to school for
Zurich students, even though their
summer vacation just began at the
first of July.
The New York Times reports
skepticism of the benefits of the
four-year-old reforms of U.S.
education. Since 1983 and the
publication of "A Nation at Risk"
(a report by the National Commission on Excellence in Education),
many school systems have tried to

upgrade their standards of both
teaching and learning. The report
said that a "tide of mediocrity" in
schooling was undermining
American competitiveness in the
world economy. It is far from
clear whether the tide has been
turned yet or not.
I read recently in my alumnae
magazine that the cost of a year's
education at My college has risen
yet again, this time 6.7 percent. If
the tuition had been even half as
much just five years ago, I would
not be an alumna of this school.
We simply couldn't have afforded
it.
All this news has got me thinking about the best way to educate

and I must say, I find the Swiss cent of entering students
model quite admirable Here in graduate At the end of gymSwitzerland students spend much nasium, there is a comprehensive
more time in school an average exam covering the entire educa39 weeks per year vs. about 35 tion Successful students receive
weeks in the U.S.(an entire month the matura (diploma 1. which to
more), until age 19 for high me, by virtue of the name,
school) or age 24 (if they go to signifies a maturation of thinking
university ). The curriculum is abilities.
very rigorous and inclusive, reWith a matura one can go on to
quiring physics and chemistry, attend any local or federal univertwo foreign languages, as well as sity for free, as I mentioned
instrumental music. If one which grant masters degrees and
qualifies, one can attend universi- doctorates.
ty free of charge
Such a meritocratic system may
In order to take full advantage at first seem discriminatory
of this system, a student must pass against less gifted students. But
yearly exams, beginning after they are not allowed to fall
primary school. The first test through the cracks; they receive
allows entry into gymnasium, the thorough professional schooling
European equivalent of high and training in the vocation of
school. If a student wishes, he can their choice. For four years they
attend 1, 2 or 3 years of secondary study and work part-time, earning
school (American junior high ) money and practical experience
before testing for acceptance into at the same time. This option
gymnasium.
reduces the dropout rate and proOnce in, he must take a com- duces a highly competent and
prehensive exam at the end of competitive segment that keeps
each year. Failure means expul- the Swiss economy running with
sion: on average only 65-70 per- clockwork efficiency

TIMES
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Meanwhile, back in America, Besides. one cannot count on the
students, teachers and principals discretion of some committee to
are trying to deal with changes im- further one's education
posed on them by politicians and
Unarguably, there is much
businessmen, changes about room for improvement in the
which they had no say The
American school system In addilegislators did not take into con- tion to procedural reforms, there
sideration the valuable input of needs to be a fundamental change
those who must implement the in the attitude of all those involvreforms, thereby creating resent- ed, parents, principals and politiment and a sense of alienation
cians alike, and those ultimately
from the beginning. And the affected, which means all of us.
reforms have done nothing to
The proper attitude is one of unlower the droup-out rate.
wavering support, grounded in the
In case of fiscal trouble, which
desire to expose students to as
many states are experiencing, it
broad and as deep a gamut of subseems that the first priority to go jects as possible. including conis education. And on the federal troversial and provocative ideas.
level, the Department of Educa- It is appalling to think that it was
tion's budget has been cut heavily only a year ago that the Graves
by the Reagan administration.
County School Board banned
Even though residents of a state Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. This is
get a price break for the state's just the kind of thinking that must
universities, there is still a tuition
be eradicated.
to be paid, an expense which is far
After all, whether it's the meek
beyond many families' means. or the arrogant who will inherit
Scholarships are, unfortunately. this earth, we want them to be an
usually too meager and too few. educated lot, don't we?
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Celebrates first birthday
Kaitlin Cooper celebrated her first birthday on Sunday, July 19. She is
the daughter of Ken and Irina Cooper of Camden, Tenn. Her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James D. Cochran of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Cooper of Camden, were present for her first birthday celebration. Also present were her great-grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Cochran of Murray.

Celebration planned Saturday
Michael Del Bishop will celebrate his first birthday on Saturday, Aug.
29. "Mickey Mouse" will be theme of the decorations for his party. He is
the son of Wiley and Jody Bishop. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Rumfelt and Vennie Bishop. He is the god son of Delmar and Edith
Collier.

Wedding on Saturday
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Mary Lynn
Morris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin P. Morris of Murray, and
Michael James Mahoney of
Philadelphia, Pa., son of Mrs.
Marilyn Mahoney and Edward D.
Mahoney of Levittown, Pa.
The ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 29, at 3 p.m.
in the sanctuary of First Baptist
Church.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
officiate.
Serving as maid of honor will be
Sharon Whaley of Atlanta, Ga.
Lisa Johnson of Birmingham,
Ala., will be bridesmaid.
Marc McCarron of Ambler, Pa.,
will be best man.
Groomsman will be Kevin
Mahoney of Levittown, Pa.,
brother of the groom-elect. James
Morris of Murray, brother of the
bride-elect, will be usher.
The guest register will be kept
by Karen Mahoney of Levittown,
Pa., sister of the groom-elect.

Family reunion
held recently
at local park
The Turner-Pittman-Gregory
family reunion was held Saturday,
July 25, at Murray-Calloway County Park.
A potluck luncheon was served
at the noon hour.
Attending were the following:
Wendell and Lagena (Cook)
Pfeffer, Phillip and Greg, Dudley,
Mo.; Denise Bowman, Union City,
Tenn.: Frank and Virginia
Turner, Anna (Turner) Lamb,
Sedalia;
Louise Quillen and Cindy Anderson, Arlington; Sue (Turner)
Bowman and Elrue Hoskins,
Bardwell; Nancy (Turner)
Holsouser and Tiffney, Mayfield;
Edward Turner, Almo;
Rosie Cook, Betty (Cook) Hut-I.
Robert and Elizabeth Turner,
Gardie and Codell Turner, Gaylon
and Madie Turner, Charles and
Louise Pittman, Crystal Pittman,
Eulala (Lovins) Boyd, Nick and
Grayal (Pittman) Dworski,
Marion (Garner) Cook and Lorene
Falwell, all of Murray.

The wedding will be directed by
Mrs. Debbie Bell of Murray.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

New Shipments
Arriving Daily!

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
6-11 a.m.
2 EGGS ANY STYLE
CHOICE OF BACON OR SAUSAGE
CHOICE OF HASHED BROWN
POTATOES OR GRITS
CHOICE OF PANCAKES OR OUR
HOMEMADE BISCUITS & GRAVY

oston Tea Party — Holiday Inn
Don't Miss Our Sunday Noon
Buffett $5.50 Adults; S2.50 Kids

Esther Rolle
attends reunion
DETROIT (AP( — "Good
Times" star Esther Rolle took
part in a family reunion during the
weekend of Aug. 22 and 23 on an
island in the Detroit River along
with members of hundreds of
other black families.
The Midwest Black Family Reunion Celebration, sponsored by the
National Council of Negro Women
and several local businesses, was
the third of four such festivals this
year. Others were in Atlanta and
Los Angeles. The fourth is
scheduled for Washington, D.C.,
Sept. 12-13.

Fall Sweaters,
Skirts and Jeans!
Frosted (Acid) Jeans

"Get 'Em While They're Here

FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE - Drastic Reductions

Sue's Discount Jeans
Hwy. 121 N. at Stella

753-2493 1

Now Open
F

LAUDER

T F F

$11zie ao. SINT1"
M EZZOTINIS
3
12th location
Corner of 12th & Olive
Murray
We have the latest in
Junior & Misses Apparel

THE

NEW

Eye Definer Duo
Nt'4, Nas

e`k

•Ruff Hewn

•Outback Red

•Melrose

•Campus Casual

Tender Blusher Duet

•Forenza

•That's Me

*Young Edwardian

•Bonnie & Bill

•B.A D

•Usecf

•Zen,i

'15"
91000

'15"
Demi-Matte Pressed Powder
$1500
RE-NUTRIV All-Day Lipstick

$9.0

•Lord Issacs

•NO 1

MINI\IAL

Pressed Satin Eye Shadow Trio
PRESSED FLOWERS
C ,av A ubergne
Pam
117"

Luscious crisio• Mascara

•LaBelle

MAKEUP

Pressed Satin Eye Shadow Quad
TAILLEUR

•Polished Performance
Lipstick
PO, 1-4n;•.e `

$900

Poiished Performance
Nall Lacquer

5600

Apply for your Suzie 0 Charge
*Layaway Available
Hrs Mon -Fri 930-8 00
Sat 9 30-6 00

r

on (he Stnkt

753-7657
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•
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DATEBOOK
Beauty pageant on Sunday

Newsome-Benetua wedding planned

Mr and Mrs Audrey L
Newsome of Rt. 5, Mayfield, an
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Carma Denise, to Adel
Eliseo Benetua, son of Mr. and
Mrs Bert Benetua of Mayfield.
Miss Newsome is the granddaughter of the late Johnnie and
Murray Girl Scouts will sponsor a Uniform Swap Sale at the Girl Sophine Webb and Mrs. Opal
Webb of Mayfield, and of Mrs.
Scout cabin on Sharpe Street ( between North Eighth and North 10th
Modell Newsome and the late ConStreets 1 on Saturday. Aug. 29, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Good quality used
uniforms will be available to be swappea or sold, along with troop le Newsome of Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Mr. Benetua is the grandson of
numbers and Girl Scout and Kentuckiana patches needed for the girls'
Mrs. Presentacion Lacson of Seatsashes. Uniforms must be brought to the Girl Scout cabin on Friday bettle, Wash., and the late Nemesio
ween the hours of 5 to 7 p.m. A slip of paper or 3 X 5 card must be pinned
Lacson of Manila, Philippines,
to each uniform with name. address, phone number and sale price. A
part, 25 percent, of the sale price will be a donation to the Girl Scout and of Mrs. Fidela Benetua of New
York, N.Y., and the late Attorney
Cabin Operation Fund. Money from sold uniforms or unsold uniforms
Eliseo Benetua of Manila,
may be picked up at the cabin from 12 noon to 1 p.m. Saturday, or, for a
processing fee of 50 cents, money can be mailed. "A Girl Scout uniform, Philippines.
The bride-elect is a 1985
whether of current or previous design, is always an official uniform,"
graduate
of Calloway County High
said Lynn Griffiths, Core director. For more information call Mrs. GrifSchool and presently is attending
fiths at 753-0163.
Murray State University where
(Cont'd on page 9)
she is a Southern Belle of Kappa
Alpha. She is employed by Dairy
Queen of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1982
graduate of Mayfield High School
AND
and a 1987 graduate of Murray
State University with an associate
degree in mechanical engineering
technology and a bachelor's
Saturday, September 19
degree in manufacturing
4‘
10:00 4.M.-3:00 P.M.
engineering technology. He is a
member of Kappa Alpha Order.
Mr. Benetua is employed by the
Murray State Physical Plant and
Briggs & S tton of Murray.
The :I g vows will be exAre You
change. in Friday, Sept. 25, at
The Best
7:30 •.m. at New Home Baptist
That You
Church,
located on Highway 564,
Can Be'
Mayfield.
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A beauty pageant will be Sunday. Aug. 30, at 1 p m at Jaycee
Building, Paris, Tenn. There will be eight different age groups which
will include categories for boys through age 5 and girls through age 18.
Eight trophies and two crowns will be given away per age group. along
with participation trophies for any contestant who does not place. Kings
and queens will be awarded three-foot trophies. To register or for more
information call 1-901-742-2295, Dorothy Cantrell, or Pat Nichols.

Scouts plan sale Saturday

24down
NEW CROP APPLES
Ozark Gold
Red Delicious

59c

lb

Ozark Gold 3 lb.79*
Johnathan
and Red Delicious

99s

3 lb.

IMAGE IMPROVEMENT SEMINAR

Ozark Gold
& Red Delicious

$450

42 bu.$8" bu.

45$ lb.
69$

Tomatoes
Lettuce

Cukes & Bell Peppers

41$1"
Cabbage . 254
Damson Plums 59s

lb.
lb.

10 lb. Russett Potatoes
$1 39

FASHION SHOW
1%
Executive Inn Riverfront
Paducah

Cosmetics
Skin Care

10 lb. Red Potatoes

Accessorizing
Hairstyles

89s

Fashions From

*We Accept Food Stamps

Casual Corner• Gwen's Stout Shop • Mam'selle •
Pappagallo•Suzie Q Shoppe•Formal Wear by Mr. Penguin

FREE GIvrs & DOOR PRIZES

tP
'Barn

753-8214
408 North
12th

Reservation Deadline is Friday, Sept. 4th
Cost is '15 per person/lunch included
For tickets mail check to: Image Improvement Seminar
3759 Ramona Drive
Paducah, Ky 42001
For Grout)firm-ration, Call 502442-5345

•

Carma Denise Newsome and
Adel Eliseo Benetua to marry
the reception. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Hospital lists newborns and dismissals
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Aug.
24, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Elliott baby boy, parents, Ren
and David, 1511 Diuguid Dr., C-17,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lily Mohundro, Rt. 5, Box

1318, Murray; Mrs. Ruth Stevens,
Box 1091, Calvert City;
Mrs. Jennifer Starks and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 123, Benton; Mrs.
Virginia Henry, 821 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray;
Eddie Rogers, Rt. 1, Box 145,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Ethel
Johnson, Box 247, Paris, Tenn.;
Ms. Zoe Lee Pinkston, 1100B

Prewashed Dress Denim
& Chambray Solids
1 DO % Cotton 60 inches wide Ideal
for skirts or dresses Machine wash
and dry
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Fairlane, Murray; Steven Hill, Rt.
1, Box 106A, Houston, Miss.;
Mrs. Mary Holcomb, J3 Murray
Manor, Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth
Hill, Box 71, Hazel;
Mrs. Brenda Satterwhite, Rt. 2,
box 309, Murray; Sammy Gafford,
Rt. 8, Box 1140, Murray.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Silky Shantung Solids
70% DuPont Dacron • polyester/30%
rayon 45 Inches wide Select from the
season's latest mil:11one fashion colors
ideal for skirts iackets or dresses
Machine was a^rir
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Yellow
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Kidde Corner IV Prints
DuPont Dacron' oo[yeste,
30* rayon 45 Inches wide Select
from a wide range of new
conversational prints in bright and
prrmary colors -macn-in6 wash and 1r.,.

Touch Of Class
Cotton 44-45 Inches wide
C,noose from .a variety of colors anc
patterns Machine wash and dry
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Reg. 2.27

1=4

fleg•

437

Sale Good through Sunday, Aug. 30
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Estate Stretch Gabardine Solids
100% Celanese Fortrel• Polyester 6(i
Inches wide Select from a wide range
01- basic and fashion colors Ideal for
pants jackett skirls and sportswear
sepaiates Mac',ne, wash and dry
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Shipley-Young vows solemnized

1••

1•••

Miss Danna Gay Shipley and
David Wayne Young were married in a double ring ceremony in
an early summer wedding at 2:30
p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Madisonville.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Shipley of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Billington and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Shipley, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Young of Madisonville. He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Young and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Forest Day, all
of Madisonville.
The Rev. Tom Branson of
Madisonville, assisted by the Rev.
Hal Shipley of Cadiz, officiated at
the ceremony.
Wedding music was presented
by Mrs. Allene Knight, pianist,
Jim Lutz, organist, and Mrs. Joy
Connover, vocalist.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar centered with a
15-branch candelabrum and two
matching candelabrum trees
designed with mixed greenery and
white tapers and accented with
ferns.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father.
She wore a gown of shimmer
organza, featuring a Victorian
neckline of re-embroidered shiffile lace and hand applied seed
pearls. An inset of English netting
created a sweetheart neckline embossed with lace and pearls.
Heavily beaded, the basque bodice
was enhanced by sheer sleeves
with cut-out lace patterns
reaching to wrist length with satin
covered buttons.
The drop V waistline was softly
gathered to create a full skirt with
appliques of re-embroidered shiffili lace. It was bordered at the
floor-length 114m with a deep
flounce ruffle, which extended to
the court length train in back.
Her ensemble was completed by
a pearled, Queen of Scots wreath
headpiece featuring an applique of
seed pearls, beads and lace on the
side. A full butterfly pouf created
by soft bridal illusion topped the
fingertip length veil.
She carried a cascading design
of white roses, sweetheart roses,
orchids, stephanotis, pittosporum
and sprengeri ferns.
Miss Gina Shipley of Murray,
sister of the bride, served as maid

DATEBOOK

Children's Choirs and Missions
Enrollment Fair will be from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. This is for children, age 4
through sixth grade.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will be Bible Study, GAs,
RAs and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Wednesday Night Men's Bowling League will meet at 7 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
————
Thursday, Aug. 27
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. Board of Directors will meet
at office at 400 North Fifth St.,
Mayfield, at 4 p.m.
————
Murray High School will have a
bonfire at 8 p.m. at practice field.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on court square in Murray from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. This
will be for blood pressure.
diabetes, anemia, cholesterol and
triglyceride.
————
Compassionate Parents' Support Group will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
————
Town meeting on Worker's
Comp Crisis will be at 7:30 a.m. in
City Commission Chambers at
Paducah City Hall.

(Coat'd from page 8)

'Kick Off planned Saturday
The 35th annual "Kick Off" of Mayfield Graves County United Way
will be Saturday, Aug. 29, on lawn of Graves County Courthouse.
Mayfield. Mrs. Mary Veatch, an employee of Ingersoll Rand, will head
the 1988 United Way Drive. Mayor Virgil Gilliam, County Judge Tony
Smith and members of the Executive Board of United Way will ride into
town on a wagon drawn by mules and will proceed to the courthouse for
the "kick off- at 11 a.m.

Epi-Care meeting on Friday
Attorney Leslie Furches will be speaker at the Epi-Care meeting on
Friday, Aug. 28, at 6:30 p.m on the bottom floor of Lowry Annex to
Pogue Library at Murray State University. Please note change from
day listed on Tuesday Epi-Care is an epilepsy support group which has
informational meetings on the fourth Friday of each month. Support
group meetings are on the second Friday of each month. For more information call Dale Bynum at 436-5337 or Keith Farley at 753-5575.

Gwen Gentry is correct name
In the announcement of the 30th anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. William
Gentry on Tuesday, the name of one of their children was listed as Owen
and should have been Gwen Gentry.

Fashion show planned Saturday
A Fall Fashion Show will be Saturday. Aug. 29, at 2:30 p.m. at WalMart in Murray. About 30 models will be showing the latest fall fashions.
according to a spokesman for the store who invites the public to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. David Waync Young
of honor. Attendants were Miss
Susan Harralson of Madisonville
and Miss Bobbie Smith of
Hopkinsville.
Each attendant wore a formal of
summer satin in the romance blue
color designed with a sweetheart
neckline and drop V waistline flattered by three quarter length
sleeves with bows at the
shoulders. Each. had a Queen of
Scot headpiece in royal satin with
English net trim.
An arm bouquet of cushion
poms, sprengeri fern and peacock
feathers tied with gold metalic ribbon was carried by each
attendant.
The groom wore a black full
dress tuxedo accented with a
black vest and tails. He had a
boutonniere of white stephanotis
and a rose.
Richard Young of Madisonville
served as best man for his son.
Groomsmen were Keith Young of
Louisville, brother of the groom,
and Brad Smith of Madisonville.
Ushers were Greg Hoodenpyle
of Earlington and Jack Morris of
Madisonville.
Each attendant wore a black
tuxedo with a short coat and cummerbund and white cushion porn
boutonniere.
The mother of the bride wore a
summer satin tea-length dress in
the teal color adorned with a lace

Auditions planned by Players

yolk and fitted sleeves. The
groom's mother was attired in a
chiffon tea-legnth dress of light
blue and trimmed at the waistband and cuffs with satin. Each
mother had a corsage of orchids.
Directing the ceremony was
Mrs. Karen Langford of Hickman.
A reception followed in the
reception hall of the church with
Mrs. Barbara Lutz as hostess.
The bride's table featured a
four-tiered wedding cake accented
with a flowing fountain, greenery,
baby's breath and miniature
peacock feathers between layers.
The top tier was decorated with an
arrangement of white silk flowers
and cascading beads and pearls.
Punch, nuts and mints were also
served.
Serving were Miss Ruth Gray of
Princeton, Miss Alana Shockey of
Madisonville, Mrs. Linda Lee of
Dallas, Texas, and Mrs. Kim
Genry of Mortons Gap.
Junior hostesses were Miss
Leigh Ann Young and Miss Christy
Young of Madisonville and Miss
Kristina Lee of Dallas, Texas.
Mrs. Allene Knight provided
piano music.
Attending the guest register was
Mrs. Connie Branson of
Madisonville.
Following a wedding trip, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Young are
residing in Madisonville.

Purchase Players will hold auditions for children and teens of all ages
for the original musical, written by Becky Reynolds, entitled "Once
Around the World" on Saturday. Aug. 29, at 10 a.m. and Monday. Aug
31, at 6:30 p.m. at Muerle Norman Building. Mayfield. Persons are asked to enter through the back entrance. Sharon Logston of Murray will be
the director. She has directed numerous plays in Florida, New York.
Tennessee and Murray; been a back-up singer for Sandy Patti: and
been instrumental in theatre renovation. Opening night will be Oct. 22
For more information call 1-247-5434.

Football tickets being sold
Tickets for football game between Murray and Calloway County High
Schools on Friday. Aug. 28, at 7:30 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium. Eighth
and Main Streets, Murray, will be on sale. Tickets are $2 and $3 in advance and $3 and $4 at the gate the night of the game. Advanced tickets
are now on sale at Murray High School during regular business hours
of
the school. Advanced tickets will go on sale at Calloway High, Calloway
Middle and at East, North and Solithwest Elementary Centers on Thursday at 9 a.m.

'Free car wash' to be Saturday
Murray High Band Boosters will sponsor a "free" car wash on Saturday, Aug. 29. The hours will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at two locations.
Hardee's at North 12th and Chestnut and Sirloin Stockade on South 12th
Street. Band members will be taking pledges this week for the amount of
car washes they will do. The public is urged to assist the band members
and boosters in this financial projects. according to Roy Weatherly.
Booster club spokesman.
.

.
PWP.Chapter meeting on Prida:c -

Greater Paducah Area Chapter 147 of Parents Without Partners will
have a potluck supper on Friday, Aug. 28. at 7:30 p.m in Irvin Cobb
Ballroom, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah-. Open-bingowill be from to-±0
p.m. This is open to the public. Dancing and socializing will be from 10
p.m. to 12 midnight. All single parents are invited, according to Paulette
Pierce of Eddyville, vice president and publicity.

Locust Grove revival in progress

— Coining community events announced —
Wednesday, Aug. 26

MbEDNESDAV, A1.61. ST 211, 1887

Thursday, Aug. 27
Ladies Fun Night will start at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club
with Bronda Parker and Shirley
Wade as hostesses.
————
Calloway Public Library will be
closed today for necessary
repairs.
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Janet Kenney, 1704
Farmer Ave. Note change in
meeting place.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————

Revival services at Locust Grove Baptist Church will continue
through Saturday, Aug. 29. with the Rev. Ricky Cunningham. pastor of
Hardin Baptist Church, as speaker. Services are at 730 p.m. each evening with prayer service at 7:15 p.m.

Thursday, Aug. 27
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call
Brenda at 753-2513, Pam at
759-1105 or Glen at 435-4143.
————
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-3589 or 753-0835.

Hospital• • •
((oaf'd from pap 8)
Four newborn admissions ar
dismissals at Murray-Callow ,a
County Hospital for Tuesday, Au,
25. have been released as follow
Newborn admissions
Norton baby boy, parents, Sar
dra and William. Box 861, Pan
Tenn.;
Snyder baby girl. parents. Jeai.
netta and Buell. Box 945, Cadiz;
Lamb baby girl, parents, Cindy
and Danny. Rt. 5, Box 14
Murray:
Edwards baby girl, paren'
Julie and Timothy. Rt. 4. 13,,
297A. Paris. Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra McConnell, Ft Box 385, Murray; Mrs. Sherry
Carter, Box 264, Sedalia:
Johnny Stone, Rt. 2, Box 23
Wing°: Mrs. Bonnie Seaford. It'
2. Benton: Mrs. Gilda Craig, Bo
5. Buchanan, Tenn.:
Oliver Cook, Rt. 6, Box 158, Mut
ray: Austin Jennings, Rt. 6, Min
ray: Marvin Barrow. Rt. 2, Bu
654, Dover, Tenn.:
Mrs. Lucille Hart, Rt. 8, Bo
1100, Murray: Robert Johnson. P.!
1, Box 88. Murray: Homer Pea!
Rt. 1, Box 271. Sedalia

Victoria Principal
sues weight firm
LOS ANGELES AP — Actre-,
Victoria Principal's lawsui•
against Weight Watchers Inc..
alleging that her likeness was used
in a promotion without permis
sion, will receive a non-jury hear
ing in federal court.
U.S. District Judge William M
Byrne made the ruling Aug. 24.
Miss Principal, who played
Pamela Ewing in the nighttimt
soap "Dallas," is seeking at lea'i
$11 million.

„
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Arch
Your
Eyebrows
Permanently
by

Electrolysis
Medically Approved & Safe
FREE CONSULTATIONS
By Appointment Only
-•eated By A NatIonally
;1EL E_ECT:
)L_,LOGIS-

Patricia Mullins, C.E.
753-8856

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
(Cont'd on page 1?)

1

No Membership Fee
VCR & Film Rental

PAW.. 3

24 Hour Rentals
All HS
Good through

I

U

December 31, 1987

FILO
Rent 1 Movie

Get 1 FREE

$2.00 OFF Any 10 Tanning
Session Package at CLASSIC TANNING
103 sc,,,in .34:1

Hours 8.00-13:00
Mon - Sat
- Surday

rs Lie Crass Furrbture Inc )
Phone: 753-3621

Give Your Hair a Hug!

.1

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Open Evenings
Until 8:00

elaitcliLs,etc.
Dixieland Center

753-6745

New Hours

SCRUPLES.
PROFESSIONAL
SALON PRODUCTS

It's Time for a Change!

•11:00 a.m until 800 p m
•Every evening
Monday through Friday
•Saturdays 10 a.m. until 4 p m
•No AppOintment EVER
Just Walk In
•Family Hair Care
•We Use Only ScQupus Products
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WHERE LOW
PRICES ORIGINATE

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

SHOPPERS CASH

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

15.00 Purchase Required
No Coupon or Stamps Necessary

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

PRICES GOOD WED., AUG. 26TH THRU TUES., SEPT. 1ST

"A MONEY SAVING PROGRAM FOR YOU!"

CRUSH FLAVORS, 7-UP,
MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE
OR PEPSI COLA

89

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

TUNA

8 PK..16 OZ.

QT. JAR
Miracle
Whip

59

Limit one per family
with 15.00 additional order
excluding tobacco products.

6 1/2 OZ.
IN OIL OR WATER

PLUS DEPOSIT
DIET OR REG.

ALL JERSEY

SHASTA COLA COTTAGE
CHEESE
2% MILK

HAPPY HOUND
CHUCK

FLAV-0- RICH

TWO LITER
PLASTIC BOTTLE

DOG FOOD

99

20 LB. BAG $9
29

1/2 GAL.

24 OZ.

SOFT & GENTLE
REG. '1.99
CHARLES

POTATO CHIPS
BIG 12 OZ. BAG

SPRITE, TAB, MELLO
YELLO, DIET COKE,CHERRY
COKE OR COCA COLA

)isg

BATHROOM
TISSUE

29

12 PK., 12 OZ. CANS

4 ROLL PKG.

$299

REG. OR WAFFLE

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

FOODLAND
PAPER NAPKINS

140 CT.

• Lipton

KRAFT

ORANGE

ORANGE JUICE

Tea eacs

79

VEGETABLE OIL

ir„a
24 OZ. BTL. MI/

LIPTON

DAWN

TEA BAGS

DISHWASHING LIQUID

1 29

JUICE
6401.

$
22 OZ.
40' OFF LABEL

$11 99

SHOPPERS CASH SPECIALS

FROZEN FOODS

IDEAL SANDWICH
SOFT & GENTLE

29

FRESHLIKE

VEGETABLES.

2 LB. $

1 29

4 ROLL PKG.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

KELLOGG'S

BREAD

CORN FLAKES

24 OZ. LOAF

94r

is OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE
I Le. QTRS.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

PAPER TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMM
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11111'1 111EAT flUIflGS
OPEN 8 A.M. TO

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

11 P.M. D

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT

ILY

FOOD STAMPS

kg‘
U.S.D.A CHOICE
BONELESS

GRADE 'A'

RIB EYE
STEAK

WHOLE
FRYERS

$399

FAMILY PACK

PORK
STEAK

LB.53C

FAMILY PACK

BONUS PACK
BOSTON BUTT

PORK
ROAST
LB.

FLANDERS
FROZEN
TENDER BEST

BEEF
PATTIES
5 LB. BOX

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

t

BACON
120Z.

$499

U.S. GOVT. INSPECTED CHICKEN

SIRLOIN TIP STEAK....LB. $239 LEG QRTS•
U.S.D.A. CHOICE FAMILY PACK

LB.

49

COUNTRY STYLE CUT-UP

CUBE STEAK...LB. $239 FRYERS
FRESH

t

50

$ 1 59

OFF
1201.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

- Aiimummomemommuir
i

TENDERBEST REG.

WIENERS

METZGER BY THE PIECE RIVERSIDE
12 OZ. $ 1 1

TENDERBEST
LB.

59

SAUSAGE

LB.

METZGER BY THE PIECE

794
794

LB. $ 1 79 -BRAUNSWEIGERLB.

HILLCREST BONELESS

PORK CUTLETS....LB. $ 1 59 HAM

BOLOGNA

RENO'S DELUXE
LB. $ 1 9

CORN DOGS..LB. $189 PIZZA.. .14 OZ. 2FOR$319

PRODUCE

3/$1 00
4/$100
25c

FRESH BUNCH GREEN
NEW CROP JONATHAN
APPLES
3 LB. BAG

ONIONS
FRESH
CUCUMBERS
FRESH GREEN
CABBAGE

1.11.$ 1 09

10 COUNT BAG
LEMONS

EACH $ 1 59

5 LB. BAG WILD
FEED

EACH $ 1 29

DELI DEPARTMENT

LAST WEEK'S NAME
MARY BRYAN
BUCHANNAN. TENN.
CARD NOT PUNCHED

AMERICAN CHEESE
SUBMARINE SAND.

_r
FRESH BELL

GRAPES

HAM SALAD

GRAPEFRUIT

....LB.

SEEDLESS RED

BIRD

PINK

,, LEI $ 1 29
LB

$299

EACH $ 1 19

PEPPERS

3/$1°°

•
s
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Elderly becoming susceptible to lure of drugs, alcohol

Sunday
School Lesson
By H.C. Chiles
Influence is thai power which one
exerts over others by his thoughts,
words and deeds.
Romans 14:1-4
Paul urged mature Christians to
exercise great care lest they influence their immature and weaker
brethren to violate their consciences and indulge in sin. Paul
reminded his readers of the folly of
participating in fruitless disputations which disrupted the
fellowship and unity of the church
of which they were members. He
emphasized the fact that the
prerogative of judging belonged to
God only. Christians are forbidden
to ridicule or hold in contempt those
whose opinions differ from their
own.
Friction arose over a difference
of opinion as to whether or not
Christians should eat meat which
had been offered as a sacrifice to
idols and later found its way into
the public markets. Mature Christians should not try to persuade immature ones to do those things
about which they have strong convictions, since the prerogative of
judging belongs to God only. Christians should cultivate the spirit of
true forbearance.
Romans 14:13-21
Knowing that the Roman Christians were living in the midst of one

-

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

of the most wicked cities in the
world and facing all kinds of temptation every day, Paul was careful
to instruct then as to the way they
should live in order to please God.
Because the unsaved judge Christianity by the actions of Christians,
the latter are obligated to live consistently and righteously.
Every earnest Christian should
consider it a privilege and a duty
to avoid doing anything that will be
displeasing or offensive to God, or
that will cause another person to do
wrong. If we are to live so as to
please God, we must avail
ourselves of the means of grace and
receive from Him the strength
which is needed for doing so. Paul
urged his Christian readers to consider the spiritual safety and
welfare of their weaker and more
immature brethren, and guard
against anything that would cause
our weaker brethren to stumble
and fall. Any Christian should be
willing to forgo his own personal
liberties if the exercise of them
should cause another person to sin
or impede the progress of the
Lord's work.
Romans 15:1-2, 7
Addressing the strong Christians,
Paul urged them to recognize their
obligation to manifest a vital interest in and concern about the
weaker brethren. True Christians
are to devote themselves to the task
of helping others, even though it
may involve embarrassment,
unpleasantness, numberous difficulties and lack of appreciation.
Christ did not give up and quit
working with those who needed
Him, even though they did not respond favorably to His overtures,
and neither should we. Those of us
within the fellowship of the redeemed must not set any limit to our
brotherly love that Christ has not
set. God's glory is the supreme end
in all Christian attitudes, actions
and activities, whether private or
public.

$21 9

Hog market

Special Good August 24-29

F ederal state Market Sews Sersice August td.
I1087 kentiack) Purchase Ares Hog Market Report
Includes II R417 tog StatIons Receipt*: Act. 710 Est.
BOO Harrowed.(Mt. 1.00-1.25 higher, Sows .50-1.00

T.41's

4,5 1-2 220 250 lb.
ES 1-2 too 2144 lb..
IS 2-3 720 VW lb,
1:5 3-4 1544 170 lb.
Sows
IS 1-2 27,350 ltei
ES 1 3 160-450 lb..
IS 1-3 458500 lb.
IS 4-3500-1050 lb..
IS 2-3 300510 lb..
Boars $411.41,45.1110

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

1410.54110.75 tew 11.00
5314.50-410.541
100.00-00.50
150-10-00.00
147.00-47150
844.00 45.00
145.00•411.00
148.50 51.541
$44.00-48.00

BACK TO SCHOOL

Rpeethht
•

Air-Conditioner Service
•C.-. ,•
ar

!t51
•.04,tes; d COrl,,E•CA00,
,
,
•-.0"
,
[41nr.^.'S •Cher.
*Check heahng
•
.
dhye belts and hose5

Warranted 90 days or 4,000 miles, whichever
comes twit Add up to 3 lb.. of Moon.

G0

R

Expires September 20, 1987

14

Note spec&al dwsel o4 and fetter type may
result in extra charges

Expires September

20,

Engine Tune-Up
•0,..
s:;4r.,ng

•

5Gar•
4ustS artn44,e: 4 - -4.vbfee
••‘ct
c ,
ecesa,y
Warrawed 6 months or
6 000 mass, whichever comes fist
6 Cyl

38
Expires September 20

riEllIR

Disc Brake Service
d.sc pads re;),-...
ace 11 40,11 rotors COnvennona rear wbee; dr.vr,
veb.CleS Prces vary tor f'or't wheel dnve Hvdraul4c
r•

needei for sate

Eaton had been suspended
without pay since July 9, when
charges against him were filed.
Mrs. Covington claimed the principal introduced her to a school
visitor as the "resident nigger."

By Abigail
Van Buren -

Woman Wants Pair of Pants
To Fit Her Changing Shape

2:00-2:30 p.m.
4:00-4:30 p.m.

Register to win 4 Sterling Silver Rings.
One ring will be given away after each
30 minute sale.

2S%

message to the black community
of Northern Kentucky that this
type of behavior by any school
employee can't be tolerated," said
Kentucky Education Association
area director Bill Gist. He helped
secretary Sylvia Covington pursue
charges against Eaton.

De Iv

..

Warranted in 12
months or 121000 miles. whYchever comes fest

OFF on all new for
new fall merchandise
during the four 30
minute sales

$4900
Expires September 20, 1987

apple blossom

„BOUTIQUE

DEAR ABBY: "Falling Short in
Cleveland" might enjoy the comment of Carlos Romulo. He was a
newspaper editor, aide to Gen.
MacArthur during World War II,
Pulitzer Prize winner, Philippine
ambassador to the United States,
president of the General Assembly
of the United Nations — and short.

Once, before speaking to a large
audience in Dallas, everyone stood
to sing the national anthem. The
insensitive chaitman who introduced Gen. Romulo looked down on
him and asked, "How does a little
fellah like you feel in this bunch of
tall Texans?"
The general smiled graciously
and replied, "I feel like a dime
surrounded by pennies."
J.E.B., LA JOLLA
DEAR J.E.B.: Beautiful.
Thanks for an item that will be
appreciated (and probably
quoted) by people of all sizes.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: What's all this
lately about short people and how
they are made to feel inferior and
shortchanged?
I am here to tell you that nature
dealt this girl a lousy hand for the
opposite reason. At 15, I was 5 feet
11 inches tall — and I had not yet
reached my full height.
You don't know what misery is
until you stand a head taller than
every boy in your class, wearing
nothing but flats, and walk stoopshouldered hoping you won't be
conspicuous. Forget going to a
school dance.
Never mind all those insults from
people who ask, "How tall are you
anyway?" and "How's the weather
up there?" And just try to buy
clothes and shoes.
Short girls don't know how lucky
they are. Thanks for letting me get
this off my chest. I feel better now.
SIX FEET FOUR
IN MONTGOMERY, ALA.

(For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
Lovely Wedding," send a check or
money order for $2.50 and a long,
stamped (39 cents), sel(-addressed
envelope to Dear Abby. Wedding, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.)

Ron Christopher & Randy Hutchens

Sul

are pleased to announce
their association with

Sw

Warren K. Hopkins
tir the general practice
of law
under the firm name of

Christopher, Hutchens
& Hopkins
Attorneys and Counselors At Law

75:1-1266

Murray 753-4660
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205 5. 6th St., Murray
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diagnosis, impulse or suggestion.
taking the advice of a neighbor instead of seeking help from a
physicial. Others often mix alcohol
and over-the counter drugs,
unaware of side efects that can
result.
"Many people don't realize how
drowsy even simple antihistamines
and alcohol can make an elderly
person," she said. "and it can
become dangerous if someone tries
to drive or operate machinery in
this condition."
Townsend said that drug abuse
among the elderly is just now being recognized as a serious
problem.
"A drug or alcohol problem of an
older person is not as obvious as it
is in younger people," he said.
"That's why it takes longer to
recognize. I really think that we've
only begun to scratch the surface
of how widespread substance abuse
among the elderly is."

Newport fires principal for slur

FALL SALE
10:00-10:30 a.m.
12:00-12:30 p.m.

•

SerrCe er,ll be recommended
noefahor• Mrolic pads exha

Calloway County Middle School
will host its Ninth Annual Middle
School Football Jamboree starting at 5 p.m.
————
Tickets for Murray-Calloway
High football game will go on sale
at 9 a.m. at Calloway High,
Calloway Middle, East, North and
Southwest Schools.
————
Thursday Night Couples' Bowling League will meet at 7 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes,

themselves," she said "But
members of this age group may
face a significant loss of all their
senses, and sometimes are not able
to feel the side effects of drugs —
including alcohol."
Doughty said that when people
lose their senses of smell and taste,
they also lose their appetite That
void is often filled with drugs
and/or alcohol.
"Elderly people develop two
kinds of dependency," Doughty explained. "One I call 'necessary for
life' and is based on medical needs
and necessity for life functions. The
other is 'necessary dependency,'
generated over a period of time
through increased tolerance or frequent use.
"You'd be surprised at the
number of times I hear'How could
it be habit forming? I've been taking it for 30 years."
Doughty said that many older
people use drugs based on self-

Friday, Aug. 211
ing League will meet at 9 a.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
NEWPORT, Ky. (API— The
————
Greater Paducah Area Chapter Newport school board has fired
147 of Parents Without Partners elementary school principal
will have a potluck supper at 7:30 Robert Eaton for a racial slur
p.m. followed by other activities allegedly made to a school
at Irvin Cobb Ballroom, Paducah. secretary, and Easton has promptly filed suit against the Ken————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be tucky Education Association.
Board member David Sizemore
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acannounced the 3-2 vote Tuesday to
tivities by senior citizens.
terminate Eaton's contract.
———
"The board had no other alterGirl Scout uniforms for Uniform
native but to send a very strong
Swap/Sale on Saturday should be
message to the school, a strong
brought to the Girl Scout cabin
between the hours of 5 to 7 p.m. message to Newport and a strong
For information call 753-0163.
————
Football game between Murray
High and Calloway County High
will start at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium, Murray.
————
Murray High School
Cheerleaders will sponsor a dance
following football game until midnight at Murray High School.
————
Calloway Public Library will be
closed today for necessary
repairs.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
DEAR ABBY: Have the people
Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murwho
make ladies' slacks lost their
ray Moose Lodge. This is for
minds? My age is 62 and I'm going
members only.
into my "golden years" kicking and
————
screaming. My weight stays beCommodity Subcommittee of tween 115 and 118 pounds, but
Purchase Area Development there's a world of difference beDistrict will meet at 10 a.m. in tween my shape and the shape of a
PADD office, Highway 45 North, young girl who weighs the same, so
why don't the clothing manufacturMayfield.
ers
take this into consideration?
————
Why can't they allow for fallen
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
fannies, and
little potbelly that
Kevil Center, South 10th Street Ex- we can neverthat
get rid of?
tended, Mayfield.
We don't want stretch polyester
————
with the crease sewn in — we want
Two-day seminar on bachelor of cottons that fit! If there's an elastic
independent studies (BIS) degree at the waist, fine, but it shouldn't be
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in so tight we can't breathe. Anything
Barkley Room, Curris Center, over a size 10 usually has legs so
Murray State University. For in- wide they flap. Why do these
manufacturers think everyone has
formation call 762-2186.
such wide ankles?
————
There really should be a size
Singles of First Baptist Church group somewhere between Junior
will leave at 6:30 p.m. for Putt Miss (too tight) and Ladies size 10
Putt Golf.
(too big).
Abby, maybe you can get this
————
Events in Land Between the message across to the manufacturLakes will include Iron Industry at ers so women my age can dress in
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The comfort and style. Tell them we've
got the money spend on the right
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2 garment, but towe don't
want to
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center; throw it away on things that don't
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., fit. Thanks for listening.
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
LITTLE OLD LADY IN TEXAS
p.m. and Stargazing at 9 p.m. at
DEAR LADY: You told 'em.
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Let's hope they're listening.
And to quote Dorothy Parker:
"Women in slacks should not
turn their backs."

8 Cyl

$42
$48
GOOD;i

1987

Thursday, Aug. 27
Golden Age Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. in social hall of First
United Methodist Church.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will meet at 7 p.m. at American
Legion Hall.
————
Senior citizens' events will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Benton
Senior Citizens' Center. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Free concert by "Innovation,"
rock/ soul group, will be at 6:30
p.m. at Cutchin Field Recreational Complex, Murray State
University.
————
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
————
Free government commodities
will be distributed from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at county road department, East Sycamore Street.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

((bard from page 9)

FRIDAY ONLY
Four 30 Minute Sales
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4 Cyl

"The growing combination of
age, self-administered medication,
depression and diminished mental
capacity is creating an alarming
number of cases of older abusers
and addicts."
Although the elderly represent
approximately one-eighth of the
U.S. population, they consume onefourth of all prescription drugs, according to Gloria Doughty, a social
worker and staff pharmacist at the
University of Kentucky's Chandler
Medical Center.
Doughty, who had a specific interest in counseling geriatric patients, is a frequent instructor at
workshops on substance abuse
among the elderly.
"On any given day,95 percent of
the people over 65 years of age are
at home and able to take care of

Community...

$999

1967

•

.5•P"

Drug abuse Alchoholism.
Human problems most frequently
associated with teenage and young
adult years.
However, just as age barriers
are being removed from the good
things in life, there is another group
of Kentuckians becoming more
susceptible to the lure of drugs and
alcohol — the elderly.
"Many people in their later years
need daily medication to combat
aches, pains and diseases which attack them," said Mike Townsend,
director of the Division of
Substance Abuse in the Department for Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services. "Many
also experience loneliness, financial problems, loss of work responsibility and physical and mental
health problems."

Friday, Aug. 28
Epi-Care, epilepsy support
group, will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Lowry Annex, Pogue Library,
Murray State University. Note
change from date listed Tuesday.
For information call 436-5337 or
753-5575
————
Friday Morning Ladies' Bowl-

Oil Filter, Chassis Lube
& Oil Change
GOOD)YEAR

441, 1981
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•
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Sly* Barn

Dog
Food
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Nosey

Tomato
Ketchup

20 lb.

32 oz.

FOOD STORES

$259

79C

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:004:00, Sun.1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

Biscuits

a oz

Cheese Loaf
Blue Bonnet Margarine

21*

2 lb $299

16 oz

Tub Spread

31b.

49*
$1 19

Bubba Cola

1 7*
'1 49
594

12 oz can

Tea Bags

100 ct

Bama Box Drinks

3 pk

Safari Coffee

16 oz $299

99*
69(

Chili with Beans

12 oz. box

794

Chicken Noodle Soup

8 oz.

$119

Vienna Sausage

Pecan Pies
Royal Cookies & Cakes
Moon Pies
Granola Bars

•••••• •

Partin's Country

Country Nam

Sausage
1 49

Whole or Sliced
1

Buddig Meats
Chicken Franks
Hillshire Smoked Sausage

.0. 59*
21/2 oz 49*
16 oz.

89*

16 oz. $2
8glir lb.

lb.

Turkeys

1.79c

lb.

Lb.

Butter Basted

8-20 lb. avg. size

79

Seitz Meat Weiners

12 oz

Seitz Pickle Loaf

16 or

Seitz Thin Bologna

16 or

Seitz Beef Weiners

12 oz

Peanut Butter

1 13 oz $1 19

59*
29*
50. 49*
ez

10 oz.

Fryer Breast
$1 19

Clifty Farms

Turkey Franks

PAGE 13

•

Fryer
Leg Qtrs.

j
i

lb.

39c

99(
$1 59

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

Sietz Thin Bologna

16 oz

TAV Sliced Ham

Seitz Beef Bologna

16 or

$159

$1 59

Kahns Meat Weiners

16 oz

Seitz Variety Pack

16 oz

$1 59

$1 99

Holly Ridge Salami

16 oz $1 59

$1 99

Grade A Frozen Hens

$159

5-7 lb

69$.,

Martha White

Corn Mea

Corn
Flakes

Potato
Chips
7% es.

Whole Dill Pickles

32 oz-

89*

Flour

5 lb 69(

Spicy Brown Mustard

200z.69*

Raisins

15 oz

Barbecue Sauce

2. 0. 99*

Evaporated Milk

1201.39*

Sutffed Olives

.0. 79*

Sweet Relish

22 oz

891

Cherry Pie Filling
Vegetable Oil

20 01

413 or

99*
99*
*1 59

White Seedless

Cabbage
lb.

Grapes

Sc
1

Crispy Rice

13 oz.

Corn Chex Cereal

12 oz $1 69

Total Cereal

12 oi

'1 99

Cheese Puffs

Natural Cereal Fruit & Nuts

16 oz

$1 19

Bon Ton Cheese Curls

Raisin Bran Cereal

20 oz

1 69

Paper
Plates
100 Ct.

$129

Corn Chips

59*
.0z 79*

81
/
2 oz

Pork Skins

Wc

Charcoal
29

!. • •
••

. ..

59*
99*

Pretzels

89c

1

•

12 oz

20 lb.

lb.

A-•

VI oz.

•r

r

lb
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Making
tracks

Molitor's 'clean hits'
extend hitting streak

Jay Flanagan
From MSI Sports Information

.
4

High School Pride

Tigers & Lakers

Faye's
Next to
Pag!ia

753-7743

sn
Gi
Pt

Streak alive at 39

Flanagan leaves
for ASU position

Jay Flanagan. the men's track
and cross country coach at Murray State University for the past
fivt, seasons, has announced his
decision to leave MSU to accept a
position on the athletic staff at
Arkansas State University in
Jonesboro. Ark.
Flanagan, 44, led his MSU cross
country team to the Ohio Valley
Conference championship in 1985
And the league's co-championship
in i9M. He becomes the assistant
track coach at ASU under Guy
Kochel. a 15-year veteran at ASU
and Olympic pole vault coach.
Flanagan's duties will include
total responsibility for the men's
and women's cross country programs as well as the distance runners for the Indians' men's and
women's track teams.
-I thank Murray State University, and particularly iformer MSU
athletic director l Johnny Reagan
for the opportunity they presented
to me," Flanagan said. "I appreciate the opportunity I've had
at Murray State, but the level of
commitment to the track program
at Arkansas State made the position there highly attractive.
"They ASU s have made a commitment to a nationally competitive program, and I felt I
owed it to myself to accept the
challenge of working with athletes
of that caliber," he added.
A former NAIA District Coach
of the Year, Flanagan built one of
the top NCAA Division III track
and cross country programs at
Carthage College in Kenosha,
Wisc. In his ten seasons there, he
guided the Redmen harriers to
four NAIA top-ten finishes while
his track teams finished in the top
ten twice at the NCAA Division III
meet.
Named NAIA District Coach of
the Year in 1974. Flanagan has
developed two individual NCAA
champions.
After receiving his degree from
Sprnguieldf Mass. 1 College, he
.srrved as track and cross country
reont'd on page 16)

(Ci

Milwaukee's Paul Molitor lined a single to right field extending his hitting
streak to 39 games Tuesday night.
Although Molitor is still taking the steak "one game at a time," his
ultimate goal is Joe DiMaggio's 56-game
streak.
Al' file photo

By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
MILWAUKEE — Paul Molitor
has been thankful for many things
during his 39-game hitting streak
— including good health, good luck
and no borderline hits.
"They've been clean hits but
they haven't all been ;pretty,"
Milwaukee's designated hitter
said Tuesday after lining a sixthinning single off Cleveland's Don
Gordon to keep the streak alive in
a 10-9 Brewer victory.
"I've had a couple off the
handles and some infield singles
just between the fielders. At least
it hasn't come down to a hit that's
been questionable or a defensive
play that was possibly an error,"
Molitor said.
"That eliminates controversy or
putting pressure on anybody out
there, official scorers or
anybody."
Molitor didn't get his hit Tuesday until his fourth at-bat and
tonight can tie Ty Cobb for fourth
place on the modern-day list when
he faces the Indians' John Farrell,
a late replacement for injured
Rich Yett.
Molitor is aware he is one game
away from tying Cobb and only
five behind Pete Rose's 44-game
streak in 1978.
"It's been-5p on the scoreboard
so I've noticed the people who are
ahead of me. You have to be appreciative of what's happened to
this point.
"When I'm through playing and
have a chance to look back —
whether it ends at 39 or I tie him —
I have to be pleased at this point,"

he said.
"Forty four - is a very nice
number. For a long time it seemed
very, very far away. I guess you
have to say as each day goes by it
becomes a little more realistic.
"But we talked the last week
about focusing on each game and
not five. So tomorrow we look at 40
and try to keep our momentum
with our club winning games."
Molitor, whose ultimate target
is Joe DiMaggio's 56 games in
1941, flied out in the first and walked in the second off Cleveland
starter Ken Schrom. Molitor
grounded out sharply to second
base in the fourth off reliever
Jamie Easterly.
But in the sixth he didn't wait.
His first-pitch liner hit the back
dirt of the infield between first and
second base and sped into right
field as the crowd of 15,580
responded with a 14-minute standing ovation. It was the 15th time
in his streak that Molitor's first hit
has been to right and it was his
third hit in five at-bats against
Gordon this season. Molitor flied
out in the eighth and is now 68 for
164 .415) during the streak.
"If we win the game it doesn't
matter to me if Molitor gets a hit
or not as long as we win the
game," Cleveland Manager Doc
Edwards said.
Edwards said the Indians didn't
pitch Molitor any differently
because of the streak.
"We're going to go after him.
It's tough to keep a guy like that
from getting the bat on the ball,"
he said.

Pitchers finding home in Detroit 'old hero boosts Giants past Phils
the sixth inning.
American
By The Associated Press

Molitor went 1-for-4 and moved
within one game of tying Ty Cobb
for the fourth-longest streak in
modern history. Molitor flied out,
walked and grounded out before
lining a single through the right
side of the infield off reliever Don
Gordon.
Molitor is batting .415 in the
streak that started July 16. He his
hitting .370 this season.
Dale Sveum hit a three-run
homer and two-run single, helping
Juan Nieves, 11-6, win his sixth
straight decision. Chuck Crim got
his sixth save. Ken Schrom, 5-11,
was the loser.
Blue Jays 6, Mariners 3
Fred McGriff went 3-for-3 with a
homer and drove in three runs and
Lloyd Moseby hit a long home run
at the Kingdome.
Jim Clancy, 11-10, won for the
first time in eight starts. He gave

A pair of pitchers who started
the season without a home in the
major leagues have found a place
to call their own with the firstplace Detroit Tigers.
Doyle Alexander beat Minnesota for the second time in a
week with exceptional relief help
from Mike Henneman as Detroit
took the Twins 5-4 in a matchup of
American League leaders at the
Metrodome.
The Tigers stayed two percentage points ahead of Toronto in the
AL East while Minnesota, which
has lost seven of its last eight, saw
its lead over Oakland trimmed to
one game.
Alexander, 2-0, who sat out the
first month of the season as a free
agent and was acquired Aug. 12 in
a trade with Atlanta, gave up four
runs on seven hits in 7 1-3 innings.
By The Associated Press
Henneman. who began the
JUPITER
, Fla. — The family
season at Class AAA Toledo, took
man
from
Ohio
and the college kid
over with one out in the eighth
after Randy Bush's RBI triple from New Jersey don't have much
made it 5-4. Henneman, 9-1, in common except the 2-under-par
retired Kirby Puckett on a 70s they shot to take the firstgrounder and struck out Kent round lead in the U.S. Amateur
Hrbek, then worked a perfect Championship.
Randy Reifers is a 39-year-old
ninth for his fourth save.
furnitu
re manufacturer's
Joe Niekro, 6-10, lost for the
representative with a wife and two
sixth time in his last seven
children back in Dublin. Ohio.
decisions.
Asked how he's been playing lateBrewers 10, Indians 9
Paul Molitor extended his ly, he replied "infrequently."
Jim- McGovern, of Oradell, N.J.,
streak with a first-pitch single in
is a 22-year-old senior at Old

one-hitter into the sixth before
Red Sox 7, White Sox 3
Mark McLemore doubled, took
Rookie Sam Horn hit two solo
third on a fly ball and Wally home runs and Dwight
Evans
Joyner walked with two outs. reached the 100
RBI mark for the
Devon White followed with a second time in his
15-year career.
grounder to Yankees third
Horn, who went 3-for-4, finished
baseman Mike Pagaliarulo, whose his first month in
the majors batthrow was dropped by second ting .345 with nine
homers and 20
baseman Bobby Meacham as RBI. John Marzano,
another Red
McLemore scored.
Sox rookie, also hit a solo home
Rangers 15, Royals 8
run.
Ruben Sierra went 4-for-5 with
Reliever Steve Crawford, 5-3,
two solo homers and scored the got the victory.
Richard Dotson,
tiebreaking run in the seventh 10-10, took the loss.
inning.
Sierra, who has 25 home runs,
singled in the seventh and later
scored on a groundout by Pete
O'Brien, breaking a 7-7 tie. Larry
Parrish hit a three-run homer, his
27th, and Pete Incaviglia hit his
Chris Speier, once a young
26th home run.
phenom for the San Francisco
Steve Howe, 1-2, pitched 2 2-3 inGiants, has now become an old
nings for his first major-league
hero.
victory since Sept. 3, 1985.
(Cont'd on page 15)
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Reifers, McGovern knotted at U.S. Amateur Championships

•.,e6-•
.-•
Men, if you're
within one month of
your 18th birthday.
its time to register
with Selective Service.
Its simple. Just go down to your local
post office, fill out a card and hand it
to a postal clerk.
No. this is not a draft. No one has
been drafted in over 10 years. You're
just adding your name to a list in case
there's a national emergency. So
register now.
Register.
It's Quick. Its Easy.
And it's the Law.

up three runs on five hits in 6 2-3 mnings and Mark Eichhorn finished
for his fourth save.
Mike Moore, 6-16, pitched his
team-record sixth straight complete game and 11th of the season.
He allowed 12 hits.
Athletics 9, Orioles 7
Steve Henderson and Mit-key
Tettleton hit two-run homers during a six-run fifth inning.
Curt Young, 11-6, won his first
game since July 25 and Eric Plunk
went 3 1-3 -hitless innings for his
first major-league save.
Angels 5, Yankees 1
John Candelaria scattered six
hits in eight shutout innings and
host California took advantage of
a sixth-inning error to beat New
York.
Candelaria, 7-5, struck out six
and walked one. Greg Minton pitched the ninth and allowed a run.
Dennis Rasmussen, 9-7, took a

11A
Ns

Dominion University. He has
spent most of his summer playing
tournaments, most recently winning the prestigious Met Open at
Winged Foot in Mamaroneck,
N.Y., last week.
Reifers is "a dyed-in-the-wool
amateur" who hates to talk about
his short professional career two
decades ago. McGovern is considering a professional career and
would love to win this event and
launch it.
They recorded their matching
two-bogey, four-birdie 70s Tuesday on the 6,542-yard Village

Sign Up For A
Weekly League

Our Winter bowling leagues are being formed now!
Don't miss out on the exercise, enjoyment and team
spirit...Sign up now!
*Sunday Night Couples
Aug. 30. 7:00 p.m.
Monday Night Men's
Aug. 31. 6:30 p.m
•Tuesday Night Ladies
Aug. 25. 7:00 p.m
Thursday Night Couples
Aug 27. 7.00 p.m
Friday Morning Ladies.
Aug. 28 9:00 am.
Saturday Morning Junior
Oct. 3. 10:00 a.m
Wednesday Night Men•s
Aug. 26. 7:00 p.m
Brtow. & Stratton Men

& Ladge•.

-

To Be Announced

Presented as a Public Service Announcement

"ii

Women•s Association Meeting at Western Sizzlin Sept 13. 7:00 pm.
Special Offer
Bowl 1 Gam. At Rogular PrIc•
And Got &mond Oomo FREE

Call 753-2202

CORVETTE LANES
1415 Main St. — 753-2202

lb I:WI

Houseboats

Church Ledqlle — To Be Announced
•Sunday couples and Tuesday ladies will meet at Western Sizzlin
Steak House All other meetings at Corvette Lanes

With This Ad4 Expires. 10-1-87
,o this ad and ty ng N C,n•vPttn
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Course, considered the less difmove on to the match-play
ficult of the two Jupiter Hills Coun- competition.
try Club courses used for the
Defending champion Buddy
36-hole medal-play portion of the
Alexander of Baton Rouge, La.,
tournament. The other course is shot an opening-round 76 and will
the 6,542-yard Hills Course, where
have to do better today to qualify
all of the match-play portion of the for match play.
event will be contested.
McGovern is one of 122 college
McGovern's round was more students in the field of 288. Another
impressive than Reifers' because 10 players still are in high school,
it came in the afternoon. Only five including 17-year-old Thomas
other golfers were under par, and Scherrer of Skaneateles, N.Y.,
four of them played in the morning who shot an opening-round 72.
before the sun and wind dried out
Len Mattiace, last year's
the greens.
medalist, shot a respectable 74,
Kevin Johnson of Pembroke,
and Jay Sigel of Berwyn, Pa., who
Mass., and Nicholas DeKock of
won this event in 1982 and 1983,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, shot 71s on
shot a 78.
the Hills, while Thomas Dyer of
U.S. Senior Amateur champion
Melrose, Mass., and Allen Doyle
Williams of Ocala, Fla., sufBo
LaGrange
of
. Ga., had 71s on the
fered through an opening round of
Village.
Scott Gump of Merritt Island, 85, and U.S. Junior Amateur winner Brett Quigley of Barington.
Fla., carded a 71 on the Village
R.I., shot an 81.
course in the afternoon.
Ten of the 13 players at even-par
Gary Nicklaus had a 79 but his
72 played in the morning Tuesday. gallery was the largest of the day
The tee times.and course will be because it included his famous
swappito'day for the final round father Jack, who won this event in
of medal play. The top 64 players 1959 and 1961.
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For sale or will trade for land,
automobile, airplane, other boats, etc.
14x46 aluminum hull houseboats. In
Kentucky. (502)362-4356 1-800-626-5472.
Ask for Jack Baker.
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Major League Baseball...
(Coord from page 14)
Speier, 37, hit a home run to
snap an eighth-inning tie as the
Giants beat the Philadelphia
PhiHies 3-2 Tuesday night. The
victory gave San Francisco a
14-game lead over Houston in the
National League West.
"Chris Speier is the most
valuable player on this ball club,"
Giants Manager Roger Craig said
after the game.
With one out in the eighth and
the score tied 2-2, Speier hit a

Several golfers
absent frcm field
at World Series
By The Associated

•46

Press

AKRON, Ohio - Eight foreign
players, and possibly one
American, will be missing from
the field of the $800,000 World
Series of Golf.
The chase for a $144,000 first
prize begins Thursday with either
42 or 43 players in the field.
The status of Lanny Wadkins, a
former winner of this title and the
runner-up last year, is unsettled.
He went home to Dallas on Tuesday to be with his wife, who is expecting their first child.
According to tournament officials, Wadkins expressed hope
he could return in time to tee off
with the rest of the field at the
famed Firestone Country Club.
Six European players elected to
skip the World Series in order to
compete in this week's German
Open, which is the last qualifying
tournament for spots on the European Ryder Cup team. Europe
plays the United States in those
biennial matches beginning Sept.
25 at Dublin, Ohio.
Those missing are British Open
champion Nick Faldo and Gordon
Brand, both of England; Ian
Woosnam of Wales; Sandy Lyle of
Scotland; Jose-Maria Olazabal of
Spain and Bernhard Langer of
West Germany.
Other absentees include injured
Mark McNulty of South Africa and
Japan's Tommy Nakajima, who
had a previous commitment to
play in a Japanese tournament.
The field, however, remains the
largest ever for this exclusive
event and includes 17 men who are
making their first appearances in
the World Series. Paul Azinger,
the only three-time winner on the
American tour this season, heads
the list of rookies.

Calloway tickets
on sale Thursday
Tickets for the Murray Calloway County football game
will go on sale at CCHS, CCMS and
all Calloway elementary schools
at 9 a.m. Thursday.
Advance tickets are $2 for
students and $3 for adults. Tickets
at the gate will cost $3 for students
and $4 for adults.

drive off the left-field foul pole for
his 10th homer of the season,
against Kevin Gross, 8-11. On Monday, Speier hit a two-run homer in
the Giants' 6-1 victory over the
PhiHies.
Reliever Scott Garrelts, 11-6,
pitched the last 2 1-3 innings for
the victory.
The Phiflies tied the score 2-2 in
the third on a walk to Steve Jeltz, a
sacrifice, Milt Thompson's runscoring double and Mike
Schmidt's RBI single.
Pirates 1, Reds 0
Mike Dunne pitched a two-hitter
for his first major-league shutout
and Johnny Ray's first-inning
single drove in the game's only
run as host Pittsburgh defeated
Cincinnati, extending the Reds'
losing streak to five games.
Dunne, 8-5, did not allow a runner past second base, striking out
seven and walking one, as the
Reds fell to 63-64, the first time

they have been under 500 this
season.
Dodgers 3, Mets 1
Fernando Valenzuela pitched a
four-hitter, struck out 13, and pitched a complete game despite
walking eight as Los Angeles beat
New York at Shea Stadium.
Valenzuela, 11-11, tied his
career high for walks in a game.
Leading 2-0, the left-hander lost
his shutout in the fifth inning when
Mookie Wilson doubled and Tim
Teufel hit an RBIIingle. The Mets
loaded the bases in the fifth with
none out, but Valenzuela struck
out Kevin McReynolds, got Gary
Carter to pop out and fanned
Howard Johnson.
Cardinals 7, Astros 1
Rookie Lance Johnson and
Vince Coleman each tripled to key
a two-run second inning and Jack
Clark doubled to drive in his 100th
run of the season, leading St. Louis
over visiting Houston.
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The victory moved first-place
St. Louis 44 games ahead of
second-place New York in the NL
East.
St. Louis, which had lost five
straight- games to Houston, had 12
hits in handing the Astros only
their second loss in 12 games and
snapping Houston's three-game
winning streak.
Padres 5, Expos 1
Stan Jefferson and Benito Santiago each homered to highlight a
five-run third inning as host San
Diego defeated Montreal.
Jefferson led off the third
against starter Neal Heaton, 12-6,
with his seventh homer, and Tony
Gwynn, Randy Ready and
Carmelo Martinez followed with
consecutive singles for a 2-0 lead.
Santiago, a rookie, followed with a
three-run homer, his 17th.
Mark Grant, 4-7, pitched five-hit
ball for 7 2-3 innings for the
victory.

-Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance.-

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

rate Farm Insurance Companies
Offices Bloomington Mow
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I've slept better," Fencik said. ty in the preseason than I have."
By JOE MOOSH1L
"I've been told that's the way it
"I've enjoyed playing with
AP Sports Writer
will be. The Bears asked me to
Gary, no question about it," DuerLAKE FOREST, Ill. - The
son said. "I was drafted to be his
guard is changing for the Chicago come back after last season and
Bears. Gary Fencik doesn't like it, I've worked hard the past six mon- apprentice. It's a changing of the
but the veteran safety knows he
ths. I want to be part of this guard. When I came here it was
team."
has to accept it.
Fencik and Dougi Plank. Then it
The Bears also have Shaun
was Fencik and Duerson. Now it's
'De tipoff came when the Bears
Bell and Duerson.
Gayle available in the defensive
decided to_2experiment''
.. by_star.
ting Todd Bell instead of Fencik -secondary.
"It's a matter of getting the best
11 men on the field," Duerson
"Shaun Gayle, Bell, Duerson, I
alongside Dave Duerson against
Larry KrousekInsurance
know their strengths and I like said. "Todd and I are better
the Pittsburgh Steelers in last
them all," Fencik said, "but no athletes, we're younger, fresher.
Saturday's NFL exhibition game.
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888
We can do a lot more."
The experiment became reality
one has played better at free safethis week when Fencik was
notified the move would be
permanent.
A regular with the Bears for
most of his 11 seasons, Fencik, 33,
hasn't missed a start in the last
three seasons and resents the
demotion.
"I don't feel as if I've played
myself out of the position," said
Fencik, the Bears' career leader
A/4
cratt)5
with 1,110 tackles, 38 pass in,
11 maek
n
terceptions and 50 takeaways
44r
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that after the preseason, I'm still a
Bonus
member of this team."
Rebate
Coach Mike Ditka said Fencik
had no reason to worry.
Final
Cost
"I don't think this is a slight at
%
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Gary," Ditka said. "We had a
Case Purchase
decision to make and to try to put
Required for Rebate
our best people on the field.
Backup people have to play on
101 •
special teams and he already has
volunteered to do that."
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FINAL COST
AFTER CASE REBATES

CASH PRICE
AT REGISTER
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Havoline Motor Oil
10W-30, 10W-40, or 30HD
Limit 1 case. Reg. price thereafter
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Get Ready For "The" Game

firs COLD

CS ASKING
AMPS
64 56014114

Printed sweat clothing for
Murray High & Calloway County.
All lettering guaranteed by friday night.
*Pullover Sweatshirts
*Hooded Sweatshirts
•Sweat Pants
*Tank Tops
•Football Jerseys

*T-Shirts
•Hats
eMesh Football Jerseys
(Ail
*Choose from several
styles of team emblems
and lettering

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Refrigerant

Erg

14 oz Limit 4
0,,,...3•
,
e•

.78

Auto Shack Batteries

5488
4588
3688
2588

Powder

MCE
CarINash
6•4414•••

16 oz

Limit 2
AFTER REBATE

a

•if

.99

No exchange required

84 Month
Battery
70 Month
Battery
55 Month
Battery
40 Month
Battery

Bendix
Master Cylinders

Valucraft
Master Cylinders

For most

For most 75 80
GMs *R11944
Prices vary by
application

75 80

GM's *11944

MURRAY-OPEN 7AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
South 12th St. in Southside Center

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

.1995
WITH
EXCH

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
42,000 Parts
Duralast Starters
Duralast Alternators
Duralast Shocks
Duralast Clutches
SKF Water Pumps
Bendix Brakes
Bendix Master Cylinders
TRW Chassis Ports
Maremont Mufflers
Fuel Pumps
Radiators
Distributors
Blower Motors
C-V Joints & U-Joints
...AND MANY MORE!

MAYFIELD-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171
1.

1203 Chestnut Street
Murray

753-8844

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
.
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BEST BUFFETS
IN THE AREA!
Mon.-Thurs. Evening Buffets
3 Assortea Meat Entrees Soup
Salad Vegetable Bar Drink & Desser•

$695

Friday Night Seafood Buffet
Saturday Night Country Buffet
•

entertainment

Sunday Noon Buffet
Excellent Food Service ana Fine
Dining Room Atmosphere'
1195
Thurs. Night Senior Citizen S.
)

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
94 East, Aurora

FREE Bingo
Kentucky
State
Parks
are

474-2211

44*******4*4*4*4*+*+*+*4*+*41

24i, 19147

Bluegrass Downs to make racing history Thursday
Bluegrass Downs will make rac- the new distance at their
ing history Thursday evening November meeting, calling it
when it hosts the first 1,100-yard "just a technicality."
race written strictly for quarter
Local management is excited
horses_ The event will be a dual- about the prospects of offering
first, since the race over the five- __fans the longer race.
eighths oval will also be the first to
"Many of our fans had heard
take quarter horses around two that we were going to run a five
turns.
furlong race and they have been
"To the best of our knowledge, asking about it every day," said
the race at Bluegrass Downs will Bluegrass Downs general
be a first for quarter horses," said manager Coy Stacey. "We feel
Dan Fick, executive director of that this distance gives us the
the AQHA's Racing Council. "We distinction of having a 'first' and
know of one other five-furlong of giving the people what they
event, which was held at the Gem want. Moves like this will only
County Fair in Emmett, help increase quarter horse racing
Idaho...but that race had a mixed interest in this region."
field of quarter horses and
Bluegrass Downs has also anthoroughbreds."
nounced that it plans to make its
The history-making race will be first simulcasting venture over the
the final event on Thursday's nine- Labor Day weekend.
race card. A full field of ten is exThe track will simulcast the
pected to compete for honors, as Budweiser Arlington Million from
twelve horses have dropped in the Arlington Park in Chicago on the
box.
afternoon of Sunday, Sept 6.
Although the race will be of- Bluegrass will use the satellite
ficially timed, no speed index will route again on the following day's
be assigned. Fick said that the matinee Labor Day card when it
Racing Council is expected to ad- simulcasts the All-American
dress the official sanctioning of Futurity from Ruidoso Downs in

Ruidoso. NM
—The racing commission (Ken.
tucky Harness and Quarter Horse I
approved our request to simulcast
these events during their August
meeting," track GM Coy Stacey
said. "We think that both of these
races will attract a great deal of
interest and will help racing
awareness during the Labor Day
weekend."

Bluegrass Downs has indicated
that it may be interested in an extensive simulcasting schedule
after the track closes its inaugural
quarter horse season Nov 1.
Stacey pointed out that the first
simulcasting move will help
management get a feel for the fan
Interest for the imported
"cellophane" races.

Flanagan...
(Cont'd from page 14)
coach at Adrian College in
Michigan for seven years. His
Bulldog teams posted a combined
57-10 dual meet record and two
conference championships.
At Murray State, he has been
responsible for the development of
a number of participants in the
NCAA championship meets, most
recently triple jumper Patterson
Johnson, who earned allAmerican honors at the NCAA
Outdoor Championships in Baton
Rouge, La., last spring.
Flanagan believes the MSI:

track and cross country program
will continue to excel.
"I think the new athletic director, Mike Strickland, will be very
supportive to the program," he
said. "Whoever my successor is
will benefit from his input. All
things considered, MSU track has
excelled, and under Mike
Strickland, the impetus will be
there to continue that tradition."
Dr. David W. Perrin, vice president of university relations and
development, indicated that the
search for Flanagan's successor
would begin as soon as possible
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A. Camouflage Hat
'Brown or green 'Mesh back 'Adjustable
tab - one size fits all

ARIE
Vlar.
Yot
,ne a

gri
tor c
ArCef

B. Camouflage T-Shirt
•Short sleeved with round neck *Polyester/
cotton •Mens sizes S-M-L-XL

TALI
Apr.
At
clarifi
.onw
,houli
..venii
GEM
May
Put
for y
Tonigt

Reg. 19.96
C. Camouflage Pants
•6 Pockets 'Drawstring cuffs 'Roomy
bellow pockets on sides 'Polyester/cotton
•Waist sizes 32-43

ON SALE EVERYDAY!
Single Shot Shotgun
;' gauge 'Exclusive side2C
•
cver actur-, release 'Positive ejector
•3 Inch chamber *Walnut stock •No SB1

13 46

LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Deluxe Sports Bucket
•5 Gallon container with
4 gallon cooler camo seat
pouch game bag & more
'No 5100MP

Gam. Winner Hunting V•st
•100% acrylic or 100% cotton poplin
•Tan or blaze colors 'Includes game
bog, shell holders and pockets

Shot Shell Boxes
•Choor,t,
•
gauge bow', •Tw,.
removable 50-round tray
SPolypropylene 'Heavy
•1.

1 •

'

6,96

Gun Cleaning Kit
•Includes cleaning rod with
adapters for all calibers & gauges
gun oil solvent cleaning patches
i tructions •No 41200
,

'

Game Sag
$20 Reg.
25.96
8 Inch Leather Sport Boot
Leather upper Padded ii' sto•
extra comfort Cu,,hionid
Lightweight ribbed sole Inr
traction Mens sizes E".-1,'

Rog. 9.46

Sale Good thru Sun., Aug. 30
Hwy 641 North
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6

(June
If yi
Invite
llI( it Ii

rhe t
much
LEO
(July 1
Day
.ClIftve

7
Re5g7.

Camouflage
Folding Stool
Nylon seat with metal
frame •Shoulder strap
'Storage pocket
•No AH346

'Tough Camo
DuPont Cordura'
fabric
•Detachabie
pouches •Elastic
iined opening
•No RGB

the hi
CAN(
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Course in money management offered
to students for college living expenses
Courses like English Composition, World History, General
Psychology and Calculus are likely to appear on the class schedules
of many freshmen entering college this fall. But Money Management 101 — a short course in
budgeting for college living expenses — could also provide a
valuable lesson.
The key to managing your
money for day-to-day living expenses is to set up a workable
budget, recommends the Kentucky Society of CPAs. A budget
allows you to plan for your expenses and determine how they
will be covered.
Begin by estimating how much
you will need to cover your daily
living expenses — those expenses
riot covered by room, board and
tuition. Some colleges will provide
you with an estimate of how much
you might need for personal expenses, but most are likely to caution you that such expenses vary
widely depending on the particular student and his or her
circumstances.
To simplify the budgeting process, break down your expenses
into categories. You'll probably
need to cover some food costs
beyond your meal plan for those
times that you don't make it to the
cafeteria on time or just can't face
another nutritiously-balanced institutional meal. Transportation
costs are another reality —
whether you're commuting to
school or living in the dorm and
going home to visit. And you'll
need money for books, lab fees,
school supplies and the phone bill.
Now that you're on your own,
you'll have to provide for your own
toothpaste, shampoo, laundry and
other essentials you probablx
relied on your parents to supply.
Although these items may sound
small, they have a tendency to add
ip. And, don't forget, you'll want
some entertainment — be it a concert, movie, sports event or just
joining your friends for pizza on a
Friday night.
Some careful thought will determine if there are other categories
of expenses you'll need to budget
(or. Be realistic in your estimation
of how much you'll need each
month to cover the categories you
set up. Once you come up with the

figures. add 10 percent just to be
on the safe side.
The next step requires you to
total all your sources of income —
money from your parents, your
savings, a part-time job, scholarships or loans — and detirmine
how much you have available
each month. Hopefully, this figure
is more than or close to the total of
your monthly expenses.
In any case, you won't be sure
your estimates are on target until
you've tested them a few months.
So try your budget out and see how
it fits. During the first month or
two, try to jot down every dime
you spend so you know just where
your money is going and whether
the amounts you budgeted are accurate. If the same patterns continue the following month, you'll
want to adjust your budget
accordingly.
Now for the big exam question.
What if you find that you just can't
make ends meet? Suppose your income doesn't cover your expenses, then what? The answer is
elementary — you have to increase your income or decrease
your expenses.

FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 27,1987
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Shop for food and other toiletry
items wisely, taking advantage of
sales and using unit pricing to
compare costs. Transportation
costs can take a big chunk out of
your budget, particularly if you
live a distance from school and
want to go home to visit occasionally. But by planning ahead,
you can usually save a significant
amount. Many airlines offer
reductions for late night flights or
"supersaver" fares for those who
book 30 days or more in advance.
Buses and railroads may offer discounts to student travelers as well.
If your telephone arrangements
allow, shop around for the company that offers the best rates for
long distance calling. You can also
save money by making your calls
at non-peak times, when rates are
. Jower.

Chances are, you've already exhausted all the normal options for
producing income. You don't want
to ask your parents for more
money, you already have a student loan and part-time jobs are
hard to come by. Maybe the time
has come for a more creative approach. Lots of students go in
Textbooks costs continue to rise
business for themselves and, in
— thirty dollar books are not unsome cases, make it big. Some common. To cut costs, try to buy
schools have even established
used texts either through the
venture-capital funds that will
bookstore or from other students.
lend seed money to student en- But you had better plan on shopptrepreneurs. The opportunities are
ing early because supplies of used
limited only to your imagination
books are generally limited.
and the needs in and around your
CPAs also advise you to set up a
campus. Keep in mind that serbank account nearby. Shop around
vice businesses tend to be the
for the bank that best meets your
easiest to run from your dorm and
needs. In comparing, consider
generally incur fewer start-up
convenience factors like location,
costs. Students have been suchours and automated teller
cessful in starting businesses to
machines, as well as saving rates
meet obvious needs like typing
and checking charges.
other students' term papers as
With careful planning and
well as more innovative ventures
realistic budgeting, you're likely
like running a wake-up- call serto earn an "A" in Money Managevice, a house-sitting business and
ment 101 and, after four years exeven a birthday cake service.
perience, you'll be well prepared
Whatever venture you pursue, to move onto Financial Planning
remember why you're at college
101.

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Atir. 19)
You're in the position to do somelie a favor and your generosity will
he greatly appreciated. It's a good day
for creative types in their careers.
.%(Tent partnerships tonight.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20)
A confused work situation will be
clarified by day's end. Even though
some may have to work overtime, it,
should prove to be an romantic
evening for you
GEMINI
May 21 )June 20)
Put aside those romantic fantasies,
tor your best het for good times
Tonight come in the company of an
existing tie. Add a decorative touch to
the home. _ _
CANCER
June 21 to July 221
If you'll speak from the heart, you'll
invite a similar response from
another. The accent is on sincerity.
The thoughtful gesture counts for
much mow
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Daydreaming could interfere with
.concentration on the job before noon.
Later, an unusual career opportunity
shoukl be investigated. Accent creativity.

and be sure to keep your academic
priorities in mind.
Now what about trimming those
expenses? Although it may seem
like you're living on a bare bones
budget, a careful examination
may reveal ways of cutting back.
Often, your college ID can be the
key to discounts in your community. Some businesses offer discounts to students on food, entertainment, haircuts, school supplies. Don't hesitate to ask when
paying for goods or services. If the
merchant doesn't offer a discount,
your question may lead him to
consider it.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Take advantage of bargain prices
and stock up on necessities. A
concert, theater, or museum will
inspire you now. Nighttime places a
special accent on romance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You're romantic and nostalgic
today, but also serious-minded. The
combination makes for exciting creative endeavors.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
A real or imagined slight could be a
problem for you now, though p.m.
hours give you a better perspective.
Send thank you notes when appropriate.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
An tenuous business development
has good financial potential. Morning
hours may bring a disappointment in
friendship, though the reverse is true
tonight
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If it se Is
it isn't taboo
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
A pleasant-looking young man appears on the television screen and.
without the slightest embarrassment,
gets right to the point. He looks earnestly at the viewer and announces:
"My mother-in-law recommended
Preparation H for my hemorrhoids.
It's all right, she's a doctor "
Here we go again.
Do advertising executives really
have to scrape the absolute bottom of
the barrel' Can you imagine asking
your mother-in-law for medical advice? My mother-in-law is a very
lovely woman, but I wouldn't for the
life of me ask her about hemorrhoids,
even if she were hospital chief of staff
— at least not as long as I have the
boob tube to tell me what to do.
The advertising world takes a lot
for granted these days. For one thing,
they'd like us to assume that a 30-second commercial reflects real life.
Also, we're expected to fill in the exchanges that took place before the
camera started rolling
As an example, here is what our
earnest young man, if he were real,
would go through before purchasing
Preparation H.

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Altruism motivates you strongly
today. Seek advice about a career
matter, but otherwise. stay guarded.
Watch gullibility in morning hours.

A
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"Hi, Mom, how are you doing"
'Fine, Son You've been married to
Huffy for six weeks Is everything going well'"
"Yeah. I suppose so But to tell you
the truth. I have a problem "
"Oh dear' Has my little girl not
been treating you right?"
"No, no. Mom Nothing like that
You see. I have this painful itching
area in my "
You can be honest, dear Do you
have a personal problem' Let's talk
about it Even though I'm a pathologist, I should be able to help "
"Gosh, I don't know where to begin
I have this problem It's my behind "
"Clark, don't you worry about such
a thing Just drop your trousers right
here in the kitchen and let me have a
look My, you certainly do have a
problem there. I'd use Preparation
H_"
Unlikely, you say? Sure, but how
else is a newlywed going to obtain advice, free of charge, from his physician mother-in-law? Would you, as a
doctor, hazard a diagnosis without
first seeing what the ailment is?
Anyway, most doctors don't diagnose and treat close relatives' illnesses because physicians cannot be purely objective in this situation More
important, is this the kind of information that we need from television' I
mean, the guy's brother — a certified
emergency medical technician — undoubtedly could have given him the
necessary knowledge and a lot more
useful advice, to boot
This silliness reminds me of the
current brouhaha about condom ads
on TV My reaction is So what? We
already have dinner-table/primetime commercials about tampons,
menstrual pads, scented douches and
feminine sprays. What's the problem'
Is your stomach going to sour any

faster if you're watching a condom ad
during dessert than if you have to put
up with one more second of the female genital tract' The barn door is
already open, what difference does
another cow or two make'
If you really want to gag. take a
close look at what's already being advertised on TV A condom ad that
says, 1 don't want to die for love"
would certainly be an improvement
over the beer commercials that encourage our youth to hang out at the
Silver Bullet or guzzle a six-pack on
the beach With enough brew circulating in your system. the use .of.condoms becomes an afterthought. along
with "Where the heck are the car
keys? They were here a few minutes
ago "
No, television commercials are already the pits They appeal to our
most basic concerns about body odor.
bad breath and pimples In my view.
the Great Condom Issue is just a pseudo-prudish ploy by network prigs who
would flail their own mothers-in-law
during -Wheel of Fortune" if the act
could be turned into profit
What we need are four out of five
doctors who don't endorse ANYTHING Then M.D -mothers-in-law
would confine their consultations to
the office and devote more time to
beneficial services, such as babysitting the children while you and your
wife catch a movie downtown But be
sure to take a soft pillow to sit on
Those hard theater seats can be murder on hemorrhoids
Send your questions to Dr Gott in
care of this newspaper at PO Box
91369, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369.. -Dui,
to volume of mail, individual questions cannot be answered Questions
of general interest will be answered
in future column
_
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mount Hospital in London but will
not reveal them until he reaches a
plea bargain with Kentucky
authorities.
Whalen said Monday he did not
know whether Harvey
remembered the names of the
other three victims because "we
haven't gotten into that."
Whalen has said he wanted a
plea agreement that would spare
Harvey from a death penalty, but
the death penalty law in effect
when Harvey worked at Marymount in 1970 and 1971 was
declared unconstitutional by the
U.S. Supreme Court in 1972.
That "takes care of most of my
concerns," Whalen said.
The state attorney general's office said Handy was reviewing the
capital punishment law.
A check of records has turned up
the names of 92 people who died at
Marymount Hospital during the 10
months Harvey worked there,
Handy said. The 85 deaths of elderly people are under investigation
by the sheriff's department.
At Drake Memorial, a published
report says the Harvey killings
have brought about a shakeup
among hospital officials, including
reports that the facility's top administrator would be fired.
The Cincinnati Enquirer. citing
no particular sources, reported

Tuesday that Jan C. Taylor. chief
executive - officer of the holvitair -and three other Drake officials
would lose their jobs.
The newspaper said in today's
editions that hospital employees
were circulating a petition in support of Taylor, urging that he be
allowed to stay on.
Employee Elaine Mann said
supporters have not yet decided
where to send the petition.
"We'll wait and see where it will
be most beneficial, probably the
county commissioners,- she said.
"I am definitely in support of
the administrator," Ms. Mann
said. "He is a leader. He has done
a lot of good about a lot of people.
He cares about the patients. He is
a good man. If they use him for a
fall guy, shame on them."
Taylor said Tuesday he has not
been told whether he.will lose his
job.
Hamilton County officials said
Monday the shakeup will include
the firing, reassignment or
resignation of at least six hospital
administrators within a week to 10
days.
County commissioners and
board of trustees president Jean
Corbett declined to say which administrators or employees are
involved.
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Kentucky investigation moves to Cincinnati

LONDON, Ky. AP — Kentucky authorities will travel to
Cincinnati Thursday in an attempt
to find out more information about
serial killer Donald Harvey. who
has confessed to killing eight people at a London hospital.
Harvey pleaded guilty last week
to murdering 25 people in Cincinnati, most of whom were patients
at Drake Memorial Hospital.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Handy said he wants to question
Ohio authorities about how
Harvey chose his victims, how he
killed them, whether he killed
them at any particular time of day
and whether he kept a diary.
London Police Chief William
Smith said local authorities and
Kentucky State Police may also
try to arrange an interview with
Harvey.
"The two things we're after are
Frances Drake
the names I of the victims and to
see if, in the first place, he did do
what he said he did," Smith said.
No meeting has yet been arranged, Handy said, but unless autopAQUARIUS
sies or other facets of the in(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll make a contribution to your vestigation turn up evidence,
favorite charity today or in some Harvey's cooperation will be
other way lend your support. Con- essential.
centration is best late in the day.
Harvey's lawyer, William
Contact an old friend.
Whalen, said he knows the names
PISCES
*dr of five of the eight people his client
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
claims to have killed at MarvIt's probably not wise in lend
money today. A conservative
approach is best in business. Candlelight, music, and romance combine
favorably tonight.
IF BORN TODAY you are independent, determined, and inclined to go
your own way. You like to serve by
leading and often achieve a high
position in your field. Drawn to
public service, you can succeed in
law, politics, teaching, and administration. Mental and critical, you
also lean towards writing, philosophy, and publishing. You are resilient
in a crisis and do not take kindly to
defeat. Birthdate of: Lyndon Johnson,
U.S. president; Theodore Weiser,
writer; and Tuesday Weld, actress.
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History of Indian subcontinent
British Indian Empire(1914)

OBITUARIES

Independence (1947)

Lander Mathis

Pakistan civil war (1971)

Lander Mathis, 76, of Christian
County died Tuesday at Jennie
Stuart Medical Center,
Hopkinsville. His death followed a
short illness.
He was a retired farmer of
Howell Community of Christian
County, where he had been active
in farming from 1942 to 1975.
Mr. Mathis was a deacon, Sun-

Cecil Strong

At the nelgra or its power, Bntain
exercised direct or indirect control
over the area from Baluchistan to
Burma from Ceylon to Kashmir

After World Wail independence
was granted and India was
partitioned with the Moslem areas
forming Pakistan (East and West)

Uprisings in East Pakistan led to a
war in which India defeated West
Pakistan East Pakistan became
independent as Bangladesh

Chicago Tribun: Maps Sources Anchor Atlas of World History and Hammond Atlas of World History

U.S. dismisses Gorbachev offer
UNITED NATIONS tAP i —
Mikhail S. Gorbachev offered to
travel to the United States this
year if the Security Council agreed
to a summit on disarmament and
development, but the U.S. State
Department rejected the idea.
The Soviet leader's proposal
was announced Tuesday at the
United -Nations by Vladitn-lit F'
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Petrovsky, a deputy Soviet foreign
minister. Hours later, the State
Department said the idea was
"flawed and untenable."
It had been considered unlikely
that the United States, one of the
15 members of the Security Council. would agree to such a summit.
In its rejection, the State
Department reiterated the U.S.
position that there is not a direct
link between disarmament and
Third World economic
development.
Arms reductions should be pursued "on their own merits" it said,
adding. "no country has been
more generous than the United
States in providing economic and
humanitarian assistance to the
developing world."
Petrovsky said in an interview
that if Gorbachev came to the
United Nations, the Soviet leader
might also meet with President
Reagan if enough progress had
been achieved on arms control
talks.
"He would like to come to the
United Nations to attend a summit
of the Security Council but the
other members would have to
agree. He could also meet with
President Reagan if there's
something for him to sign,"
Petrovsky said in the interview.
Asked about the timing of such
meetings, Petrovsky said Gorbachev would be "willing to come
tomorrow" if the Security Council
agreed to his proposal.
For months, rumors have persisted that Gorbachev might visit
the United Nations to address the

42nd session of the General
Assembly., which runs from Sept.
15 until mid-December.
Petrovsky announced the Gorbachev offer in a message read to
the 140-nation International Conference on the Relationship between Disarmament and
Development.
"It would be useful to discuss in
principle the problems of disarmament and development at a
special meeting of top leaders of
member states of the U.N. Security Council," Gorbachev said in the
message, translated into English
by the Soviet U.N. Mission.
He did not say when he wanted
the summit to be held.
The United States and the Soviet
Union, as permanent members of
the Security Council, have veto
power over its decisions.
Gorbachev's message also proposed that the United Nations
create an international fund from
savings from cuts in arms supplies. The money would be
distributed to developing
countries.
Because of its opposition to linking disarmament and development, the United States sent no
representatives to the conference
that began at U.N. headquarters
Monday and runs through Sept. 11.
"We ... see no merit in the Soviet
proposal for a special, high-level
meeting of Security Council
members to discuss a concept
which is flawed and untenable
from the outset," the State
Department said in a statement.
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day School teacher, Bible class
teacher and lay speaker of Second
Baptist Church, Hopkinsville.
Born Aug. 29, 1910, he was the
son of the late Caleb and Wootsie
Mathis.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Corinne Ellis Mathis; one daughter,
Mrs. Walean Molin, Indianapolis,
Ind., one son, Dr. Gilbert L
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PRICES GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 1ST

SWEET 'N LOW
GRANULATED
SUGAR SUBSTITUTE
100 PACKETTS

The funeral for Cecil Strong is
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Charles Nelson and the
Rev. Vester Moreland are
officiating.
Pallbearers are Robert Strong,
Charles Edward Strong, Houston
Strong, Ed Rodgers, Larry Lindsey and Larry Pennington.
Burial will follow in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Strong, 76, a retired farmer

By The Associated Press
A stronger dollar and declining
interest rates in the credit
markets have lifted stock prices to
new highs.
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stocks jumped 25.35 points
Tuesday to close at 2,722.42, topping the 2,709.50 mark set last
Friday.
Heavy buying of dollars by central banks trying to stem the U.S.
currency's decline, combined with
.technical factors, boosted the
dollar. Strength in the dollar was
accompanied by a rise in government bond prices, which move in
the opposite direction of interest
rates.
Analysts said stocks and bonds
moved higher because of the Commerce Department's report that
"big ticket" durable goods orders
fell by 1.5 percent in July. Some
saw the drop as a indicator of
economic sluggishness, which
would keep inflation subdued.
Oil futures prices, meanwhile,
fluctuated in aimless trading
Tuesday then closed about even
for the day, as the market paused
after a long string of sharp losses
On the New York Mercantile
Exchange, October contracts for
West Texas Intermediate, the benchmark U.S. crude oil, stood at
$18.64 per 42-gallon barrel, up 4
cents from Monday's close.

Lawyer: Hawkins case may
,
not mak
e it tohigher court
GREENEVILLE, Tenn.(AP —
The U.S. Supreme Court would
more likely hear the Hawkins
County textbook case had an appeals panel backed fundamentalist Christians rather than overturned a ruling in their favor, says
a lawyer for a national school
boards group.
A three-judge panel of the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed U.S. District Judge
Thomas G. Hull, who awarded
more than $50,000 in damages to
seven families and gave them the
right to remove their children
from reading classes in public
school.
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The appeals panel ruled
unanimously Monday that the
families' First Amendment rights
had not been violated because the
Hawkins County school board did
not force the children to believe
what they read in the Holt,
Rinehart, Winston books.
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Mrs. Virginia C. Everette, 64, of
161 Cecile Dr., Princeton, died
Monday at 5:20 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A native of Wickliffe, she was
the widow of George Everette and
a graduate of Murray State
University. She was a retired
speech therapist in the Princeton
Public System and a member of
First Baptist Church, Princeton.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Jo Ann Coleman, and one
son, Randal B. Everette, both of
Princeton: two sisters, Mrs.
Frances Richey and Mrs. Archie
(Mae Boaz) Simmons, both of
Murray; three brothers, Dr.
Richard Cocke, Calvert City, Bob
Cocke, Wickliffe, and John Cocke,
Houston, Texas; five
grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m, in
the chapel of Morgan Funeral
Home, Princeton. Dr. Bill
Tichenor is officiating.
Burial will follow in Cedar Hill
Cemetery there.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the American Cancer
Society or the Shriner's Crippled
Children's Hospital.

Hershel- Olive

TYLENOL CAPLETS
BUY 1
GET ONE
FREE

Mrs/. Virginia
C. Everette

In other economic developments
Tuesday:
— The National Association of
Realtors reported that sales of existing homes and the median
resale price held steady in July,
apparently because of climbing
mortgage interest rates.
— Data showed that car buyers
responded to strong incentives
from the Big Three domestic
automakers in mid-August,
pushing sales 17.8 percent above
the comparable period last year.
Auto sales for the Aug. 11-20 period
totaled 235,866, up from 200,296
during the period last August.
Services for Hershel Olive will
Stock investors have been conbe Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
cerned about the dollar's drop
chapel of Williams Funeral Home,
because a lower dollar carries the
Paris, Tenn, Elder L.C. Elliott is
possibility of higher interest rates
officiating.
and consequently, an increase in
Grandsons will serve as
corporate expenses.
pallbearers. Burial will follow in
Wall Street also got a "buy"
Greenwood Cemetery there.
signal from the jump in bond
Friends may call from 6 to 7
prices, which were buoyed by the
p.m. tonight (Wednesday ) at the
dollar's strength and the drop in
funeral home.
durable goods orders in July.
Mr. Olive, 87, Paris. Tenn., died
Michael Metz, an analyst with
Monday at Henry County Medical
Oppenheimer ez Co., called fears
Center, Paris.
about the dollar and bond prices
Born May 26, 1900, in Henry
"the two major restraining inCounty, Tenn., he was the son of
fluences on highly liquidated investors" — those with a lot of the late Hugh Olive and Lucy Bell
Olive.
money who are looking for a place
His wife, Mrs. Jewel Page Olive,
to invest it.
died in 1972, and one son, Hershel
With those fears mitigated in the
Olive Jr., also preceded him in
short term, investors were more
death.
inclined to buy, Metz said.
Survivors are nine daughters.
Mrs. Tommy Todd, Mrs. Robert
Skinner and Mrs. Leroy Gaines,
all of Murray, Mrs. Homer
Sanders, Mrs. Robert Williams,
Mrs. Charles Byars, Ms. Ester
Blakemo
re and Mrs. Jennie
"I think the district judge's deciKinley, all of Paris, and Mrs.
sion was an aberration and I
Willie Diggs of Spokane. Wash.;
suspect that the Supreme Court
three
sons, R.C. Olive, Murray,
may feel the same way in that it
was one judge in one state," and Bobby Olive and Sylvester
Olive, Paris; 36 grandchildren; 52
Gwendolyn Gregory, deputy
gret-gran
dchildren.
counsel for the Alexandria,
Va.-based National School Boards
Association, said Tuesday.
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He is survived by his wife, Mrs
Maggie McKinney Strong; one
daughter, Mrs. Margaret
Langston, Paducah; two sons, the
Rev William Strong, Mayfield,
and Ronnie Strong, Pryorsburg;
nine grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

Wall Street hits new highs
as dollar, bonds rise higher

50 Caplets

89,

of Rt. 4, Mayfield, Pryorsburg
community, died Monday at 11:53
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.

Mathis, Murray; four grandsons:
one great-granddaughter.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. at Second Baptist Church,
Hopkinsville.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today Wednesday at
Hughart and Beard Funeral
Home, 2504 South Virginia St.,
Hopkinsville

Murray

"We have over 40 years' experience
in design and craftsmenship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

Call Jim Smothers or Jennifer Wolff
753-1962

Kohl promises
missies will be
destroyed

BONN, West Germany ( API —
Chancellor Helmut Kohl said today West Germany will not
modernize its Pershing IA
missiles if the superpowers agree
to scrap medium- and shorter.
range nuclear missiles. He promised the Pershings eventually
would be destroyed.
Kohl told a news conference the
West German offer was contingent
on a "fully signed and completed"
arms agreement between the
United States and the Soviet
Union.
Such an accord would have to include a timetable for the removal
of all medium- and shorter-range
missiles worldwide, he said.
"I am prepared to say today
that when all Soviet and American
(medium- and shorter-range
missiles are finally scrapped, then
the Pershing IA missiles will not
be modernized, but rather
destroyed," Kohl said.
The Soviet Union has repeatedly
said it would not sign a disarmament agreement at the suerpowers' Geneva arms talks unless
it includes West Germany's 72
Pershing IA missiles, shorterrange rockets that have nuclear
warheads controlled by the United
States.
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Kentucky News In Brief
FLORENCE. Ky. iATh — Florence is about to grab the distinction as
northern Kentucky's second largest city away from Newport, but don't
expect much noise about it.
"There's not a whole lot of pride saying were No. 2.... There would be
more pride if we were No. 1," Newport Mayor Steve Goetz said.
Between 1980 and 1984, Plorence's population grew by 11.4 percent to
17,367. Newport's population decreased by 6.2 percent to 20.245. Based
on a formula that assumes Florence will continue to gain population and
Newport lose people at current rates, population experts predict
Florence will surpass Newport next year when it reachs 19,148.
"Whoopee," said Florence City Coordinator Bruce Janken. who was
less than excited by the statistics.
When Florence reaches 20,000. which could occur in 1990, the City
Council could ask the state legislature to reclassify Florence from a
third- to second-class city, which would change the political structure
and other municipal functions.
————
WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky.( AP ) — The owner of a pit bull dog will contest
a charge that the dog bit a Catholic nun at Williamstown Lake on July 22.

A trial on the charge has been set for Nov 24 at 9 a m
Rose Howard. 27, pleaded not guilty in District Court on Monday to
charges of harboring a vicious dog and not having the dog immunized
against rabies.
Mrs. Howard told Judge Stephen Bate the dog did bite gistex Loraine
Marie Peter but said the dog is not vicious."
The judge told her that under Kentucky law a dog that bites is con.
sidered vicious.
After court, Mrs. Howard said she bought Killer, who is part pit bull
and part boxer, about three yeah ago when the dog was 5 months old
"I live with my parents and their hilme had been burglarized twice. So
we got the dog. She had never bitten anybody and I think the only reason
this happened is because maybe it thought the nun was coming into the
yard.
"Or, perhaps the nun was trying to get a glimpse of her nine puppies
She is very protective of them." Mrs Howard said.
Judge Bates ordered the dog be kept chained or on a leash until the
trial is held.
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1st Annual WSJP Gospel Sing
Sat., Sept. 5, 1987 at 7:00 p.m.
Kenlake State Resort Amphitheatre
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Goldenrod Punch. Orange or Lembn Flavored

With Each $15 purchase excluding mirk
tobacco and drinks on special

PIKEVILLE, Ky. AP ) — The Pikeville City Commission has voted to
borrow $75,000. mainly to provide state-ordered back payments of overtime to city police and firefighters.
The commission authorized Mayor William C. Hambley to borrow the
money Monday night after an audit by the gate Division of Employment
Standards and Mediation ruled that the city owes ;71,634 to employees of
the two public safety agencies for overtime daiiik the past five years
City Manager Frank Carlton said the money would be divided among
most of the 30 employees who are members of the city's police force and
fire department. He said payments also will go to five or six people who
no longer work for the department.
Charles McCoy, director of the state employment standards division.
aid an audit of the city's entire payroll is continuing and overtime
payments that may be due otheir workers have yet to be determined
The investigation began in July when complaints were filed by some
city workers. Carton said the city had a policy allowing supervisors.
department heads and other city workers to accumulate compensatory
time" and to take time off instead of receiving overtime pay.

Pe

as17 oz. can

32 oz. btl.

Royal Oak

Kraft Dinner

Charcoal

Macaroni & Cheese

5 lb. bag

Prairie Farms

r

c

Disinfectant

15 oz. btl.

Dromendary

1 89
89e

Fresh Cut Fryer

Charcoal Lighter....16 oz. plastic btl.
v'Vesson

Bonus Pack.

lad

Sandwich Bags

Fl

our

Cooking Oil ..
E—tra Lean

Diced Pimentos

5 lb. bag

32 oz. btl.

%OVEN

Kraft

Ground Chuck

Grape Jelly

lb

Fresh Cut Legs or Thighs

Chicken

lb

Fr p

Chicken Livers

lb.

79°
69°

FOOD SPECIALS )

32 oz. jar

Hyde Park

Tomato Catsup

32 oz. btl.

89°

Mountain Top Extra Large Size

Fruit Pies

37 oz.

Fisher boy

Colonial Family Recipe

Fish Sticks

Fresh Pond Raised

16 oz.

Hyde Park

Catfish Fillets

lb $369

Baby Limas

Emge Party

Hams

$2"

lb.

16 oz. bag

99°

c,

Reelfoot

Pork Tenderloin.

$399

lb.

USDA Choice

Ribeye
Steaks

$1 49
lb.

.../zok5

Iceberg Lettuce

Tomatoes

Fresh Pascal

Celery

Broccoli

bunch

e.,. \N Crop Damson

Plums

Red Potatoes

49°
89°

5 lb. bag 59°

lb.
SPECIALS

Country Bacon

Tangy Hot

Jumbo Bologna

Quick & Easy

lb. 179

,iiKer's Finest

Pork Cutlets

$399

Baked Ham

Oncor Breaded

lb.

$399

BBC) Ham

Reelfoot

lb.

Reelfoot

BBO Chicken

lb.

$1 89

Rarkers Deli Made
16 oz. pkg.

$1 39

Pimento Cheese

8 oz. cup

lb.

$299

Baby

$369
lb

Mustard Style

Potato Salad

Park Or .0 Rest

lb

Pepper Cheese
Swiss Cheese

Hickory Smoked

Beef Patties

Corn Dogs

lb.

Fresh Tende'

Jakes

Dinner Franks

ESH PR()DUCE
Extra Large Slicing

Emge Sliced

Smoked Jowl....

(
...F

lb.

89°

Tang

Chicken Salad

lb.

Tuna Salad

lb.

$2"

•••

•
1

•-
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

1

Legal

Wirray Ledger & Times
6

Help Wanted
Help Wanted
6
6. Help Wanted
1 1 . Instruction
24 Miscellaneous
BABYSITTER needed
NEED
a
io0
openings
4
MEDICARE
Is Your Mobil. Horn*
WANTED- Journeyman
immediately 753-0187
LARGE, large, large
now You may qualify
electrici•fts top
or Vinyl Siding
CAREER opportunity
SUPPLEMENT
selection of storage
if
(1)you do not have
wages/
top benefits,
Mouse losing its
$40,000
$80,000 yearly
buildings in stock for
GED or your high
INSURANCE
Dance &
commercial industrial
Leading jewelry man
appeal?
immediate delivery.
school
diploma,
(2)
you
No
only
ago
limit
Only
Lee Marine will sell on Sept. 4
qualified
ufacturer with 30 years have
Gymnastics
Acree Portable
if •o, contact
been out of school
need apply
Phone
to apply.
in the industry needs a 9 months
Buildings, Mayfield,
1987 at 12:00 Noon 1979
andnpfearw
or more, (3) NECA, Lexington,
r
P&p
surf
Ky
representative to in
Ky. 502 247 7831.
Our most popular
you are between ages 16 606 254 4768
753-46
47
troduce our outstanding & 21 We
Astroglass fish & ski boat with
LOG homes. Over 40
plan pays up to
are a EOE
WANTED. LPN for
proven line for the first This
standard models Free
proiect is funded
150 h.p. V-6 Mercury, custom
100% of Medicare
pediatric and adult 14
time in Kentucky. No
Want to Buy
brochure Honest Abe
by the Western Ky
Approved charges
allergy clinic. Send
direct selling Call (713) Private
trailer, trolling motor, complete
Log Homes, Route One,
Industry
GOOD
used
of
set
World
resume to: Allergy
(many policies pay
683-9393.
Box 84CK, Moss, Ten
Council
JTPA
Call Clinic of
Books Phone 753 9571
rig, titled to Ron Danner purWest Ken
CARPENTER to repair J.T.P.A Out
nessee 38575 18001 231
only 20.). We
School
Of
'et
ecir
tucky, Rt. 2 Box 39,
stock barn Call 759 4063 753 9378 between
3695.
suant to KRS 367.280.
16. Home Furnishings
even pay on office
8.30
Murray, Ky.
Call 759-9200
8a.m. 5p m
MULCH for sale shred
12005 days a week.
calls and other out
2 BEDROOM suites, ded hardwood bark
or 753-5828
EARN excellent money NEED experienc
by the
Said Sale will be held at
ed
hutch, table and chairs, truck load,
of hospital exin home assembly work
brown or
person or couple to
MASTERCARD/ Jewelry, toys
dryer, refrigerator/ black, fresh or
penses. For free in.
and
full corn
work on dairy farm
Lee Marine
freezer, stove, living posted. U -haul
VISA! Regardless of others. FT & PT
or we de
call:
Must have recent re
history
Also,
credit
room
set.
753-1412
Call
available.
Call
703 S. 4th St.,
today
liver. Call Jerry 759-4808
Jerry McConnell
new credit card. No one 1 518 459-3546 (toll re- ferences. Call 502 729
weekdays 8A.M-6P,M.
POLE buildings
Insurance
refused. For info call fundable) Dept. B 973 4660.
Murray, Ky. 42071
BROYHILL 3 piece 30')(40'x9'
(1) 10 ft x 8 ft
NEED someone for
1-315 733 6062 Ext. 24Hrs.
bedroom suite. Chest, end slider, (1)
753-4199
walk
Inquiries can be made
general office help.
M2717.
Now
Acceptin
triple
g
dresser
with
"free local
GET PAID for reading Send resume
door, many colors,
to P.O.
mirror
and
full
or
queen
at 753-4408
books! UN per title. Box 1040-J.
completely erected. $4,
Applications
claim service"
3. Card of Thanks
size headboard $350
Write: ACE 187A, 2
995. Other sizes availa
•-,,slant manager
NOW accepting ap
489-2877.
Pima, Naperville, IL plications,
ble. Blitz Builders, Inc.
drm manager trainees
full-time or
KING size waterbed. 1 800-428 4009
THE Gold Nugget,
60540.
2
Thanks
Special
Notice
To
part-time. Apply in
2
Notice
Good
pa
benefits
and
Bookcase
headboard
south side of square..
HELP wanted: Live-in person at The Melt
PONG-pong table, like
Must have at least sox
HORSESHOE tourna
with mirror, $175. Call new;
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762
for stroke patient & Shoppe.
2 old desks, 1 Oak;
months
men?, September 5th, Diamonds, black hills
previous
759-9.400
after
food
5P.M.
husband; nice country N OW taking
old bed, springs and
ap
6th and Labor Day
management
experience
QUEEN
size mattress mattress like new; real
gold, 14kt_ gold chains
home in scenic Middle plication
of
s for ex
Great prizes At Solos "We sell for less!" "We
Must be vv,ihng to
and box springs, like nice chifferobe; wicker
Tennessee.,..Write Box
perienced
auto
machinMarket, Hwy 69N, Cot
new.
759.1048.
guarantee it." Jimmy
reoccite after tra,r7J-44
76, Route 1, Rayle, GA. ist.
chair; several misc.
Block boring and
tage Grove, In.
Thompson Jeweler.
USED furniture living tables. 753-2999.
Apply in person at
30660 or call 404 274 3385 crank shaft
grinding
LEADING
room and dining room
after 6P.M.
12th & Chestnut
experience necessary.
manufacturer urgently
suites, love seats, Oak RIDING lawn mower,
HELP wanted
weekly Call 502.527-3188, ask for
Murray
needs 21 qualified COUNTRY Jean's
desks, antique office $65, needs minor repair.
newspaper. has opening Frank.
Tuesday, Wednesday
Center Dr.
homeowners to display school sale is still going
for his donation of for news editor/ re PART-time
desks, head boards, 753-0006.
& Thursday between 2
babysitter in
installed
Group
on!
jeans
$10
thermally
&
beds, bunk beds, odd SIX rooms of used
Off 641 N.
porter. Photography North
• 4p.m. No phone calls
Elementary area.
$12 (pastels, stripes,
a 19- Color T.V. to experienc
seated insulated re
chairs, metal folding carpet, good condition.
e helpful. 759 1955.
placement windows at denim and shaded).
please. E 0.E.
Private Bays
chairs, fiber robe, an
Call 753-4102 after 6P.M.
Salary negotiable. Send
factory cost. Phone Stone washed and acid
imal carrier, trash TATUNG dorm room
resumes to: Green- PART -time checker
A size for
leans by Prizzia,
1 800-422-9872.
needed.
Apply
in
person
compactor, push lawn refrigerator, like new,
sburg Record Herald,
9. Situation Wanted
every need
SINGLE PEOPLE WHO Lawman and Guess.
mower, leaf bagger and $75. Also, lthara XL900,
Box 130, Greensburg, Owen Food Market, 1407
Lost
and
5.
Found
Main
Many
GENERAL
St.
name
brands
to
house
and
MEET
W ANT TO
trailer for Snapper rid- 20 guage shotgun, urn
Ky. 42703 or phone (502)
choose
from.
office
cleaning.
holds
$5
5
years
SALES associates
O THER SINGLE
ing mower. CarrawaY proved cylinder, ven.
LOST Friday
Black 932 4381 or 932-4441.
PEOPLE Send: Name, layaway. 5 Miles on and white Boston HOMEWO
needed for men and experience. References Furniture, 105 N. 3rd St. rib, $200. 753-2615.
RKERS
759-1062.
Hwy.
94-East,
supplied.
759-1578
or
Self Addressed stamped
753-1502 or 753-4860.
Terrier Bulldog, male, WANTED! TOP PAY! ladies retail sales. Must
WEST KY HARD
12.
envelope Route 1, Box Open Mon. - Thurs. red collar, answers to 121 24th Avenue,
be eager and en- 753-86,
WHIRLPOOL side-by - WOOD KILN Red Oak
N.W.
4P.M.;
after
and
Fri
140A. Mansfield, TN.
thusiastic. Experience GENERAL house or side refrigerator
"Buster". Reward
Suite
Norman,
222
OK
Sat 10A.M-5P.M.
preferred but not office cleaning, Hazel or freezer with ice maker, $1.35 per 100 board foot
38236
Phone 753-5522.
73069.
Puryear areas. 901-247- 18 Cu- ft., white, new 395'5900_ Other hard
LOST puppy, female INWAY, one of the necessary. Apply in
woods available. ,
timer, new compressor,
mixed colors (gray, largest and fastest person: 402 Main St., 3367.
Where can you easily find millions in
WILL do typing of all $300. 492'8876 ask for WE have swimming
white and black, red on growing truck load Murray.
pool motors for sale
feet and eyes). Lost in carriers in the U.S.A., is WANTED: "Experien- types (professional re- Bill.
real estate, sell your old car, find a
Also, large stock of
WHITE and gold couch
lrvan Cobb area. 436 seeking owner/ ced" woodworkers sumes) and bookkeep
ing in my home or your and 2 gold chairs in other electric motors up
better paying job, find your lost
5450.
operators to come needed immediately.
to 25HP. Dill Electric,
office.
Must
436-2201.
have
references.
good condition. 753-8393
grown with us. If you
759-1577.
bank book, make a good buy
For
more
6. Help Wanted
information
after
WILL
6P.M.
sit
elderly
with
at
have a first class tracYOUNG fryer
call
Stone
Mountain
home
hospital,
or
antique
an
exlamp,
locate
on
AGRICULTURAL re- tor and trailer, or Cabinetr
chickens; saddle; dia19. Farm Equipment
y ( 502 ) perienced. 901-247-3367.
tractor
only,
want
and
presentativ
e,
quality
mond and ruby ring;
a good carpenter who
726-8572.
YARD mowing and 2 BUTLER grain bins,
products, sound com- to pull for a proven
brand new 5/6 silver
trimming. Large or 3500 bushel capacity
can repair your porch,
pany, no territory winner call us now!
sell your
evening dress. 436 5677.
small jobs. Call each. 1 with Shivvers
limits, fertilizer, Tony Koeppel- Ohio
old baby
200 bushel per hour
435-4447.
chemical, feed, resume watts 1-800-255-9735, US
Want a part-time Job
dryer, no motors or 26. TV -Radio
to Conklin, 1604 Triplett watts 1-800-255 9736.
carriage and
'ow that the kids are
10. Business Opportunity
fans. 1 with dryer $3500, LEASE TO OWN- 25"
St., Owensboro, Ky. NATIONAL Co looking
back in school?
much, much more?
for local distributor to
42301.
1000 SUNBEDS
toning without dryer $1200. console TV with remote,
Earn 99"an hour
$53 a month. Murray
AIR conditioning & service convenient stores
tables. Sunal - Wolff Price negotiable. 901
Rental & Sales. 753 8201.
Call 527-1162
appliance repair with a highly popular
tanning beds, Slen- 642-0308 or 642'4464.
PARKHURST grain LEASE TO OWN Wir
technicians needed. Up product 1 800-361 3633.
derQuest passive ex
to $13 hourly. Work in
ercisers. Call for free trailer. 16,800 Lb. eless remote VCR, $32 a
Lexington, Kentucky.
color catalogue. Save to GVWR gooseneck, 12 month. Murray Rental
By GARY LARSON
SIDE
FAR
THE
volt single cylinder & Sales. 753 8201.
Call collect ask for
50%. 1-800-228-6292.
Debbie 1-606-293-6123.
BEAUTY shop for sale hoist, Binkley 5th wheel LEASE TO OWN- 19"
BABYSITTER needed
in Murray, good loca- hitch. Parkhurst bed is color TV, $28 a month.
for 10 and 3 year old.
tion. Call after 5p.m. 710" by 15'6" with 42" Murray Rental & Sales
steel sides. 1978 model. 753-8201.
Monday nights 6P.M. to
474-2754.
9P.M. and every other
IMAGE consultants Good tires. $2,650. 43627. Mobile Homes for Sale
weekend days 7A.M. to
needed. Be your own 2556.
3:30P.M. Call 753-7270
14x70 MOBILE home on
boss. Training pro- 20, Sports Equipment
after 4:30P.M.
vided, earnings unlarge shaded lot in
FAYE'S
Tiger and county. 2 bedroom, 2
PEANUTS
limited! Small investment required. Call Laker- gym bags, bath, dishwasher, car
shirts,
jerseys,
sweats, port, porch, central
JJ1.1•4' ARE YOU STANDINIS
Mrs. Doan. 502-863-5391
ASK ME
jackets, caps. Next to heat and air. Call
HERE
T•iE RAIN
RAINS UJE
SOMETHING
ELSE
Pagliai's.
CHAR E BROWN' ITS
759 1578.
14. Want to Buy
NEVER PiNISH -HE 1E,A YE
WINCHESTER model 14x70 SALEM, 2 Bed
NOT 63 •,t; -3 STOP..
53 v.:pi./ ARE vO, STANDING
12; Ithaca 20 guage room, 2 bath, fireplace„
i-IERE IN Trir RAIN automatic; Smith & central air, gas heat,
Wesson 357 Magnum. partly furnished, front
753 1208.
porch, outbuilding
lb&
L ocated at Fox
2 2 . Musical
Meadows_ Call after
Red Oak, White Oak 4 PIECE Slingerland 4p.M. 759-9452.
-2
drum set. Complete with 1970- 12x50 2 BED
1E121:2ill
and Poplar
Zildjian cymbols. $300. ROOM, 1 bath, good
FL DO*IN AND
Call Rusty Wright at 753
appliances and furni
THERES NOTHING LIKE
PROVIDING
CONTACT
:
SCRAPED NNSELF
ture go with. $2500
6251 or 753-5731.
A FRESH BANDAGE_
,
rOu CAN REMEMBER
SO I NE-EC) TO PUT
James Mathis
TO EASE THE PAIN OF
GOOD upright practice 759 4915.
\W-i&RE IT
SO/AEI-ONG ON IT!
'et,
tt••• st.t.t.•••
A HORRIBLE_ i3Ufa.q
piano, $150. 753-0542 ask 1974- 12x60 TRAILER
Dover, TN
R.16NT
for Margie.
on 100x180 shaded lot. 3
'Well, well - another blond hair....
815-232-8488
MAGIC Magic Magic, bedrooms, 1 bath, all
Conducting a little more 'research'
rock and roll musicians electric and wood heat.
or 232-5928.
with that Jane Goodall tramp?"
wanted: Keyboard, Furnished and air con
bass, drummer. Phone ditioned_ Negotiable,
644-9318 Paris, Magic $12,500 or best offer.
Days- 759-1221, after
Magic Magic
•••••.4P.M.• 759-1153.
24.
Miscellan
eous
1979 12x60 EXTRA nice
t
t....ea
Stta.cate
mobile home on well
*AarISLA
3 GARAGE doors, 10x7
shaded private lot with
1/2, $100 each. 753-4612.
ACROSS
ABOUT YOuR
Answer to Previous Puzzle
YOU'RE GETTING A OIT LARGE
6 ANTIQUE Oak I-back 2 large storage
40 Babylonian
WEIGHT.
FOR YOUR PET POOR
chairs, $200; Primitive buildings. 437-4785.
deity
1
Urge
on
GARFiELP
quilt box, $40, Oak GOOD selection of used
41 Writing
WAD
PLAIN" ARM
4 Simians
piano bench, $40; mobile homes, 12 wides
implement
8 Word of
AIR
LINER
RIA
Rockwell collector and 14 wides starting at
42
"Days
of
sorrow
plates; 1981 John $2,995, financing
STARE
TRAEIT
OR
and
Roses"
12 Individual
Wayne collector doll; available. New 14 wides
43 Pale
PEAT
OPEI
13 Ms. Moreno
mens diamond wedding starting as low as
45
Dance
step
14 Arrow
GREASOD
SNAGS
band; 2 wicker patio $9,995. Volunteer Mobile
46
Storage
15 Shade of
RE
chairs and round patio Homes, Lake Highway,
PENAL
ACCIE
compartment
difference
Paris, Tn. 901 642.4466.
table. 489-2440.
47
OPT
DONOR
Hebrew
1511EE
17 Cover
80 GALLON SHP air LARGEST selection of
month
19 Proceed
SEES
REGAN
AM
compressor, single double wides in west
48 Kurosawa
--traria- I
20 Brown kiwi
Tenn., selections have
SLAMS
SEIMECTS
phase, $550. Call 753
film
21 Cudgel
never been better,
9400.
ENS
SLOE
Chaff
49
22 Burst
BETTER built storage prices have never been
52 Depend on
REPEATS
INDIA
23 Pour forth
lower. Volunteer Mobile
buildings, now on dis
54
I'LL HAVE
Verve
HOLD
25 Marry
AWE
POISE
Homes, Lake Highway,
ELM
play
at
Treas
in
56 Guido's high
SOMEONE
EVERYTHING!
26 Exist
Paris, Tn. 901-642.4466.
Murray.
NEW
SALES
starting
8'x12'
SLY
note
PAINT- OVER
27 Possessed
at $585 Call L.E. 28.
57 Wild plum
IT RIGHT
Mobile Homes for Rent
28 Female deer
Williams. 489-2663.
58 Grant use of
AWAY
29 Passageway
BUSINESS
owners
•
59 Fix
5 Key lime 32 Near
11 Halt
Need a tax break?
6 Latin
Mobile Homes,
33 Encounter
16 At present
DOWN
Lease purchase your
conjunction
35 Either
18
That
thing
equipmen
t,
Mobile
Adams
Home Apts.,
7 Dinner
36 Monster
1 Vast age
21 Insects
Funding, 100 South
course
38 "Salem's -2 African
& Lots for rent.
22 Footlike part
Main Street,
8 Sum up
39 Emerged
antelope
23 Food fish
Nicholasville, Kentucky
Los
9
Angeles
Lots
victorious
as low
3 Equipped
24 Top of head
40356, (6061 887-5602.
abbr
4 Alms box
25
'is
me'
DORM size refrigerator
$65.00
10 Jason's ship
IBLONDIE
26 Large
for sale, excellent con
1
2
Lair
3
0
28
Apts
5
as low
6
7
11
10
dition.
753'4417.
9
b
I JuST LOVE
A..-WAIS MAKES
29 Pismire
FIREWOOD for sale
THIS SHOW
----, ME HAPPY
$100.00
30 Diving bird
12
13
437 4667.
14
'
31 Sea eagle
GARAGE
Homes
24.x2ex9'
as low
33 Extinct
15
16
choice of colors, (1)
17 18
19
flightless
135.00
30"x27". Window (1)
bird
9'x7' overhead door.
SEE US NOW
21
34 Electrified
Completely erected $3,
FOR A GOOD DEAL'
20UU
particle
495 Other sizes availa
23 24
25
26
7621-3121130
37 -Of Mice
ble Blitz Builders, Inc
and 1 800 428 4009.
27
28
29
39 Season of
30 31
GOT a timeshare'? We'll
year
take it, America's most
Hwy 641 North
32
41 Jury list
33
34
35
successful timeshare
Murray, KY
42 Prevail
resale clearinghouse,
Sechon 8 housing ava,i
43 "Star
38
37
36
call Resort Sales Inter
39
and/or welcome
44 Son of Adam
•
national's toll free hot
45 Ma's partner
line
423
1
800
10
5967
41
BR,
2
1 mile from town.
42
46 -Sgt
KAYAK Pools Make us No pets References.
Pepper's
an offer! No reasonable $125 per month.
45
48
Lonely
offer refused on our 753 4937, M'F, 85
•
Heart's
repossessed swimming FOA 3 BP, furnished or
47
48
111111
Club
pools Complete with unfurnished, some new
48 Deli bread
liEl
deck, fencing and more, furniture, natural gas
52
54 55
53
49 Prohibit
58
these pools can be electric, air con
50 Actor
5
installed and financed, ditioned Shady Oaks
57
Whitney
59
but qualtities are 753 5209.
51 Tattered
limited
30 year NORTHWIND Mobile
SeUUU
cloth
warranty, so act now
Home Park on North
c 1987 United Feature Syndicate 53 Behold!
Call toll free 16th Street now has
1 800 THE POOL. Ext. trailer lots and trailers
55 French
article
B115
for rent 753 9666
Noti

C

e

2

Notice

Legal Sale

Lyndia Cochran

L. R. L.

Cleaning
Services

Howard Coy

Creekview
Storage

Murray
Appliance

West View Nursing Nome.

753-6734

ATTENTION MOM!

Call the Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916
To Place Your Ad

•

,
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Pets Supplies

46
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46

Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars
50 Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services °tiered
3 OR 4 BR brick, base
VICTORIAN style and 1981 TRANS Am, auto,
76 JEEP CJ 7 hard top MITCHEL
L
Paving
ment, central N/A, dis charm mark this home V 8, black/ red inter
lift kit, 1435 Gumbo Driveway
s, parking
hwasher, carpeting, near which is ideal for a ior, t tops. AM/FM
mudders. excellent lots,
seal coating and
Murray Middle School. single person or couple
stereo, PS, PB, tilt, condition 436 2237 after stripin
g
Also.
Mid 40's 753 6251 or 753
Excellent location close air, new tires, 83,000 5P M
limestone, gravel, top
5731.
to university or town miles Ron's Auto Sales ABSOLUTELY gor
soil and grading Phone
ATTENTION EX
makes it twice as nice! Puryear, Tn 247 3225
geous 1985 beige and 753 1537
ECUTIVES! This home Low 20's. Contact Kop
1982
blue
OLDS
GMC
van,
Cutlass
Gerwin
29. Heating and Cooling
40. Produce
FENCE sales at Sears
has been maintained with perud Realty 753 1222
Supreme Brougham, conversion, loaded, in
now Call Sears 753 2310
EMBER .Hearth wood
ultimate of pride. Win
APPLES call 489.2467 for
eluding TV. 753-0126 for free
WALK to university loaded, excellent con
estimate for
burning insert for
information. Tuckers dowed wall, southern ex from this efficient, dition 753 3293.
after 4P.M
your needs
fireplace with blower.
posure, tile entry, triple practical nome
Orchard, Murray Landfill
1983
OLDS Delta 88
located
FOR most any type
753 1575 after 5P.M.
garage, greenhouse, cen
Rd.
on an exceptional large Royale 4 door, power 51. Campers
driveway white rock
WE buy, sell and repair
tral gas. two 101S, four corner lot
APPLES for freezing or
seats,
power
windows,
FIBERGLASS camper also, any type gravel,
This would
used air conditioners.
canning
Several spacious bedrooms, rec make a good invest
tilt, cruise, AM/FM top, fits Mazda B 2000, dirt
and sand call Roger
Dill Electric, 759-1577.
varieties McKenzie room, and mature land
stereo.
Must
sell
ment at only
$4350
raising side dorrs, 2 Hudson, 753 4545 or
scaping will make you just now $18,500... 9A.M 5P.M 753 6111. doors in
Orchard, 753-4725.
back, lights, 753 6763.
on the
dial 753 1492 at Century 21 market....
33. Rooms for Rent
radio speakers, fans, GUTTERIN
selling due to after 5P.M. 753 0606.
30. Business Rentals
41
G by Sears
Loretta Jobs Realtors for health...
Public
Sales
ROOMS for rent, 1 block
call 753'1492 1985 HONDA Accord roof vent. $100. 753 4662.
Sears continuous gut
your private showing on Century
2 OR 4 car shop. 753-9386 from campus. 759-9645.
21 Loretta Jobs LX, 4 door, lots of
ters
installed for your
this executive home.
or 753 4509.
equipment, clean, 36 52 Boats -Motors
Realtors.
ROOMS for rent sleep
specifications Cali
BUSINESS lot zoned for
Business space, near Un ing rooms near un
WOULD like to sell or MPG, price $8500 435
14'
FIBERGLA
boat.
SS
Sears
753 2310 for free
specialty shops,
iversity. Phone 753-9393.
trade for house in town. 4429.
iversity $30 weekly.
Excellent for fishing. estimate
RAIN OR SHINE
drugstores, antiques
FOR rent: Office or 753 5194.
2 bedroom home in 1985 PONTIAC Grand. Late model 50HP Mer
IICIF•or,•-•••••••• "5.5.
HAMILTON Cultured
shops, clothing stores,
store space at Southside
Fri. 8/28, Sat 8/29
Browns Grove
only 9 Am2 door, cruise, tilt, cury, 12 24 volt trolling marble and tile 643 Old
radio
sales,
tv
pro
Houses
34
for Rent
Shopping Center. Phone
console, AM/FM
motor. New graphic Benton Rd 753 9400
753-2571
fefsional business miles from Murray
9 a.m. • 4 p.m.
753 6612 or 753 4509.
stereo cassette, sharp! depth finder. Priced to
2 BEDROOM, near
beauty shop or Charming country
INSULATIO
N
blown
in
753 7394.
PRIME office space for downtown. $175 plus
sell, cheap. Call after by
PAINTING, carpentry
94E to 497 2 mi.
bakeries. And other home with new brick
Sears TVA ap
rent. Downtown Court deposit. 753-1513 after
5P.M. 759-95.41.
proved Save on those or roofing 36 years
uses. We have sold five patio. Must see to 1986 RED ford Cougar.
Square. Utilities and 4P.M.
Anderson Shores
experience Reasonable
business lots on 12th appreciate. Low 20's. Low mileage, new tires. 16 ' I/O 12()HP high heating and cool
ianitorial service fur 3 BEDROOM house
Inquire after 6P.M. at RUNABOUT, see at Lee ing
sotabea chairs lull size Dec
at
Street. Call Century 21 Call 435-4354 after 6P.M
bills Call Sears rates. 436 2201
nished. .753 4682' or 753 Panarama Shores, $250
753-7605 or 753-0354.
Marine, $2200.
ana box springs, household
about this lot... 753-1492. 47.
753 2310 for free QUALITY
Motorcycles
8302.
1987 RX 7, car list for 18' OMC Glastron boat, estimate
workmanship Frame
per month. No pets.
You can use the current
items, linens, auto/truck
SPACE for rent. Studio 753 6531.
and trim carpenter
dwelling or build your '81 YAMAHA, $350. over $21,000. 3000 miles motor and trailer Ho
items, ladies clothing 14/16
office or small business. 3 BEDROOM house,
car.
Will
on
take
Remodeling, patio and
$14,500. ward Brandon, 753 4389
753-4013.
own.
309
& men's 1g
Someone creative S. 13th St., AC, gas heat.
fencing
or 753 5960.
D L
Poole,
DUPLEX for sale by '82 YAMAHA XS 400 Call 4354429
preferrably. Call 753-3138. No pets. Reference
435 4306.
1981 CHECKMATE
Heritage Special. 5300
owner. Phone 753-7486.
s
RESIDENTIAL window
15-1/2' skiboat with
required. $300 per
ENJOY the yesteryear miles, 49.5 MPG. $850
Peasoratrie
32. Apts for Rent
washing. 436 5895.
month. 7514862.
85HP Mercury
Call
today. All the charm of OBO. 759-1835.
328-8472_
ROCKY COLSON Home
Any Sizes
an old homestead in this NICE dune buggy and
1 , 2 & 3 bedroom 4 BEDROOM 2 bath
ounef,y 01 Murray & Furtori
Repair. Roofing', siding,
PR ICE reduced. 15'9"
8 year old home... The trailer. Call 492-8617 or
apartments. Lease and house. 605 N. 16th St. $450
painting, plumbing,
"ski barge," 65HP
1850's are recreated 492-8205.
deposit. No pets. No month plus deposit.
concrete. Free es
Evinrude, depth finder,
References required.
with fine woods, loft,
children. 753 9208.
timates. Call 474 2307 or
trolling motor. Clean,
stained glass, balcony 48. Auto Services
Thurs. & Fri.
1 & 2 BEDROOM apar- 7536143.
(Formerly ot Benton)
versatile older model. LICENSED electrician, 753-6973.
cooking island. This A job well done for you
t me nt s, appliances NICE 2 bedroom brick,
Now S2150. 436 2556
residential and com
SEWING Machine Re
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. four bedroom charmer at Bill's Upholstery. Chevrolet
furnished. 753 3293 after stove, refrigerator.
mercial. Air condition- pair
All makes and
is located on 26 acres... Come by for an estimMarried couples only.
5P.M.
53. Services Offered
ing. Sales and service. models. Home & In
Oldsmobile
1406 Sycamore
For your viewing call ate on your car, truck,
1 BEDROOM apart- No children or pets. 8
Gas installation and dustrial Bag closing
Century 21 Loretta Job van, boat, sunroof or
A 1 ENTERPRISE
ment located at 1109 miles SE of Murray.
Cadillac, Inc. Wholesale
Dreser, desk, bookcase
machines Also scissor
Realtors, 753-1492.
dealer in gas repair for natural and
window tint. 753 8085,
Vine St. $150 month plus References, deposit
clothes, dishes toys.
sharpening 40 yrs
and wood burning ap- LP. Fred's Repair 753
EXTRA nice 3 bedroom, 2 104 S. 13th behind D.Q.
of Paris, TN
deposit. References 492-8594 after 6P.M.
experience. All work
books, antique tools.
pliances, offering full 7203.
bath brick home in quiet
NICE 3 bedroom 1-1/2
required. 753-6143.
household & more
service installation. MOBILE HOME guaranteed_ Kenneth
city subdivision, central 49. Used Cars
bath
brick,
living
room,
GM Executive &
1 BEDROOM furnished
Also, fireplace repair. Specialist, Repair, Barnhill, 753 2674,
electric air and heat with 1974 MONTE
Carlo, new
apartment, $110 a den. Discounted rent,
*Chimney cleaning leveling, underpinning, Stella, Ky.
wood burning stove for engine and
Program
Vehicles
$450
and
deposit.
753lots of new
month. No pets. 121
*Masonry *Damper roofs, floors, plumbing, WET BASEMENT? We
economical utility bills. parts.
2-'587 Caa,ac Se
753-5169.
N orth next to 6350.
*Bird screen 'Hoods. wiring, washing, make wet basements
Fenced in backyard with
2-1987
Cads/ac
Dev
1976 CHEVY Caprice
fairgrounds. 753-3139.
hurricane straps. 759- dry. Work completely
436'5355.
many trees. Excellent
36. For Rent or Lease
1987
Olds
station wagon,
1 or 2 BEDROOM
guaranteed. Call or
A 1 STUMP Removal. 4850.
condition. $49,900. Phone
1987
mechanically sound,
Olds Caas
apartment near down- RENT TO OWN
Reasonable rates, 10" ODD job specialist, write Morgan Con
753-5508.
• .187 Orley Celeor,!.y.
$350. 489-2291.
town Murray. Call 753- Quasar VCR's $10 week
struction
Co. Rt. 2, Box
below surface. Call us ceiling fans, electrical,
FOR sale- 800 Sunny
• 137 Oids Toronacc
1978 TRIUMPH Spit4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or includes one free movie
before you decide. Free plumbing, fencing. You 409A, Paducah, Ky
Lane, 3 bedroom brick.
fire, 4 speed overdrive,
rental/week 52 weeks.
436-2844.
•
rr86
Qds
42001
CUtiass
or call 1.442-7026
name it, I do it. You
estimates. 753-0906.
Good neighborhood,
white, hard top, conLAKEFRONT apart- TV's and appliances
•
Cadii,ac E. Dorado
buy, I install. You
APR-LIANCE
tasefully decorated,
vertible, $2500. 382-2344.
ment. 2 bedrooms, available. Check our
' 86 Olds Toronacc
fenced yard. Call after
SERVICE. Kenmore, break, I fix. Call 436garage, kitchen with low prices! Movie
2868 evenings.
86 Cries Cavai•er .
5P.M. for appointment 1979 MALIBU Classic, 2
Westinghouse
door,
appliances furnished. World, 753-4663,
auto.,
V 8,
Kitchen Cabinet
753-7903.
Whirlpool. 27 years PAINTING. Interior
AM/FM
stereo,
Lease and deposit re
73,000
experience. Parts and exterior, commercial
IDEAL home for
Recovery
miles. Ron's Auto Sales
quired. No children or 37. Livestock-Supplies
service. Bobby Hopper, residential. Free escouple, new 2 bedroom
We Want Your Business
pets. 436 2484 or LINCOLN -Trail
We make your old
Bob's Appliance Ser- timates. 25 years exwith Anderson Shores Puryear, Tn. 247-3225.
Let Us Prove It
Winter clothes, half bed.
753 7271.
Chianina sale- 1P.M.
vice, 202 S. 5th St. pe r ience. Tremon
privileges. Owner will 1979 OLDS 98, good
cabinets look like
MARRIED couple/boys, 9/5/87. Fullbloods,
Business 753-4872, 436- Farris- 759-1987.
lOts of misc items
finance. 901-885-1458, condition. 492-8874.
new
with woodgrain
901-642
-3900
percentages, Chiangus,
2 BR apt., excellent loca
1981 OLDS Cutlass, 2
5848 (home).
PAINTING: interior
502-236-2704.
laminated plastic new
Hwy 79 W Paris
tion, near campus, 1323 Chiford. Bulls, cow-calf,
APPLIANCE REPAIR: and exterior. Roofing.
JUST listed- Attractive door, auto., V-8 cold air,
doors, hardware and
Olive Blvd. 753-8585 by steers, heifers. Choates
Factory authorized for Free estimates. Call
brick home with 68 tilt, P.B., P.S.,
78 OLDS Delta 88 Tappan,
Stockyards, Upton,
appointment.
countertops Many
Kelvinator and Willie 436-2326.
acres, large hwy. fron- AM/FM stereo, 86,000 Royale,
1
owner,
low Brown Service
MUR-Cal apts. Nor• Kentucky. Catalog 502tage on Hwy. 121 North, miles. Ron's Auto Sales
on gas PAINTING interior,
styles and colors
mileage,
good
color.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. 358-3267.
and electric ranges, exterior. 25 years ex5 miles from Murray. Puryear, Tn. 247-3225.
Call 7 5 3 7 19 3,
FREE ESTIMATES
Now renting. Equal PASO Fino horse brood
microwa
ves,
perience.
disQuality work.
Good productive farm- Need An Extra Car 8A.M. 5P.M.
Thurs. & Fri.
Housing Opportunity. mare. Call 753-0224.
Murray 436-5560
h washers, r e
Reasonable rates. Free
land, tobacco barn, pole
For A Few Days?
'81 CUTLASS Supreme, frigerators, etc. Earl estimates
759 4984.
SIMMENTAL and
barn and other out. Yearry's
a.m.
7
4
p.m.
excellent shape, new Lovett, 354,6956
Simbrah bulls. PerN OW taking ap
Root Finn, GOIII• A,
Painting 436.2245.
buildings. Phone Kopor 753
55 Feed and Seed
tires, AM/FM cass- 5341.
plications for 1 BR, low formance & semen
perud Realty 753 1222.
Murray-Par
Old
Rd.
is
Dwain
Taylor
ette. Reduced price. YARD landscapi
KENTUCKY 31Fescue
income family, disabled tested. Excellent qualng,
MUST sell Older home
STUMP REMOVAL
Call after 5P.M. leveling
I mi. south of Hwy 121 in
seed. Also, wheat straw
or elderly person. Call ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Chevrolet. Inc.
driveways,
Penny area. $25,000.
492 8595.
'0' below surface
753-8156 or 753-6401.
South Side Manor, Ky. 522-8794.
blade work and bush'
435.4318. .
Good baby buggy. pony
502 753 2617
Inexpensive clean
9a.m. 12p.m., Mon. Fri.
N.K Alfalfa seed Van
hogging. Call 436-5430 or
MUST
50.
sellbedroom
3
Used
saddle,
Trucks
bicycle,
chest
of
753-8221. Equal housing 38. Pets-Supplies
No Lawn Damage
cor Raidor and 919
76 CADILLAC Fleet
753 0659.
house,
living
room,
den,
drawers,
old tools, house
opportunity.
Also, Ladino and Red
2 FULL blooded male
carport, 4-1/2 acres, wood Brougham, loaded 1982 FORD F-100, 6 cyl., COLLEY Tree Service.
plants. clothes & more
straight, 48,000 actual Keep your trees in
Clover
One or two bedrooms, Blue Healer pups, 10
Carraway
1/2 way between with extras, new
miles 7591897 after shape by topping, prunFarms, Neale Rd. off
fully furnished, heat weeks old, $75 each.
Murray and Mayfield. Michelin tires, $995
FREE ESTIMATES
4P
M
121
south,
3619
753
753-5522.
and water included. 492-8614.
i ng , deadwooding,
$29,000. Call 489-2337
Call 759-1743 after 5P.M.
spraying, fertilizing, or
REGISTERED poodle
between 10A.M.-2P.M.
TAKING applications puppy for sale. Female,
removal of unwanted
NEW listing by owner:
for Section 8. Rent light apricot, $150. Call
traos. Stump removal.
3 bedroom home, extra
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 753-4502.
plete tree care. 14
C
large lot, 1/2 fenced in
Apply Hilldale SHIH ,Tzu puppies AKC,
BR
years experience. Free
near school and stores.
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 7 weeks, gold and white,
estimates. 753-0366.
759.1761.
Custom Kitchen
E qual Housing $135. 1 male, 1 , 1/2
CONCRETE driveICE
N
2
bedroom
North
641
(Edge
of
Opportunity.
Cabinets
ways, patios, brick and
years, $100. 901 648 5697.
bungalow in country.
block work. CALL 502
City Limits) See signs
Utility shed and deep
All Types Of
We make buying -and selling
492 8160.
well on one lot, new roof
you
Real
easy
Estate
for
Woodworking
Custom
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
and good foundation,
installed electric heat
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
•
and air, washer and
40th
dryer hook-up. All for
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Clothing (all sizes)
Located on
$10,000. Must sell: by
•Drop by & me our showroom
bicycles Coleman lantern,
owner. 436-5439.
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY
121 By-Pass
dishes and other items
ON Becket Dr. in Can.
753-45774
**********************
terbury subdivision, new
house on the market
43
Real Estate
custom built. Buy now &
FOR tease or sale
select the wallpaper &
Commercial building carpet color. 753 3903 at
approximately 7400 sq. ter 4 p.m. for
ft. on South 4th St
appointment.
Howard Brandon, 753
OWNER sale. All-brick,
4389 or 753 5960.
superbly maintained
FREE house available ranch home. Wooded,
for moving house and landscaped corner lot in
cleaning lot. Phone choice residential
CHILD CARE TEACHER
75.31390.
neighborhood. Large
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
RENTAL duplex for living room, 19x20 den
HOSPITAL has an immediate opening for a
sale at 6th and Pine. with fireplace, three
Child Care Teacher to work on an as needed
Phone 7531390.
bedrooms, two
basis. Duties would include direct superviExample
bathrooms, utility
44. Lots for Sale
sion of children who range in age from 6
room, tool shed. Fully
001,PON
weeks to 8 years and some classroom
KENTUCKY Lake lot. 1 equipped kitchen with
acre, 12x60 mobile dining and patio area.
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your paper (Photo
responsibilities. A.D. in Early Childhood or
home, septic and well, Fully carpeted, air
Elementary Education preferred, but not reinclosed.)
$16,500. Home 442-1770 conditioning, TVA in
quired. For more information contact:
sulated. 753-8620.
or Office 4-42 3632. Ow
Name of child
ner financing.
Richard Starts
PRICE just reduced on
LARGE jot for safe on this neat 3 BR ranch
Personnel Director
Ky
Lake in Center home, central gas heat
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
:Came of grandparents
Ridge Subdivision. ing, central electric cool
803 Poplar
Priced to sell, $750. ing. Home is just outside
la
Murray, Kentucky 42071
901 644 9046 or 901 247
city limits on ap
3750.
proximately 1 acre of
1Z3-T-S
- for sale in land. 40's. Phone Kophyllc Ii illet
Bagwell Manor starting perud Realty, 753-1222.
(;randdaughter of
at $6995 Howard Bran
RECENT listing in
Nellie Mak.%
don, 753 4389 or 753 5960.
Lynn Grove
Re
NICE lot on 121, 6-1/2 modeled older home on
Man(in Pi Mei
Enclosed is V'(k) pet child or hill me at the following
miles North on natural lovely wooded lot plus
gas lines. 180x300, $3600. large workshop garage
address'
Send phot). nanies of
Days 753 1953 or nights
A lot of home for the
7530870.
money at $37,000. Phone
Name
grandparents. name of
Kopperud Realty 753
child,
self-addr
45 Farms for Sale
essed
1222.
envelope for return of
18 ACRES m/I, per
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom,
dda.s.
manent pasture, pond, 11/2 bath, 1200 sq. ft.,
original photo hid $ 00
fencing, excellent Kentucky Lake view,
A Christian Child Development Program
to:
building site 4 miles plus basement, patio,
Limited Openings Available
southeast on old Salem
sundeck, screened
Ages 2-10
Murry Ledger & Times
road $21,000 Financial porch, 1 acre, boat
State Licensed
P() Box 104(1
assistance possible for dock, large fireplace,
qualified buyer
central air, ceiling fans,
Nencf by September 8 to he published September Ii.
Afurr.ty. til. 420- 1
527 0903.
shed, garage. Ideal for
3rd Anniversary Sale
retirement Low 50's
46. Homes for Sale
Extra copies
By owner. 436-2121
Deadline for
of paper available
2 BLOCKS from MTlT, ✓ A ASSUMABLE
receipt of
34
BR, 2 B. LR, DR, LOAN for you on this
Month of Bargains starts Sat., 28th
to send to
photo is Sept. 8
eat in kitchen, redwood three bedroom im
0 Rabbit Remote) 1 - 4 p.m.
relatives
deck, approx. 3/4 acre maculate brick
Or
Free gifts- drawings tog gifts - refreshments.
with large trees (fruit third bedroom is ideally
Register for color T V & Microwave to be given away
and nuts too!) and large located for a den or
in September Prices are cut on every home
garden space, full study
Practical with
Plus for Our buyers you can draw for
basement w/25 year fenced yard, TVA in
your "Special"(up to $1500 value).
guarantee against wet
sulation, recently pain
ness S57,000. Call 753
ted interior and exter
Smallest Dealer - Largest Deals
7935 after 5P M for Or
priced in the 30's
Where being the largest isn't good enough
appointment
Dial 753 1492 at Century
3-MDRO6M house. 21 Loretta Jobs
North 68 DraffenvIlle
527-0101
753 7928 after 5P M
Realtors to see
14x70, completely fur
fished, 2 bedroom 2
bath with deck in
county Ready to move
into. $225 per month
753 8579.

1, 2 OR 3 bedroom
apartments, nicely
furnished, located near
campus Days, 7536111,
nights, 753-0606
1 BEDROOM brick
duplex. Patio, carport,
ample storage, shade,
couples preferred. No
pets. $235 per month.
7536931.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, newly de•
corated. No pets. Phone
492'8662 after 4P.M_

AKC registered poodle
puppies, 5 weeks old
437 4785
FOR sale
AKC re
gistered Cocker Spaniel
puppies $100 Call 753
9570.

MURRAY- HOME

Yard Sale

& AUTO

Hand Quilting

2 Family
Yard Sale

Dan Taylor

753-3757

Freddie Poe

Yard
Salo

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - ?
601
Broad Ext.

Wulff & Sons

SAVE SAVE

Yard Sale

Senn Skop Raoul
7'453-5404

4 Party
Garage Sale

••tc

Alidap Happy
Birthday!
You're even
more beautiful
today, in
every way,
than you were
22 years ago.

When You List With Us....

Start Packing!

Kopperud Realty

Miller's 121
Mini Storage

753-1222

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in
the Murray Ledger & Times, Friday, September 11, 1987.

753-6695

Discount Mobile Homes

S. • W - 11.

• • •
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Steffen searches for help with competition
If you check the local want ads,
don't be surprised if you find an ad
for teachers. Chuck Steffen is in
the market for some
&often, a history professor at
Murray State, is the district coordinator for a new, nationwide program called a National Bicentennial Competition on the
Constitution.
The program is sponsored by the
national Commission on the
Bicentennial of the United States
Constitution and could provide
some lucky winner with a trip to
Washington, D.C.
"We are looking to select 10 high
school teachers to teach a class on
the U.S. Constitution for six
weeks," commented Steffen.
After the six weeks of classes
are over, each student will take a
test. Since the whole class competes as a team, the average score
of the class on the test will determine if the class can advance to
district competition.
"A class must average a certain
level to go to the district competition which will be held here at
Murray State in either January or
Feburary," Steffen commented.

Cecilia confused
over relatives"
death in crash
ANN ARBOR, Mich. API —
Four-year-old Cecilia Cichan asked what "never again" meant
after an aunt broke the news that
the girl's parents and brother died
in the crash of Northwest Airlines
Flight 255, relatives said.
"She didn't understand,"
Pauline Ciamaichela, the Arizona
girl's grandmother, told the
Arizona Republic. "She'll be asking again."
The sole survivor of the Aug. 16
crash at Detroit Metropolitan Airport did not cry after being told
Monday night she would never see
her parents or 6-year-old brother
again, the newspaper reported
today.
Meanwhile, the volunteer
firefighter who helped find Cecilia
in the wreckage has been docked a
day's pay by Northwest Airlines
for not reporting to work with the
airline the night of the crash to
help with the rescue, The Detroit
News reported today.

114D-80

•Type: Twin-turbofan,
shortimedium-range airliner
developed by McDonnell
Douglas from the DC-9 There
are 5 models in the MD-80
series 408 MD-80 series
aircraft in commercial service as
of July 31 1987
•Dimensions: Wingspan. 107
ft 10 in . tengtn 147 ft 11 in.
height. 29 ft 7 in
•Maximum takeoff weight:
149 000 lbs
II Cruising speed: 504 mph
•Range: 2.360 miles
•Accommodation: 139-172
passengers depending on
configuration
Chicago Tribune Graphic
Sources Jane s All the Worlcl s

Aircraft McDonnell Douglas

"The whole purpose of the competition is to enhance the
understanding of the constitution
at the high school level. Elementary and junior high students will
be able to participate next year."
Topics covered in the 31-lesson
program, which will be of no cost
to the school system, will range
from political philosophies of the
founding fathers to the role of
citizens in a constitutional
democracy.
Steffen stresses that more than
just history teachers may teach
the class. "This class could fit into
American History, American
Government or even Geography,"
he said. "We will leave it up to the
teachers to decide."
A district advisory committee to
help Steffen pick the teachers for
the contests is also being formed.
He said that besides a representative from the office of U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield, the
committee will be made up of
members of the media, law,
education, business and
government.

The group will also promote the
Constitution's 200th anniversary
with such things as a speech at
MSU by historian Forrest
McDonald. He is the author of 16
books and a movie script.
McDonald, a professor at the
University of Alabama, will speak
Sept. 18 in the Lovett Auditorium
on the MSU campus. His speech,
entitled "In Celebration of Our
Founding," is open to the public
and will begin at 1030 a.m

The lesson series will continue
in the schools for the five years of
the bicentennial period. The program will end in 1991, the 200th anniversary of the Bill of Rights.
Steffen said he is currently planning to make contact with the two
local school systems.
For further information about
the program, contact Steffen at
762-2231 or Dave Krueger, a
teacher at the Paducah Community College, at 442-6131.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— The pilot of a single-engine
plane that made a crash landing at
the Bowling Green-Warren County
airport knows exactly whom to
blame.
"It's just a pilot error. The pilot
flat didn't put the )landing) gear
down," Mike Warren said after his
mid-afternoon crash Monday.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

ANY LARGE

Weights
Cutters

•Contact: Mine explodes on contact
•Magnetic: Reacts to magnetic held created by
nearby ship
•Acoustic: Is tnggered by noise of a passing ship
•Pressure: Responds to slight change in water
pressure when ship passes overhead
•Temperature: Mine senses change in water
temperature from passing ship

Bottorn-dweller mine
Chicago Tribune Graphic. Sources: Chicago

Tribune news reports

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
tq
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GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

keep The ..r,.1(S1 F

641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

Genui.n, 1.;51 F

'

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

P.S., P.B.. air, auto,
radio, low mileage, 10
n stock.

Age
Number of Years

City
State
Social Security No.
Employed by

Zip

For The

—*Up To 10 Items—
Not Good With
Any Other Offer

Shield for you too

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN. & MON.
AUGUST 27-AUGUST 31

Number of Years
With Present Employer
Phone

Enjoy Mr. Gattis Famous
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Pizza & Spaghetti Buffet
Only Every Mon., Tues. & Wed Night
Through August
$349
5-9 p.m.

Harold
"'Jack"
Romaine

Chostnut
Strimit

Don't
Forgot
Diallvoryl

753-6656

Birthdate

Signature
I'm interested in:

Dine-In, Pick-UP or Delivery

•
‘\
licensed in Ky. and Tenn.
201 N. 5th
759-1033

Float

Types of *sows

Address

Farmowners

01
%miff Ff

Mine-sweeping sled

Some bottom mines such as the U S Navy s
Captor, release a homing torpedo

Name

There's a

401111 D

Sea Stallion
helicopter

•Lines trailing behind
mine sweeper either
detonate mines by
simulating effects of ship
movements or cut lines
that anchor them to sea
floor
•Unexploded mines that
, surface are detonated by'
P- machine gun fire

CREDIT
Easy as ABC

MEDIUM CHARGE

AT SHELTER.
IT'S A MATTER Of
PERSONAL PRIDE,

Mine-sweeping operation

Pilot knows who to blame •Surface/subSurtacs: Floating or tethered to
maintain a fixed distance below the surface
in crash near Bowling Greeni •
Bottom-dwellers: Much more difficult to detect
and clear Almost all modern mines are of this type

Warren walked away from the
accident uninjured, although his
pride took a beating.
"I've got a 1,000 hours in the air
... 400 hours in that one airplane
right there," he said, pointing dejectedly to his damaged
Beechcraft Bonanza. "I've been in
and out of some of the smallest
fields in the United States and
never had a bit of problem. And
then, in a big, huge field where
BOBBY WOLFF
nothing could possibly go wrong,
you make a stupid mistake — absolutely ignorant."
-I never was ruined but twice —
NORTH
8-26-A
Warren, a Hopkinsville native
once when I lost a lawsuit and once
•K 5
who lives in Silverdale, Wash.,
when I gained one.•K 7 6 2
was testing the plane after repairs
— Voltaire.
•K J 6 4
from
another accident at the
•10 6 5
airport.
WEST
EAST
"My airplane was set out here
In today's interesting game, both •Q 10 9 8 4
•J 6 3
back in July and a fuel truck ran
sides have a chance to execute a •J 8 4 3
•10 9 5
into it. "It smacked the leading
holdup play. However, only one •3
•A 10 8 7
edge of the right wing. So the inholdup play is technically correct. 41 Q 8 7
4K J 2
surance company settled up ... and
South refused the first spade and
SOUTH
I came back here today to get it,"
won the next with dummy's king.
4A 72
he
said.
The ace and queen of hearts were
•A Q
"It
was all ready to fly, so I went
cashed and a diamond was led to
•Q 9 5 2
out to do a test flight. Everything
dummy's king. East won to lead his
•A 9 4 3
was working gorgeous and
last spade, and South won his ace. A
Vulnerabl
beautiful, but I was really concenlow diamond to dummy's jack ex- Dealer: e: Both
South
trating on the flying of the
posed the diamond position, and af- The bidding:
airplane. Coming in on final lanter declarer cashed dummy's heart
ding. I had the flaps down and
North
East
king, the diambrid finesse produced South West
Pass
2+
everything set up right —
Pass
nine winners. Chalk one up for 1 NT
2•
Pass
3 NT
All pass everything but the gear."
South's holdup play?
Warren said landing with the
Wrong! Chalk one up to East's reOpening lead: Spade 10
gears up is easier to do than it
fusal to hold up his diamond ace. If
sounds.
East plays an innocent-looking diaBID WITH THE ACES
"Supposedly there are two types
mond seven on dummy's king, South
8-26-B
of pilots," he said. "There's the
will be tempted into a losing play.
pilots that have made a gear-up
After cashing dummy's heart king, South holds
landing
and there's the pilots that
he may well lead a diamond to his
•J 6 3
will."
queen and the finessing opportunity
•10 9 5
disappears. Down one.
•A 10 8 7
To ensure the game against a dia•K J 2
mond holdup by East, South should
win his spade ace immediately and North South
1 NT
cash his ace and queen of hearts. 111
Next, he leads a diamond to the king 2 NT
and East ducks. The heart king is ANSWER:
Three
cashed and dummy's diamond jack tricks at no-trump no-trump. Nine
might prove easgoes to East's ace. (A duck would ier than 10
tricks at hearts.
prove futile.) The difference now is
that the diamond position is known Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
and the spade king remains as a stamped
envelope for reply
dummy entry for a diamond finesse.
Copyright. 1987. United Feature Syndicate

Shelter
Insurance

•

rn

New Car

Used Car

New Truck

Used Truck

able to pay

down and

per month

Please cut out and mail or give to Shelia at:

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

4EDI

GM QUALITY

SERVICE PARTS
GINIR•l MOTORS CORPORATION

GM

South 12th
Murray
753-261'47

Keep that great GM feeling
with genuine GM parts.

.•

AP or -••• ,re
41.

--•\
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Items and prices in this ad effective Aug. 26th thru Sept. 1st, 1987 lit

Murray, KY
Quantity right reserved. None sold to dealers. Copyright 1987. The Kroger Co
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Deluxe
Sausage,
Pepperoni, Suprerna
or Meat

Celeste
PiOiss
at
oz.pKg.

to9 price and
6.75retail
one
Buy regular
6.75 to
l
u
t
e
c
o
n
d
tlae oz.absoly
receive ttie s
9
Puot

spew&ap
shit
eke,
Frozen Citrus Concentrate

Five
Alive
Buy one 12 oz.can at the regular retail

Burol
ei
s
fees
regular
R at the
Ilecei
ve
Iceft
of/a/
$7.49
ae
ark,
bsogi
ft
y.
"
etr
111 ozjar

price and receive the second
1202.can absolutely
Olt

A
Mr.Coffee

Coffee
Filters
Buy one 100 ct.Pkg- at the

regular price of $1.09 and
receive the second 100ct. pkg.
absolutely

All Varieties Ivory
le
:J
t
All Varieties

Esprit Yogurt

Buy one 602.ctn.at the regular price
of 59c and receive the second
602.ctn. absolutely

Shampoo or
Conditioner
Buy one 1502.bit at the

fik

regular price of $1.99 and
receive the second 15 oz. btl.
absolutely

tvoo
tess=e1

—
C
huhk
P
aurone
et
2sf
i bay

OOgsee:
r!!!..
e,
Nig, MI
la
receive once
°
of*5.
,
9 we
ft2s...tan
oft/

60,75 or 100 Waft G.E. Long Life

Light
Bulbs
Buy one 2 ct. pkg.

bag

at the regular price
of $2.29 and receive the second
2 ct. pkg. absolutely

Kroger Buttercrust Style

KR• ER DELI COUPON

White
Bread
Buy one 200z.loaf atthe regular price of

Available at Dell/Bakery Stores'

12oz.bagof
Nacho chips

95,and receive the second 20 oz. loaf
absolutely

with the purchase of one pound or
more of our Delis Nacho Cheese Dip at
the regular retail of $2.99 per pound!
With this coupon. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one coupon per
customer per visit Expires Sept. 1st, 1987. (0250-255)

ost CutterssaveYou
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TUrn in Your

r.h....d.:113aby Food
labels to your local
Kroger Courtesy Counter.
For every label Kroger receives, Heinz will donate

Le Bonheyr
Children's
Medical
Center

to

Great ReasonsTo Go Krogering!
i11[111111

•

orl

."11111111111111111 "

Liquid

2 Ply, 350 Ct., 192.5 Sq. Ft.

Bright Bleach

Northern Tissue

11
2
/
gallon
bottle
Klemm White

Facial
Tissue

79c
iz5250

•-•,••

Mack-To-School Specials •
Busk 's Showboat

Kraft Quarters

Parkay
Margarine
1 lb.
pkg.
KRAFT TOUCH OF BUTTER — 1 LB BOWL — 65'
All Flavors Kroger Yogurt

Fruit-On-The-Bottom

2

8 or
tubs

Kroger Colin Pizza Taco, Mild Cheddar Sharp or Mozzarella

Shredded Cheeses

3

4 or
phils

Our Dairi test
16 or
tub

Kroger Sour Cream
MIX 011 MATCN — saarp. Colin Daisy Cheddar or Muenster

Kroger Hunk Cheese

lb

99C
$200

Pork &
Beans

15 OZ.

can

Armour

Vienna
Sausage

5 OZ.
Calls

Armour

Potted
Meat

4
oz
cans

Great sandwich maker]

Armour
Treet

Tropicanna 100% Pure
Home Style or Regular

Orange
Juice
ctn.

$149

Mr. Goodbar, or Reeses
Peanut Butter Cups

Hershey's
Candies

a

Minute Maid Chilled

Fruit Punch
or Lemonade I

pkg

ctns

•ONE STOP SHOPPING•

Spaghetti
Sauce

5201.
jar

Dry Enriched

Ronco
Spaghetti

16 oz
pkg

Ragi Mini-Lasagaa, Twists or Spaghetti

Pasta Meals
In Sauce

2
1501.
jars

Popeye

64 oz.

Milk Chocolate-Almond, Kit-Kat,

6407.

12 oz
can

Traditional, Gardenstyle or Thick 8. Hardy Ragu

99c
5199

384
89c
$100
$119 5169 $1oo
5179
t........
584 p _ . . . . . .
$100
$100 boct $2591 150. 99c

Leaf
Spinach

1401.

cans

Caplets or

Contac
Capsules

pkg

2"•
Alberto VO-5

Shampoo or I
Conditioner
bti.
IMMO —ROLcli — S1 63,

•

ummerSweets
from the Kroger Deli!
AVAILABLE 10 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.
Grade 'A' Wishbone

Gourmet

Turkey
Fried
Breast
Chicken
8 5499
$399 1 pieces

lb.

only
2 BREAST, 2 WINGS, 2 LEGS, 2 THIGHS

AVAILABLE ONLY ATSTORES WITH DELI/BAKERIES!
LIt'NFleffy

Vadetk

Glazed
Donuts

6 99C Freake
;lialr d
Relt
Cookies

inlet FIRS

Fried
Pies
10' Nome Stele Peace,Ceerre, Wool or

Apple
Ple

enti

sem CCakes
adocomhzit
II

a Maim of Maw

399
each

4

flee raePur-

Frail Babel

$269 Sandwich
Buns

a
West 2,41118Mo & a PM

mpg
.$489
994
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Double Cividirtint
EVERYDAY

50c
LIMIT

SAVE"Mal"Ire,
YOU

tini

•

An Varieties Duncan Hines

Layer Cake Mixes
18.5 oz.
pkg.

88

All Varieties 01111Call Mins

$129

Ready-To-Spread
Frostings

•MORE GROCERV SPE6ALS6
Vac Pac

Kroger
Coffee
lib

$199

ROZEr

Kroger 16 or. Multi-Crain
Bread or 13 or.

All Flavors Thirst Quencher

Multi-Grain
Muffins

251
100

For
MIX OR
C1111VMAIQ

can

Kroger

Cheese
Bits
1602.88C
bee
46,02.212SCRALLERS—.1111—,

Big Value 24 or. Apple or 32 oz

__CHOICE
YOUR

•ONE STOP SHOPPING e

Large Jumbo Pack

Huggies
Diapers
your $1899
choice

Capri
Sun

10 rt.
'kg

Grape
Jelly

32 or.
jar

Kellogg s

Pro-Grain
Cereal

13 6 ot
boo

Kellogg's
Nutrific

129 ar
box

Selects
At
---r -4 SUM

Surf
Detergent
•KOTEX PRODUCTS•
SO ct
Maxi
pkg $279
Profile

24 ct
Pllg

lightdays

26 ct
pkg

51291

Tampons

SO Cl
pkg

$279J

5279

Slim Select
Entrees
159
10 oz.
pkg.

Mla

Cob Corn

4 ear

pi

Citric Will 100', Pure Frame

Orange Juice

16 Di
Cl

Homestyle Waffles

¶1 01
pkg

Cat Cora "Hod Vetetables Grego Peas Kroger

Poly Bag Vegetables
7

5139
5119

Eem

01 50 OFF LABEL) RefIlOreS Dirt and Odors

cai

96 ct Medium or 64 ct

All Varieties 6 7 or. Natural Fruit Drieks

Cereal

Keufw
HUGGES

78C
5199
99c
$2"
$199

Budget Gourmet

32 or.
btl.

Smucker's Coatord

Fig
Bars
2
$300
for
Only

Gatorade
Liquid

40 01
11111

89c
5169

$
5
9
9

Freezer Pieezer

All Varieties

Alpo Dog
Food

14 oi
(MI

All Varieties Big Value

Sandwich
Cookies

24
4.

Assorted
Pops
2 3
00
24 ct.

37C
994

pkg.

Fresh TO You From...

The Kir°g 4-•

Vt.

California Thompson White

Seedless.
Grapes

California
Freestone Onenry

MOnterey

Red
Peaches

Miw Variety' Evropeark Style

Fresh
Mushrooms

POUnd

$oz pkg.

Little Gem
Lettuce

99c

head

51100
?kr

lb.
Dil nate luitbra

Ripe Pineapples
California Jumbo

Red Jim
Nectarines

•••••••II+14.

!AO

Calrfortia tea et

Black Plums
U.S. No. 1 All Purpose

d
.
lb

89C

5199 Velmrcie.
w Onions

88%.

Foe crop All Purpose

Red Apples

Assorted Colors

Red
Fresh Cut
Potatoes Gladiolus
15 lb.
large
bag S
2
"
bunch$
199

S
bag

5139

Assorted Totem

Pole
Plants
6"

$688

pot
PAGE 7HREE BS
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MEN

Only U.S.D.A.Choice
IEDAJDNBeef From Kroger!
U.S.DA Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless Untrimmed Whoiesale Cut

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly Farms
Family Pak Mixed Parts of

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed
Beef Boneless

Whole New Frying
Chuck
York Strips Chicken Pot Roast
pound

pound

pound

si
p
„

99
14/16 La
AVERAGE

TRSM
ELESS.'

11.S.O.A. Mika inis Fed Iset

URA.Cbulce Grob Foil Roof
TIIII-11011RISS.

RUA alOr
eiGnu
n send Dart
Resell

No York Strip Steaks 11.$458 Sirloin Tip Steak
Fmk Ptak

lb. 99C

Pork Roast
Old Fags

Country Sausage

FRESH LAMB"

Ihitly s Centre Sunned,Clime

'
1

U.S.D.A. Choice

Lamb Shoulder Ronst
ib$159

Sliced Rib Hate

Reelfoot

lb

Any Sire Pada,.

Kiel Cohou Celan Mod

U.S.D.A. Choice Lamb

Shoulder
Chops
$199

Lamb
Chops
498
lb

PR

lb

U S 0 A. Choice Lamb

Smoked Sausage
tykes

Sliced Bacon
bat IN% mow
Ground Chuck

1'7

Neill.

U.S.D A. Choice Half or

Sirloin
Chops

lb

lb

lb.

Wee 'A Molly ears Mein Pal

Leg-0
Lamb

Fryer Drumsticks

lb

rade A' Holly Farah Ube Pal
1b2

Fryer Breasts

199
lb5

lb.

89c
439

Sliced Bacon

12 or
/kg

If. Whey Smoked Sausage or

Polska Kielbasa

lb

Reg., Beef Of Hot

Bryan Hickory Crest

Boiled Ham

Whole Pond Raised

Fresh Catfish

$159

$199

$199

lb.

$159

Bryan Bologna
lb

$249 I

Serie N Save

Lunch Meats

lb

5139

COMPLETE!r COOKED DeWitt

Rib Eye Steaks

lb

Fresh

Previously Frozen

Ocean
Perch
Fillets

Orange
Roughy
Fillets

pound
$399 4
P und99 ;

5699

COMPLETELY COOKED Perdue Roasted

Cornish Hens

Sirloin Tip Roast Ili $2
"
evel
.51" reDerFranks
.5119
"
52

ofRESH SEAFOOD•—\

Turkey Wigs or

Turkey Drumsticks lb 59c

Pork Loin

i4"1111111-111111111111111

5139 CtwaiiPaulZsias 10439

Sausage Biscuits rhp:;i.

Pork Steaks
Chiiice Loin

$179
$168
$169
:14: $399
$389
$178

Pb $
199

3C`r;usliliwBftref

cCiflw
ilticed Bacon

t

(S LB. $05 OEM Dressed

lb $259

Whiting Fish

S.% 5395

VOW 2•23.

RollOuttheStars!
with Nabisco

Nabisco
Fudge Covered

Nabisco
Low Salt or Onion

Nabisco
Walnut Choc. Chip,
Banana Walnut or
Apple Walnut Raisin

Oreo Better Almost Home, Double Pr
ints
CoOkies Cheddars Cookies!
11
14 oz. pkg.

7 oz. pVg.

$259

oz. pkg.

$159

or

4"Super Prints

299

Enjoy more savingsfrom Kroger!
Mroge Individually Wrapped SIMS

Kroger Follmooil

Colby
Cheese

12 o2
pkg

g469 American
Cheese Food

Kroger

Pimento
Lcheese

$119
12
4

Kroger HIM Clieese

14 oz
tub

$409 Daisy

499

Cheddar

12 exp.
roll
• 15 exposure roll
• 24 exposure roll
• 36 exposure roll

$3.99
$5.99
$7.99

2 Sets of Standard Size Prints or 1 Set of Super Size 4- Prints from
110, 126, Disc or 35rran original color film only!
\
a IC 41 process only.)
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Lean

'LiteN

Saving's Saki
Lean on Jim Adams for Savings and Lite Diets.
More Values, More Savings, and Extra
Specials, Every Day. Save 10 to 30% Every
Day with the Lowest Total Meat Prices in Town.

Pe

460k gib
"
%
del

73% Lean
U.S. Choice•

PROCESS CHEESE
PAS TEURCE
remoiworfs
APIh

100% Pure
Ground Bees
3 lb. or 5

1144TiebZNA
Pa,4. a
Aaahaa"

41111
•
41Ib 01111114%, di •

• SINGLES
CS,

lb. Chub Pak

AMERICAN
PASTEURIZED PROCESS
CHEESE1000

7 DAY SALE • Prices good beginning Wednesday, Aug. 26, 1987, through Tuesday,
Sept. 1, 1987. We reserve the right to limit quantities and correct printing errors.

not
With this coupon
and $15-00°dd"
purchase
limit one couPon
per farhilY

io 10
.............
_
-------------------• ..............
.

COI .1PnNi

$30.00 purchase to redeem both 5...........................................................
lb. Sugar and Charmin.

a.

Sunshine SO lb.
11111-Pro Dog Food

Ronco
Spaghetti
7 oz.
Noodles
5 oz. Egg

99
Save: s1.14
Limit 2

Limit 6

KA • 12 Gallon

Lucky Leaf

Kraft* 18oz

Jumbo Roll

Orange Juice

48 oz. Apple Juice

Barbecue Sauce

Bounty Towels

Crinkle Cut or French Fry

Wheat Thins

Snack Crackers

2 lb. Ore-Ida

Nabisco• 12
oz. Chewy
or Regular
or Fudge
Stripe

Chips Ahoy
Cookies

Prairie`Farnis

vrosatir
too,"

Cissio
Snl
y all Curcl
COTAGE "
.
..ang

talia_00

{...as • fts,
v1.0.11-9
004
••,. man NT.

49

140*"
4 •0'

(0=1:'46441100

Saw*: 50`

ofistly*Ittp"
W.V.

0°
:2177:

111.1

Mt. Dew •
Pepsi Free
Peps1 Free Diet •

Pepsi or Diet
2 Liter

1

09
Save: 401

JI
ADA

valufresh meats
eat0,
Save 10 to ev
to

the lowest total everyday
meat prices
in town on
anteed quality
•u.S. CHOICE guar
meats.
• REALEAN
GRAIN FED BEE
•
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Lean Nil-He...Great For Stir Fry!
-

O\
O

USDA
CHOICE

411k.
QUALITY

GRADE A
FRESH CUT FRYERS

PORK

• ••

OM 000 ON

Ilmooloss, Folly Cooked

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed"

Louis Rich
Breast of Turkey

Sirloin Tip
Boneless Steak

f

$319
II.S. Choke•

100% Pure Ilea

•i% Lean
Ground Beef

trio"
Resnais "Select

Boneless Pork
tenderloin

3Ss.or Non

Lb.

Lb.
•
,
,,,,,AwAvA/42111
,

•

•

Tyson Skinless

Reelfoot "Select Trim

Boneless Fryer
Breast Fillets

Boneless
Pork Chop

$999

39

Lb.

:
1'
1411

Lb.

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Boneless Beef!

Lb.
IMRE.

5.

Dinirr
Grads A "Frosiscut Fryer"

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Beef

Leg Quarters

Cube Steak

Valupock

49c

Lb

Great For
After School
Snacks & Meals!
Double Your Money Boat
Jim Adams Georootoo To Too
We unconditionally guarantee all
meat bought at Jim Adams If you
are not satisfied with your meat purchase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
r•
to us.

Valufrosh Meats —

\t)
•••‘it
Jim Adams • 1 poond

Jim Adams "Premium"

Fry or Grill "Boneless"

Sliced Bologna

Sliced Slab Bacon
S 1 59
Lb.

Cod Fillets

$ I 79

"

.2

Volopock

Lbs279

4,
•

1

‘\1TIW'
41
11:
1
1i )

\1'

Apples
Cinnamon res'

Crop"
ennessee New

s

Delicious
yellow
Apples

-

syrup
cup grertarisew
boiling 'wafer
1!": cop
.ager
2 4 osp
trualt rird
• 1 rep
cmoususou sunal e s
,tv•kcIsinaretor
ire
7. t•es:p•oes

top of
,nch str,p from
onci peel 1
apples
app,es
for
stuff.ng
core
Prepare
,/•Lss'i, and
e1ectrtc
ro.sIns, sugar,
Arforge
Crurnbs, butter
tread
each,oppe. Comb,ne
Yloge.6er
b., r
Fttl cereer of
cancLes, slick
;led nu'Ineg
sugar'. conarnon
grenod,le •voler .
s1,11e1
syrup botls,
lernor,tu,ce Witter,
Colnor'non ood
&al at 250 1
temperature
50,,i,et se.
loOSte severo
core r
Dur.ng Pok,ng
0,sd open
to 25 rmoutes
15
obou.
Bake
tones 'n s,t up
0 IrMel
elect!
lender If,
app'es ore
cooked
O uefH
moy be
opptes
fetlovong soette
nu o00b
heat
ow
syrup over
co.,ered sk.Oet ore'
pour some of
method To ser.e.
serv ,rIgs
apples Makes 6

Good
eating Plump juicy freshness
for good
health! bursting with flav9ril

Lb.

Thompson • Seedless

California • Sno-White

White Grapes

Bud Cauliflower

Lb.

head

200 Ct.

Firm • Crisp

C

Green
Cabbage

-

6.99c

Juicy
Lemons

re-Cut
P10 ox.
w m
BiW
xg
Phil.59

;

Available in Stores
with Bakery-Deli
Fresh Baked Goodness!

•••1•110
'#

Novelty

',/4 Sheet

Fresh Mode

Deli Sliced

Decorated Cake

Turkey Breast

Cake Donuts

Cinnamon Rolls

$399
Lh.

each.

fe,

Froth Baked

Well fresh

Onion
Rolls

Potato
Salad

6,.99c

•••••••••,.....

c

Lh

99

lo"
Chocolate
Meringue Pie

$349

•i

•

/

-

shik•
„
•

SIP

PRAIRIE FARMS

ICE CREAM

89
GALLON
BUCKET

S9

or

"s.

4

'44
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•
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BOUNTY

LEMON

PAPER TOWELS

DASH

JUMBO ROLL

4129

420Z.

SHOWBOAT
i
K nACARON

I&

PORK N BEANS

CHEESE
7 1/4 OZ.

15 OZ.

LEIM

DA

VESS

EMPRESS

ASSORTED FLAVORS REGULAR

TUNA

KOOL AID

59

6.5 OZ. CAN
:nom
COUPON
PURINA 100

CAT
FOOD

6 OZ.

WITH COUPON BELOW
1

•

COUPON
ASSORTED FLAVORS REGULAR

KOOL AID
FOR

WCNOT

WITH THIS C
AT MG
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 311, ler

KRAFT STAN/AIM

Sc

10.9

1

WITH THIS COUPON AT HIS JOHNS
UNIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
COUPON EXPMES AUGUST 35 111117

KRAFT REGULAR OR UTE

KRAFT NICK & SPICY

NESTEA

MAYONNAISE!,

BAR-B-Q
SAUCE

INSTANT
TEA

...$1.49J1...$239j
1

.
h
.tallow.......,••••••••••••••.

DIET COKE, CHERRY COKE OR

(ra"re a
CLASSIC

COCA
COLA

Coke

LITER
BOTTLE

,.:Nommenor *Tel* 4*NOLInStier'r4M106"-':

NESTEA

TEA
BAGS
C
'Sar

RAZOR BACK

BROOKS

CATSUP

100% tea

100 CT.

LEMON (LIQUID 126 OZ.)OR POWDERED

DASH

$499

1470Z.

VESS
16 OZ.

$I 00
MB
FOR

PARADE

RAMEN
NOODLES,-

50z.5

r

SHAMPOO

15 OZ Amu FOR

CAT FOOD

$1 59
56 OZ. BAG

A6

IDOG FOOD

17
.41
RAMEN

$1 19
160Z.

A6

PARADE

RAMEN NOODLES

I

PURINA HI PRO
' BONUS BAG

30Z 5FOR1

HOW ABOUT CHINESE TONIGHT?

CHUN KING'S( CHICKEN, BEEF, SHRIMP,
, PEPPER STEAK. SWEET & SOUR)

HiPtv

00
FOR

KIDNEY BEANS

SUAVE

)
4

SUNSHINE

4

SODA POP

PARADE RED

CHOW MEIN
NOODLES
CHUN KING

30 $899

isiETERGENT

69
420Z.$2

CHUN KING CHOW MEIN

SOY SAUCE

50z.79c
QC

CHUN KING

BEAN SPROUTS

69c

16 OZ.

1591
320Z.

INI
lie

4

•

QUALITY MEATS BUIL
CORN KING

BON
HAI
HALF
$179

-74
*
HOLLY FARMS
MIXED CUT PARTS OR -

WHOLE BOSTON BUTT SLICED INTO

PORK
STEAKS

LEG
QUARTERS
EMGE HICKORY KING

SLICED BACON
EMGE REGULAR OR BEEF

WIENERS

LB.1

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

OHSE HOT LINK

159 SAUSAGE

3..429 BACON

$
120Z.

*20Z.$119 °
P0
HsELISH
•

SAUSAGE

•••

4..

••

$29
C

J LB.

u

REELFOOT REGULAR OR OLD FASHION

WIENERS

1:

P•.

CHEF'S PANTRY FU

Y COOKED

CHICK N FR1
STEAK

6

SLICED BACON
SMOKEDSAUSAGE
Li.
$169
FM SAMPLE
Mt.,FM., Al SAT.
11-5

A

'
11Ip••

...

31JILT OUR BUSINESS
4

CORN KING WHOLE

BONELESS
HAMS
HALF
$179

LB.

U.S. CHOICE BONE IN

ROUND
STEAK

ISER VALLEY

$1 29
12 OZ.

ULAR OR OLD FASHION

REELFOOT OLD FASHION

20 SWIFT BROWN & SERVE

CHUNK BOLOGNA

LB.$14"

MRS. WEAVER COLE SLAW OR
$1 29
120Z. Pi

LB.

POTATO SALAD

C

$1 49

SAUSAGE

80Z.

HORMEL CHEESE OR CHILI

140Z.97 FRANK & STUFF

t't

LB.

79

'ANTRY FULLY COOKED

ICKEN FRY
EAK
OUR
icRiinTURKEYS
LB.

79°

CORN KING SLICED

LUNCH MEATS
99c

120L

1

'ESH DAIRY PRODUCTS
PARADE
EVEAD'OLEO

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

i I CREAM CHEESE

LB.
•

KRAFT 1/2 MOON COLBY
CHEDDAR OR COLBY JACK

KRAFT LITE & LIVELY

SINGLES

rA71--.--J

SHARP

CHEESE

$169

$1 99
120Z.

(Az;

IP

lab

CRACKER
BARREL

10 OZ. BAR

'Pow-

8 OZ. BAR
3111111111111111111111111111111101111111111F-

KRAFT PHILLY SOFT OR LIGHT

$

CREAM CHEESE

8 OZ.

29

L

KRAFT SHREDDED MOZZARRELLA OR CHEDDAR

CHEESE

BONUS PACK

$1 59
100z.

QUALITY
FROZEN FOODS
..
'Ne2166
.
105i- . :It-Mir
.-

-.

vele:4P'.; -4111/11110telts&W

Pet-tritz's Banana La Creme Pie

PET RITZ DEEP DISH

$1 19

PIESHELLS

2 CT. PKG.

MI

LA CREME

WHIPPED
TOPPING

$119

8 OZ.

PET-RITZ Deep Dish Pie Crust Shell, baked
and pie filling
package(3 oz )banana pudding
._
cup milk
container (8 oz) LA CREME Whipped Topping
with Real Cream, thawed
2 medium bananas
I
I
I
I

Prepare pie filling using I cup milk Fold in 11
/
2 cups whipped lopping Slice bananas
into Wired, cooled pie shell Pour filling over bananas Chill several hours, until set Just
before serving top with remaining whipped topping Serves 8

..2:
Pel
...
:
11
(ii
4
.

C
./..--7—
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. ntGelSids

4teet

11
.
11

I
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TONY'S MICROLITE

NEW FROM KEEBLER

PIZZAS

ELFIN LOAVES

7'. OZ.

169

99
6 COUNT

•••••

rr•

a
44.

YOU SAVE MORE WITH
BONUS CERTIFICATES!
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

FOLGER'S FLAKED

1 1 COFFEE

DOZEN

11.5 OZ.
BAG

WITN ONE FILLED CERTIFICATE

WITH ONE FILLED CERTIFICATE

KRAFT

JIFFY

BAR-13-Q SAUCE

CORN MUFFIN MIX

18 OZ.

8'2 OZ.

I

van ONE FILLED CERTIFICATE
.041Filp -

10

HURST DRY GREAT NORTHERN OR

DISH LIQUID

PINTO BEANS
1 LB. BAG

WITH ONE FILLED CERTIFICATE

MTh ONE FILLED CERTIFICATE

COTTONELLE

BATH TISSUE
/

•

•

IPMI OK MED CERTIFICATE
•

90

f

1.4

'

Mao

•

•

FINE QUALITY FRESH
FR ITS 41 VEGETABLES
LARGE SIZE JOHN BROWN

•

WATERMELONS

0,

EACH

GARDEN FRESH 44.„

CAOC
'S

CARROTS

MUSHROOMS

LB. BAG

I
(YELLOW ON NS
NO 1 GRADE

8 OZ. PKG.
44_

FANCY

GREEN PASCAL

GREEN PEPPERS

CELERY

c
4.99

69'

20.3.'249

ADVFIIITMOIC fTUI POIK V(ah of the,. •10•••
data or* torposol Ifs b• rooally malabl• I..,al• o ...l. Ili MN.
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0000go
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OW.is. •••.I•• roma. tra b• ateptal por glom

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
NOME SOLD TO DEALERS

•

11

CALIFORNIA EXOTIC

KIWI FRUIT
EACH

NO. 1 GRADE ALL PURPOSE

RED POTATOES .

t•

LB. BAG

3FoR99
CHECK OUT BIG JOHN
QUALITY FRESH FOR FINE
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

AD GOOD IN ALL BIG JOHN STORES WEEK AUGUST 24 TIM AUGUST
30, EXCEPT
METROPOLIS AUGUST 74 THRU SEPT 1, AND EXCEPT MURRAY AND
FULTON
AUGUST 26 THRU SEPT 1

1

RUST

141197 NI!:

Our 19.97 Ea. Round roll bags of nylon with
top zipper, 2 side pockets, more. Perfect for
gym clothes, school use. Choice of colors.
Sold in Sporting Goods Dept

LER FROM THE MAKERS OF

25°"°

Wransler

CourEntireSt?c
je
Onfs
ka
Our Regular
7.97-14.97

RUSTLER

For Men, Boys, Girls

Sret.Sterrerne
Fire Elette,

LUN:t
Bags
kW

•

-Fri's,:
4 rig,
Load P,
III

2.22 4.97

Save
28%

Sale Price. Combination padlock
with stainless-steel
case, black dial.

Our 6.97.6 prs.
men's tube socks.
Fit sizes 10-13
6 Prs. Boys"' .. 4.47

1500D

1.78 770
Sale Price Ea. Peanut butter in choice
of creamy or crunchy variety. 18 oz."
t Imo 2 •Nel

•Dvtaft1111:0
ac041.11:•411 Pot icy
.
. . •
.
•.
.
....

Sale Price Pkg. 100
lunch bags with selfstanding flat bottom
Great K mart value!

88'

For

Sale Price Pkg. 50
recloseable sandwich bags for lunches and more

Sale Price. Report
covers or porffolios
in choice of colors
and styles 8 :x11

96°

VISA

54444,9Pte

EGO ON SALE WED., AUG. 26 THRU TUES., SEPT. 1

•.

1 (1 & 3 5 E XC F L A & 7 20) PROG 6 0

tra

T

I.

•

•

1:17

sal

Our 12.97. Boys' crewneck fleece tops of polyester/cotton in sporty color combinations S-M-L.

s

Our 10.97. Boys'fleece
pants of quality polyester/cotton in choice of
sporty solid colors. S-M-L.

I ;I.11 31\ I

7.22

%OFF
SAFE PASSAGE'

Our 8.97-9.97. Boys' jerseys or cotton
flannel shirts. Striped jerseys in varied
colors, styles: S-M-L. Buffalo-plaid flannel
shirts with button-down collar: sizes 8-18.

Our Reg
5 97-14 57

Jr. boys' Garanimals coordinates. Mix
and match handsome shirts with fleece
or twill pants of quality polyester/cotton.
Choice of colors. Sizes 4-7 4.47-10.92
Styles may vary by store'

21

Girls' P
pants(
back-t
rics in(
Styles show

11
IL

3
Our 13.97. Jr.
boys' sweaters of
carefree acrylic.
Colors. Sizes 4-7.

Our 16.97. Boys'
Jacquard-style
sweaters. Varied
colors. S-M-L*

Styles may vary by store

•f it boys sizes 8-18

4.88 7.88
Our 6.97. Jr. boys'
knit shirts of polyester/cotton. Varied styles. Sizes 4-7.

Our 9.97. Jr. boys'
acrylic fleece
shirts in varied
prints. Sizes 4-7

Styles may vory by store

$9

Our 11.
of soft(
Our 12.1
In Sizes

ru
SPECIAL 4 MAIL-IN OFFER.
,
ac
wear And Rocohre A $4 Check Good Toward Your Next Purchase Of
Fruft Of The Loorn Underwear At K mart.$ee Store For Details.

,;110v •
,

'711Iftry .`sA
••• • )

•
..••
••
.• ;••4•401(Z
•
t
r •gor
17:

$6

2
Pkgs.

FAUCrigF i IfIT)

Our 3.97 Pkg. Boys' 3pack briefs; cotton with
elastic waist White 4-16
3-pack T-shIrts*, 2 Pkgs. $7
-um SIN XL
2(1-5&7-19)PROG 6/6

INN

$C1
2
Pkgs. II/
Our 4.97 Pkg. Boys' 3pock fashion briefs of
quality cotton with elastic
waist Colors S-M-L-XL

SAVE ON DISNEY BACK-TO-SCHOOL GEAR

%0FF

25

Our Reg
4 47-8 97

Children's Disney accessories. Parkas in
sizes 4-6X, wipe-clean vinyl smocks, umbrellas, backpacks or totes in variety of styles
with Disney-character prints Make K mart
your back-to-school savings store' 3.35-6.72

51

Our 7.4
handb
quality
of lates.

•

•

•

cv

WoOFF
Our Regular
8.97-14 97
Girls' N.G. Kids coordinated separates. Back-to-school
group includes smartly styled sweaters. tops and pants
constructed of carefree fabrics in variety of vibrant colors
Sweaters, sizes S-M-l*: tops and pants. sizes 7-14. 6.27-10.47

e,.

•F(t sizes 7-14

HG*144-

5

WOOFF
Our Peg
6 97-12 97
Girls' Noah's Ark coordinated separates. Tops, sweaters.
pants or skirts in selection of adorable styles she'll love for
back-to-school wear. Quality constructed of carefree fabrics in choice of popular colors Sizes 4-6X .... 5.22-9.72

Our 6.97-7.97 Ea. Casuals.
Tops or pants in toddler
boys or girls' 2-4. Selection
of colors. Save today

StYles shown OM ,eVesenlative or group

Mode In USA
1111411111111141114....
,
6
'
...1111111111411
/

CYOOFF
USA
Our Peg
Jr .0....
6 97-9 97
Girls' cute character-print
dorm shirts. Polyester in
choice of pretty colors. Sizes
4-14. Save now 5.22-7.47

5

vs'
Our N.97. Girls' fleece sets
of soft acrylic in sizes 4-6X
Our 12.97, Acrylic Fleece Sets
In Sizes 7-14
$10

2.22

USA

Our 2.79-2.99. Girls' 3pack panties of nylon or
cotton Choice of styles
and colors Sizes 4-14

Doll not Include()

5.97
Our 7.97-8.97 Ea. Fashion
handbags constructed of
quality fabrics in selection
of latest styles and colors

'2

3.44

Your Choice

Our 4.97-5.97. School bags in selection of fashion-right
colors and sporty styles including totes and backpacks
Some with zipper pockets. double handles and snap closures Spacious bags hold books, lunches and much more

1

.88 Your Choice

Our 2.97. Girls' fashion accessories including cotton
canvas totes, nylon or vinyl handbags and a selection of
Sasson ° elastic or bonded leather belts* All in a variety of
up-to-date styles and colors for any fashion combination
•5 ma ono t.P
3A (4 5&12 1418'18 20) FROG 6 6

.
V

'Onr

.
-

;.-

44

•

-4:11

Wo OFF
Our
11.97-21.97

Jessica Scott:

Jessica Scott coordinates. Add to your wardrobe with
scene-stealing tops, blouses, sweaters, jackets, pants or skirts
of carefree fabrics. Available in misses' sizes 8-18, S-M -L. You
won't want to miss the savings
8 37-15.37
Styles shown ore tepresentot,e ot gro,,o

LAI
MADO

US

It mem

% OFF

0

Our
10 97-17 97
Women's separates. Tops in
flattering styles, sizes 38-44.
Skirts or pants in various
styles, 32-42 ,
7.67-12.57

% OFF

25

Our
9 97-26 97
Men's sweaters are a wardrobe necessity for the
upcoming season. Choose from our large selection
of crew-, V-neck, vest or cardigan styles to complement your favorite tops and pants
. 7.47-20.22

1

•
Sale P
trol-to
in miss
Mif or

Ilyies shown ore re resentotNe Of group

; !•‘/

% OFF

25

Our
12 97-15 97
Tops or pants. Choice of
cotton/acrylic fleece tops,
or pull-on knit pants
S-M-L
9.72-11.97

12.88

a

Save

id •
I.1

STEEPLECHASE

Our 16.97 Ea. Men's Steeplechase long-sleeved
shirts are great for many occasions. Choose
several from our wide variety of fashion colors. Shop
today and find the savings you want at K mart.

Our 2.4
size pa
choice
Sizes L,

,
CY4:03
:
0
09

r•••••-..••

8.44
Our 11.97-12.97. Cozy dorms with
screen prints, matching foot warmers S-M-L and one size Ms all

3.501rWrangler 2.33
Our 4.77-5.77. 3-pock panties
of CaptIva • nylon in misses' sizes
5-7 or women's 8-10. Value'

Our 2.97 Ea. Men's fashion briefs
in choice of prints or solid colors
S-M-L. Quality briefs for less

.
rt

18.66

Save

RUSTLER

7.

—Z47"

Our 22.97. Men's Rustier Jackets of stonewashed cotton with
today's popular western styling

Our 10
Photo,
suede

• Abed Corp [log Mr

4 (1 -20) PROG 6/6
•
•,-rIP

fir

1

grorglow

k orkere

Save 24%

Save 35%

1.49 2.47 2.57
Sale Price Ea. Control-top panty hose
in misses sizes P/M.
WI, or queen size

t2

Save 28%

1.78

Our 2.48 Ea. Queensize panty hose in
choice of shades.
Sizes L, XL, XXL.

Our 3.27 Pkg. 3
prs. misses'
anklet socks of
cotton Fit 8-11' 2

Our 3.97 Pkg.6
prs. knee-hi's in
choice of colors,
Fit misses' 81/2-11,

Save 35%
2$
Prs.

Save 29%

Our 78C Pr. Kneehi's in choice of
shades. Fit queen
sizes 81/2-11.

Our 3.67 Pkg.6
prs. children's
tube socks. Fit
4-51
/
2, ó8l/2.

Save 27%

7.90

7.90
10.97 Pr. Girls' Barbie
aerobic shoes with padded
collar Sizes 9-3 White
Our

8.90

Our 12.97 Pr. Women's fashion
step-ins with soft cushioned insole for
all-day comfort. In black or tan.

Save 38%

2.57

Save 27%-43%
Our 10.90-13.97 Pr: Child's
Photon joggers of nylon/
suede Boys' 9-3, Black.

Save 31%

6.90

Our 10.97 Pr. Women's cross-strap
step-ins. Perfect with all your casualwear. In black, a go-with-all color.

Save 35%

.90

Our 15.97 Pr. Women's fashion booties. Quality constructed for long wear.
In black, a wonderful go-with-all color.

1

12.90Punui
Our 19.97 Pr. Women's aerobic shoes
with comfort-cushioned collar and
insole. In white with light blue trim

9.90Save

61E90 Save 43%

Our 29.97 Pr. Genuine leather hightop basketball shoos with padded
insole and rubber cup sole

Our 19.97 Pr. Jogging shoes of ny
Ion and genuine suede-leather with
podded tongue. collar and insole
SA (4-68112-14)PROG 6/6

of:71
••••

•

OMB

AO
,

25'

Our Reg.
3.66-18.57
Entire collection of tier curtains in a variety of attractive and decorative styles to complement any room in your home. Our large selection
includes tailored or ruffled tiers and cape cods of easy-care fabrics.
Choose from a wide spectrum of great colors, patterns or prints. Be sure
to shop early for the best selection. Another excellent value from
K mart
America's Favorite Store
2 74-13.92

.97 15.97 63

Sale Price Pr. 50x84""Catherine"
draperies of polyester/acrylic.
50x63- Draperies
75x84- Draperies
100x84'' Draperies
100x84" 1-way Draw
Mt may or

Pr., 8.97
Pr., 19.97
Pr., 26.97
Ea., 29.97

Available in brown natural

Our 19.47 Pr. 48x84" Supertex
draperies of rayon/acetate. Choose
flax, spice, coffee, blue, rust.
Our 15.57, 48x63"

Our 33.97, 72x84"
Our 44.97, 96x84"

Pr., 12.97
Pr., 27.97
Pr., 36.97

Sale Price Ea. I
men or women
brakes with extr
seat, easy-to-gt
Provides hours c
from K mart .
Assembly Is extra

V
.

'

41i

1.37

Save 2 /0

Our 1.89. "High Hat" kitchen towels
of absorbent cotton/polyester 16x25

Our 1.29, 7x7 Potholdw
Our 1.29, 13x13 Dishcloth
Our 1.99, 10x6" Oven Mitt
Our 2.77, 15x5" Ti. Towel

97C
97C
1 47
2 27

2.88

%OFF

Say
42%

Our Reg
Low Prices

Our 4.97. 25146""Charm" bath towels
of heavyweight looped cotton terry for
extra absorbency Wide array of colors
to complement many bath decors

Our 1.97, 13x13" Washcloth
Ow 3.97, 16x26" Hand towsol

30

118
1 88

"Violets" percale sheet sets of no-iron
600/0 cotton/40% polyester Delicate
floral print with lace ruffled trimming
Our 19.97, TwIn-size Sh**t Sot*
13.97
Our 29.97, Full-slzo Sho•t Sot" . . 19.97
Our 39.97, iluswn-sizis Sh•et Set,'• 26.97

• hat I nned I crillcwc axe

6/7A-3( 4 )PROG 6/6

"Wen 2 pillow, own

15.8

Save
43%

c
g

Our 27.97. Super-si
bed sheet set of no
polyester Unique gl
brightens. enhances

gle* "Comet" vial
ron 500o cotton/50
w-in-the-dark pattf
any bedroom dec

Our 29.97, ilumsn- Or
Our 49.97, Qusoon/Kin

Ing-siso*
1
Comforter
3
ftert lop 106.00 aryl 2 relawral

•inciorfes tosoorl trot krn

xor

ci4

•I.

7 63.88

lex
Choose

r., 12.97
r., 27.97
r., 36.97

Sale Price Ea. Unassembled. 26" 10-speed bike for
men or women Each features dual-position caliper
brakes with extrension levers, comfortable saddle
seat, easy-to-grip handlebars, and gumwall tires
Provides hours of riding enjoyment. A excellent value
from K mart. . America's Favorite Store Shop now'
extra

•

68.88 86.88
Sale Price Ea. Unassembled. 20" bicycles.
Choice of girls "Fancy Free" hi-rise bike with
chrome stem, white bag, or boys' "Team
Murray 2000" BMX Track Certified bike Each
features easy-to-grip handles, comfortable
seat and gumwall tires Quality and value!
AssemUy

Sale Price Unassembled. Boys' 20""Team
Murray 4000" disc bike features front and
rear caliper brakes. racing saddle. laid-back
seat post, nylon pad kit and platform pedals
Track Certified. Designed to take the thrills
and spills adventuresom
counter

eovo

,s 430,c

11119****1111011.

I
•
Super-si
I set of no
Unique gl
enhances
Ammon- Or
Qu**n/KIn
6nrn srtwo. ,14

Save
43%

USA
monen!

gie* "Comet" waterron 50% cotton/50°6
win-the-dark pattern
any bedroom decor
Ing-siz**
19.88
Comfort*,
34.88
MAKI'',shoes rwr 2 poiroccron

3 $1 1.87
Pkgs.

Sale Price Pkg. 7
No. 2 poric IIs for
school or home
Yellow or hot colors
A.40 rn.rry vcry

Sale Price Pkg. 64
Crayola crayons for
coloring fun Great
back-to-school buy'

2$
For
Sale Price. Safety
scissors for quick
and easy cutting'
In choice of colors

19' 4.337.47
Sale Price Pkg. 5
pencil eraser tops at
a K mart value price
Shop and save now'

Sal. Price Ea. Lunch
box with handy 1/?
pint Thermos bottle
Great K mart Value'

Sale Price. Carrying
bag with insulated
compartment,
pocket,/
1
2-pint bottle

Shop K mart For All Your Back-To-School Supplies

•

••••

11%

YOUR
CHOICE

18
Our 89.97 Ea. Hoover upright
vacuum cleaner features 4-postion rug adjustment, steel agitator, 4 8 amp motor, headlight.
Our 93.97 Ea. Spirit canister
vacuum with powerful 2.2-PHP
motor and triple-filter air system
Complete with attachments.
34393 i.,fprigttlt)

39.846.

-5•00
Your Net Cost
34.88 After Rebate

53253 (oonisterl

Use Our
Layaway!

Bissel 3-way vacuum performs
as a stick vac, hand vac and
tank vac with 2 speeds. Attachments, reusable filter included.
3037 1

18.88
4.

K mart
Sale Price
Less Mfr 's
Rebate

16.66

Sale Price. Automatic coffee
and beverage maker brews up
to 12 ozs of coffee or hot water.

Sale Price. Light'n Easy iron
with spray, steam and dry settings; fabric guide, 27 vents

DC N15

F393

Rebate iirnitea to rntt s stipulation

9.78a23 18.88
Sale Price. Regal Poly Perk 8cup coffee maker regulates
brewing and keeps coffee hot!
I( 75013WH

Sale Price. 4-cup electric deep
fryer conveniently cooks or
browns fresh or frozen foods
1703 07

Sale
80 el
write
mem
6 648

4

Sale
Dual
card
.MC800

MC900

•

13.97 's(c.T:P"rce
Less Mfr 's

-5•00 Rebate
00 Less Addittonal
-5• Factory Rebate

15.33

Your Net Cost
3•9/ After Rebate

Our 18.97. Sunbeam Hot Shot
beverage maker heats 2 cups of
water. Auto-shut off

Conair Pro 1250 hair dryer with
2 speeds and 4 heat settings
Helps dry hair with less heat.

17076

0650

8-2(3.4)PROG 6/6

Rebates lorro**1 to rnfr s sttpulatton

•

Clairol Style Setter includes 20
rollers in 3 sizes and compact
carrying case with handle
20•

Robot* itrtvtori to mft s stipuerthon

Sale Price. 110 pocket camera
with built-in flash for great pictures indoors or outdoors,
Ratty/nes not Included

9

Sale I
culati
displc
H 4151A1

-

11-

sq.

57.88
A. Sale Price. Trimline
1300 phone for desk/wall
Tone/pulse switchable
5,.02 50225

YOUR CHOICE

-0"410

39.88
B. Sale Price. Traditional
Selectable wall phone.
Tone/pulse switchable signal
5832' 58320

C. Sale Price. Trimline
phone for desk/wall use
one/pulse switchable
10234 5025C 5022'

D. Sale Price. Traditional
Selectable desk phone
with tone/pulse signal
58332 58333

133 149
Sale Price. DeVille
80 electronic typewriter with full-line
memory correction.

Sale Price. Electronic typewriter
with triple pitch, letter-quality printing.

61648

PA3100

C.

Er Sale Price. Cordless
phone has up to 1500 *
range. Desk/wall mount.
59404 .4ange con •edcr. ond may e.ceed

500 0 cleoenchng u0on ooe,crt•no condtons
Tone pulse

4.97
Sale Price Ea. Calculators.
Dual-powered or solar creditcard model. 8 digits, memory.

?ep

89.88

8

Sale Price. Hand-held printing
calculator with 10 digits and
independent memory.

KMC80008 Isola battery powefed)
KMC90008 fcredt cord model)

Sale Price. Scientific calculator. 54 functions 8 digit
display Includes wallet

Ora

14.88

Sale Price. Scientific 10-digit
calculator performs 56 functions With memory, textbook
E 506AB

T135Pld5 8o11e

onctuded

Bonenes nourded adapters eod

Sale Price. Business/financial
calculator helps analyze
effects on income, more
81)5 *818

Sale Price. Hand-held printing
calculator with memory. 10digit LCD display, and more

Botter.as included

14.97".... 2988
Sale Price. Scientific calculator features memory, LCD, carry
case, guidebook

19.88

29.88

Sale Price. Scientific calculator with built-in statistical
functions, memory, more
TI 554It

Baeenes Included

Ronenes included

92(4-6)PROG 6/6
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_ $4

CLOSET

0
et s
Less W

MAID'

$44 -Aou
t,e,r Net CPebatoes,
Closet organizer to fit 8 to 10 closets. Helps
reduce closet clutter and increase hanging
and storage space in closet. Hardware
included. Another excellent K mart value.
16)0

Rebate 11,000 .0

'2,4

S ShPuP0'.0
,

TOO
Sale•
,,ce

M'S

—52
$Z

'ess
eoct:
YOU! Net Cost
Ame,Rebate

Closet organizer to fit 5' closets features tape
'n drill pattern for quick installation.
'605 Rebate lornitea to rrItr s shoulation

34 KAT.•,,ce
—

^ .ess Nift 5
,
RetxPe

$31 -4,
et Cost
,0ef
Li,•44,
Sale Pi
with 3 r
partmE
wing st

Closet organizer for 5' to 8 closets. Allows
ventilation and visibility of clothes
1008 Rebate tunne0 to mtr s sfipuiahon

Sold In Spao

Save 28%
Our 6.96 Ea. 2' organizer shelf,
or Add-A-Basket. Units ideal for
creating extra storage space
102) rsheii) 80'

bOSYP,

$6

Save 24%

Our 7.96. 3' organizer shelf of
heavy, durable steel rod construction Quick installation
1031

7

6.88

Save 21%

Save 36%

Our 8.96. 4' organizer shelf
adds storage space or replaces
existing wooden shelves Value!

Our 10.88.6-outlet power strip with 6' cord
and ground breaker. Ideal for home or workshop multiple plug-ins. K mart quality and value

04'

Id
Our 19
travel,
Our 19.'
Our 36.
Sold n Spao

sh & BSI Insh & Can
Interior Latex

mi-Gloss

6.97

Save
30%

Our 9.97 Gal. Interior semigloss paint in whites, colors.
custom tints Especially suited for
hard-to-clean areas.

Custom 0mtr..0 0vrisklble 01,
0 swim cast
10 (1.1

78120) PROG 6/6

nterior Latex

Flat
Save
.i 37%
Our 7.97 Gal. Interior flat paint
in white, fade-resistant colors for
walls, ceiling white. Cleans up
with soap 'n water. K mart value'

Latex
.r/I.
Flat

6.9736%

Save

Our 10.97 Gal. Flat latex porch
and floor enamel.
Our 13.97, 011-based Porch And
Floor Point
Gal., 8.97

10.88

Sale Price. 5-tior shelf unit of
quality-constructed metal Ideal
for workshop. basement or
garage 1 2x30x60' size

7
Sale Pi
4 Ton
6 Ton.
12 Ton

116

II

• mart irearres an
Ammunition Policy
7of.los sod mortis/moon am
sold .t. St, COMpilanOt toth
Fecattal Stale aod local lows
All purchases must be paled
up in pat son

199.97
A. Sale Price. Ranger semiautomatic shotgun* with walnut stock,
modified choke and 28" barrel.
Choice of 12- or 20-gauge model
Sold in Spouting Goods Dept

Remington aPtiOil
WINCNISTEA.
1111110, 7"."1/
CAT 22

99'
Sale Price
Pkg..22-cal.
L.R. ammo*.

279.97
B.870 pump shotgun* with Rem
choke and 28" barrel. 12 gauge.
Get ready for the season with a
value-priced shotgun from K mart.

5.97

15.97
Sale Price. Hunting seat
with 3 roomy storage compartments and handy carrying strap. Camouflage.

Sale Price Ea. Case-n-Seat in
choice of 46" case for scope rifles
or 52" case for shotguns. Choice of
lengths, camouflage colors.

Sold n Spotting Goods Dept

14.97029.97 9.97

Save
23%

Our 19.97-36.97. Luggage selection includes pieces for
travel, business trips, vacations, weekends and more.
Our 19.97, Tote ... 14.97;
Our 29.97, Carryon .. 22.97
Our 36.97, Pullman
29.97
Sold in Sporting Goods Dept

Our 12.97 Ea. Folding
hunting knives with camouflage nylon sheath.
Quality hunting accessory.
224.P 040

Sold In Spotting Goods Dept

4.97 24.97
Sale Price. Men's camouflage T-shirts of cotton/
polyester mesh in choice
of green Of brown. Save!

Sale Price Pkg. Seat covers for bench- or bucketstyle seats Choose from
variety of popular colors

Sold in Sportlng (=nods Depi

NAtr

vo'N

7

Salo Price. Bottle Jack.
4 Ton
997
6 Ton
12.97
12 Ton
24.97

Our 17.97 Set. 4 car mats
In choice of transparent
vinyl, or rubber in choice
of complementary colors

Sale Price Ea. Air filters in
sizes for many U.S. and
foreign cars. Save on
quality air filters today!

Sale Price Ea. Carryout.
Heavy-duty shocks with
ail-weather fluid. Sizes for
many U.S. cars. Save now!

SAA may way

*limited wartonty details in store

Sale Price Ea. Carryout.
Monro-Matic Plus shocks
for many U.S. and import
cars. Gas charged.

Installolson available in stores Itoth SAMOCO

HA (4-68t14)PROG 6/6
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DOORBUSTERS

41—PL=s;
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SMEç
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Fre
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tji
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pecit

88
'

2
For

Sale Price. Hershey's
Big Block candy bars in
varieties. 2-2.8 oz'

2.38
Sale Price Ea. Nutcracker
cashews and peanuts;
honey roasted. 11 oz*

• Ne•

&Pi*
once

)6'r)lsri•c
z6
)
"
g_ _P IF_ FS ata
PUFFS

2
$4
Pkgs. I

1.07
Sale Price. Brinkman's
apple juice. Refreshing
family drink. 64 fl. oz.

Sale Price. Pkg. of 300
cosmetic puffs. Ideal for
removing makeup

59'

Sale Price Pkg. 140, 1-ply
luncheon napkins.
12x13 1/4" approx. size
Mfr moy vary

brnit 2 poogs

It
,.cOS
41111

4
78
.
Sale Price Ea. Instant
shave cream. Regular,
lime, aloe or sensitive skin.

Sale Price. Styling gel in
convenient pump dispenser. 8-oz. net wt.

41

t ill
*
.

L -'

Sale Price Pkg. 4 bars
bath soap. 4.5-oz.-net-wt.
bath-size beauty bars

Sale Price. Box of 18
soap pads of hard-working steel wool. Value!

Sale Price. Spic & Span.
All-purpose household
cleaner. 27-oz. net wt

.3uto bod.

UNDER
:"..eren '•

7:'-od,Cieos SC o-

autD th-c:•

UNDER
COATIN6'..
itadeossoof
Buy 3 Tapes And
Receive) 80 Mfr Rebate
Deices on gore

.
Save28%

1.57

77

Sale Price. Undercoating.
Helps prevent rust and
deaden sound. 20 oz*

Our 1.07 Ea. Magic
Match ill yarn of 2-ply
olefin/acrylic. 3-oz* skeins.

•,,4e, ooe

Seed

Au10 Dep,

3.9
Sale Price Ea. Blank VHS
videotape. T-120, with 2-,
4 6 hi recording.

•,
1 1431 wI

1.87
Sale Price. Twin-pock AIcon saline solution for
sensitive eyes. 12 fl. oz.

Sale Price Ea. Primer in
grey, black or red for car
or shop use. 11 -oz. net wt.
timit

2

Sold1 In Auto CO

FILM DEVELOPING
SPECIAL

EvEREAD

DOUBLE
PRINTS
2 COLOR PRINTS OF
EACH NEGAllVE
12 Ex),
(24 prints)

1.57
Sale Price Ea. Prestone
brake fluid for cars,
trucks, buses 12 fl. oz

68° Save
29%

77°47%

Our 96C. 2-pack all-purpose batteries. Choice of
"C-" or "D-" cell batteries

Our 1.46. 9' polarized
extension cord for indoor
use White or brown

1.99
Sale Price Roll. Color
film. 110/24* or 135/24*
2-pock 15-•xp. Disc Film, 3.67
•tso 100 len*, 3 roils

1111111111i'

SPECIAL SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE
12-2(414816)PROG 6/6
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15 Exp.(30 prints) . .. 3.89
24 Exp.(48 prints) .. 5.79
27 Exp.(54 prints)* .. 5.79
36 Exp.(72 prints) .. 7.99
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LAST WEEK OF OUR BRA, BRIEF, BIKINI SALE.
,„
SAVE20 STOCK UP NOW ON YOUR FAVORITE STYLES.

II Sale 4.40 Reg 5 50 Young
junior seamless bra with a
flattering low plunge AA-B

Sale 8.40 Reg. 10.50. Smooth
Expressions' seamless
molded contour cup bra

Sale 5.80 Reg. 7.25. Front
hook Nice 'N Spicy" bra
Nylon lace upper cups

SA

Fleec
class
assorl

1 Sale 6.40 Reg. $8. T-back
bra of stretch cotton Lycra"
spandex Front closure.

Sale 1.43 Reg. 1.79. Tailored
combed cotton bikini. Choose
white, nude, colors. S,M.L

Sale $2 Reg. 2.50. Dip front
cotton bikini with covered
elastic legs and waist.

1 Sale 1.80 Reg. 2.25. Nylon
hiphugger with stretch lace on
the waist and leg. S,M,L.

Sale 1.60 Reg. $2. Satin-look
Antron" Ill nylon bikini. Cotton
lined panel. S,M,L.

Sale 1.80 Reg. 2.25. San,Terry stretch nylon bikini.
Cotton terrycloth panel

20% OFF
Sale 1.35 Reg. 1.69 pr. Sheer Toes" regular pantihose
with Flexxtra" nylon leg and cotton panel. S,A,L.
Sheer Toes' queen size pantihose, Reg. 1.89 Sale 1.51

25% OFF
Sale 2.99 Reg. 3.99, pkg. of 3. Cuffed sport socks of
cotton/nylon terry. In white, solids or stripes.
Cotton/nylon crew socks, pkg. of 3, Reg. 4 75 Sale 3.56

SA

Fleeci
Cotton
pants I

2

SAVE2

TO

% TOPTO BOTTOM SALE
Young men look their casual best in a stonewashed cotton shirt from
Tomato" or our soft cotton sheeting shirt. Pair them with cotton twill
suspender slacks or Bugle Boy" cotton cargo pants.

SA\

Percentages oft represent savings on original prices.

20% OFF
Gym wear. Save on a selection of regularly priced, brand
name tees in polyestercotton. Assorted athletic shorts, too.
Plus acrylic/nylon crew or tube socks. Men's sizes.

SPECIAL BUYS
Back packs. Special Buy 4.99. Kids nylon back pack
•Special Buy 12.99. Extra large back pack of heavy
nylon Front organizer, adjustable shoulder strap

•

—

•t
•

1

sAvEarT033

0/,
SWEATERS IN LUSCIOUS FALL COLORS
•.• sale 11.99 Reg $18 The
essence of fall sweatering captured in our Shaker
knit Johnny collar pullover of ramie cotton Misses sizes
Misses acrylic popcorn stitch V-neck pullover Reg $26 Sale 19.99

SALE 21.99
Fleece sweatshirts. Reg. $24,$26. Juniors step right to the head of the
class in these comfortable polyester cotton sweatshirts. Choose from an
assortment of screen prints and solid styles Sizes S,M,L.

'
•

SALE 7.99 each
Fleece separates. Reg. 9.99.
Cotton acrylic fleece tops and
pants for juniors, misses

SPECIAL 21.99
Juniors' fleece jackets. Special
Buy. Polyester fleece jackets,
hooded or funnel collar styles

-(t)i

2

SAVE

/0 TO

%BASICS

NOT SO

COLORS

IN
The best in basics from Royal Comfort'
otton crewneck tees, briefs
B soft cotton
and pocket polos in basic white and terrific colors Plus Track & Court*,
Nike • and Royal Comfort' athletic and casual socks

Percentages off repreeerd eyeing* on regular prime

Royal Comfort* crewneck tees. Reg. 3/10.50 Sale 6.40
Royal Comfort* cotton bnefs. Reg 348 Sala 6.40
Royal Comfort* cotton pocket polo, Reg $7 Sale 5.60
Royal Comfort* cotton nylon socks. Reg 2 50 pr Sale 3:1.99
Track & Court* and Nike* crew and tube socks also on sale
•

•
5
r

sowernomor••••••

•"k:

I.

111111.11
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SPECIAL
SPORT SHIRT
long sleeve

•Special Buy. Men s
prairie shirt of polyester cotton knit
Striped sweater, Ong $22 Sale 14.99

9

SLACKS SPECIAL
pigment dyed

15 9

Special Buy. Cotter •
ramie cotton canvas pleated slacks
Elastic back Basic colors for men

ST. JOHN'S BAY

SMART399BATH TOWELS FOR HOME AND DORM
VALUE

Our Luxury oversized bath towel weighs more than a pound. Of soft polyester cotton
in assorted solids, stripes and prints. A perfect choice for dorm, home or vacation house.
Smart Value. Hand towel, 2.99 Washcloth, 1.99 Body towel, 7.99

SALE 4.99
Fantasy bath towel, Reg. 6.99. Diagonally striped soft
cotton terry of absorbent high and low loops
Hand, Reg. 4.99 Sale 3.99 Wash, Reg. 2.99 Sale 1.99
-•
••
-

20% OFF

20%-30% OFF

Accent rugs in 2 smart patterns
I A. 21x36", Reg 999 Sale 7.99
B. 24x42". Reg. $16 Sale 12.80

20%-28% OFF

SALE 11.99

I Bedpillows. Soft, medium,firm
Polyester Standard, queen. king.
I 40%-50% off DAC II polyester

Mattress pads. Fitted polyester
cotton with polyester fiber filling
Twin. full and queen sizes

Twin sheet set, Reg. $19. Cotton/polyester geometnc or
floral percales Twin set 1 flat, 1 fitted sheet 1 case
Full set, Reg $29 Salo 19.99 Queen set, Reg $.39 Sale 29.9

Porcootagoe off noonnoorrhi swings on fowls, pekoe

SALE -1

I

Sutton Plaza'
adorn this soft li
Comfortable ins.

1999

SALE

Selo prices on piens WIC orris onectivo through lion Sept
71h

7
„

SPECIAL BUY 11.99

Henley shirt. An updated classic—the 8-button Henley
style shirt from Weekends in California Of polyester
cotton in a variety of solid colors. Young men's sizes.

COTLER

PLAIN
POCKETS"

SALE 16.99
Stonewashed shirt. Reg.$21. He s a natural in our
easy-going pigment-dyed cotton shirt from Shah Safari
In lots of colorful prints for young men's sizes

CITY STREETS

SAVE

;e.

Inc or

sle 29.9

OUR GREAT JEANS SALE

Reg. $24 to $29. Young men s Plain Pockets*
whitewashed jeans City Streets' pleated jeans
or Collar,cargo leans An of cotton denim

,
%
.
,
5

0/,SHOES AND

R

BOOTS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Sale 14.99 Reg. 19.99. Girls oxford or fashion boot for Fall
Sale 16.49 Reg. 21_99. Boys' soft, comfortable leather boat shoe.
Sale 13.50 Reg. S18. Girls' 5th Gear' leather aerobic oxford.
Sale 13.99 Reg. 18.99. Boys' leather USA Olympic' basketball shoes
•••
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SALE 22.99
Reebok CL1000 joggers, Reg. 27.91t The beginning

runner's choice Specially constructeflbr added
comfort and durability Nylon suede Men s. women s
. -

27,

.•

j

"••°:
•

f

SALE 19.99

SALE 28.50

SALE 15.99

Sutton Plaza- moccasin, Reg. $30. Stars and studs
adorn this soft leather, western style moccasin
Comfortable insole In women's sizes

St. John's Bay'boat shoes. Reg. $38. Takes a man
from ship to shore in style and comfort Hand-sewn
leather upper with natural rawhide laces Rubber bottom

Nike• Bravo joggers, Reg. 22.99. These suede trim
loggers perform as well as they look Non-stretch
polyester uppers Foam arch For men and women

•

1 .• •

•

•
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SAVE

cyn FASHION SWEATERS FOR BIG GIRLS, BOYS
A+ savings on all regularly priced sweaters
for the well-dressed scholar. Like colorful
acrylic pullovers in stripes or solids. Here, just a sampling of what's in store.
Sale 9.99 Reg. 14.99, $15. Plain Pockets" stonewashed cotton jeans for girls, boys.
Percentages
of represent savings on regular pion.
Sale excludes those 'terns Oiselgtmited as JCPenney Sntert Values.

25% OFF
All pre-school sweaters. Shown, only two of our many
styles
Little girls' Johnny collar sweater. Reg 11 99 Sale 8.99
Little boys patterned acrylic sweater, Reg $11 Sale 8.25

25% OFF
All kids basics. These basics are essential for back-toschool boys and girls Stock up and save on all regularly
priced briefs, crew socks, fashion anklets, and panties
Sate prices on pre-echool sweeter, and basics effective through Mon , Sega rth

•••••••••••• 11••••••••••••••••
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25°

SAVE

TOPS AND
Sporty Club Ted ." acryP
lic fleece sweaF
tshirts Big girls' sizes
Johnny collar, Reg $20 Sale $15 Crewneck, Reg $12 Sale $9
Sale 8.24 Reg 10 99 Fun Connections " cotton sheeting pants

GIRLS

25% TO 33% OFF

_

Boys' shirts, jeans. Casual shirts by The Fox and Xploits
to wear atop canvas pants by Cotter' or stonewashed cotton
leans by Plain Pockets Big boys sizes
Percentages of represent savings un regular pnces
Ar.

,
•VVIPThilt4lt

25% OFF
Pre-schoolers' fleece tops. Sale 7.50 Reg $10 Little girls
love our printed acrylic crewneck top by Club Ted "
111 Sale $6 Reg $8 Litte boys puff print acrylic top

•

The JCPenney Catalog
Its here' Our new 1300 page Fall Winter
Catalog is ready now For on1y $4 you get
the catalog plus a $5 merchandise certificate

•
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•
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SAVE

shining4 KeG
x a m9eLofDour

20 0 N.O.W. WATCHES

SAVE

exquisite 14K gold jewelry collection
featuring chains, charms, earrings.
Percentage off represents savings on regular prices
Sale prices on 11K gold effective through
Mon.. Sept. 21st.

Armitron watches The N 0 W
Collection—an original concept
in accurate quartz analog watches
Awatch or Slinky watches.
Reg. 1995.
Sale 17.95

APN tir
4rt

sir

to -Lir ivxurar--ti

Sale prices on regularly priced merchandise effective until Saturday. August 29th unless
otherwise noted Intermediate markdowns may have been taken on originally priced merchandise
Reductions from originally priced merchandise effective until stock is depleted
Jewelry photos may be enlarged to show details

VISA
=ma-
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ALABAMA
Andalusia
Auburn
Enterprise
Jasper
Selma
GEORGIA
Brunswick
Dalton

You're looking smarter than ever aLt

Dublin
Griffin
LaGrange
Statesboro
KENTUCKY
Corbin
Elizabethtown
Frankfort
Madisonville

Middlesboro
Murray
Somerset
MISSISSIPPI
Greenville
Greenwood
Hattiesburg
Laurel
Natchez

Oxford
Vicksburg
NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Boone
Elizabeth City
Henderson
Hendersonville
Jacksonville

Newspaper advernemg Supperwent

12

•

Denney
Lumberton
Monroe
Roanoke Rapids
Rockingham
Salisbury
Sanford
Shelby
Statesville
Wilkesboro

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Orangeburg
Rock Hill
Sumter
TENNESSEE
Cleveland
Columbia
Dyersburg
Tullahoma

